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INTRODUCTION 

THE  present  little  work  is  compiled  from  the  recurring 
mistakes  of  candidates  for  the  higher  examinations  at 
Calcutta,  and  from  certain  matters  that  have  proved,  and 

still  prove,  stumbling-blocks  to  the  author  himself.  Many 
of  the  difficulties  that  it  is  hoped  this  book  will  solve,  are 
either  not  in  the  ordinary  grammars  at  all,  or  else  are  too 

briefly  touched  upon. 
In  preparing  the  book  for  the  press,  the  author  has 

naturally  consulted  all  the  grammars  and  dictionaries  to 
which  he  had  access,  but  his  acknowledgments  are  specially 
due  to  Holroyd,  Kempson,  Hooper,  Greaves,  and  Platts. 
His  thanks  are  moreover  due  to  the  efficient  and  continuous 

help  of  Shams-ul-'Ulama-Muhammad  Yfisuf  Ja'fari,  Head 
Maulavi,  Board  of  Examiners,  Calcutta,  and  to  Shams-ul- 

'Ularna  Maulavi  Nazir  Ahmad  Khan  Bahadur,  LL.D.,  who 
kindly  revised  the  troublesome  sections  on  the  present  and 
past  participles.  The  Hindustani  examples  are  largely  taken 
from  the  letters  of  Ghalib,  from  textbooks  for  examinations, 

and  from  newspapers  of  Lahore,  Delhi,  and  Lucknow. 
Further,  to  the  courtesy  of  Dr.  G.  A.  Grierson,  C.I.E.,  the 
author  is  indebted  for  the  following  note  on  the  derivation 
of  the  polite  imperatives,  received  unfortunately  after  the 
book  had  gone  to  press :  it  should  be  read  in  conjunction 
with,  and  in  substitution  for,  the  second  paragraph  of 

XXXVIII,  1  (a)  :— 

"  The  so-called  '  Polite  Imperatives  '  of  Hindostani,  ending 
in  -Ijiye  and  -iye,  are  derived,  through  Prakrit,  from  the 
ancient  Sanskrit  Precative  tense.  The  second  person  singular 

of  this  tense  ended,  in  Sanskrit,  in  -yds  ;  thus,  bhuyds, '  mayst 
thou  be!'  (Uyds,  'mayst  thou  give!'  tndnjds,  'mayst  thou  kill!' 
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"  In  late  Prakrit  this  -yds  assumed  two  forms.  Sometimes 
it  became  -jjahi  and  sometimes  -lahi,  so  that  we  find  forms 

such  as  hojjahi  (from  bhiiyds),  '  mayst  thou  be!'  dejjahi, 

'  mayst  thou  give  !  '  as  well  as  mdrmhi,  '  mayst  thou  kill !  ' 
"  From  the  first  set  are  descended  Hindostan!  forms  such 

as  hiljiye,  and  dljiye,  while,  from  the  second,  we  have  forms 

such  as  mdriye. 

"  Those  who  are  interested  in  the  subject  can  refer  to 

page  330  of  Pischel's  Prakrit  Grammar,  where  a  number  of 

similar  forms  in  that  language  will  be  found  for  each  set." 

In  conclusion,  to  quote  from  honest  Senhor  Pedro  Caroline's 
delightful,  and  I  would  fain  add  immortal,  work,  The  New 

Guide  of  the  Conversation  in  English  :  "  We  expect  then, 
who  the  little  book  (for  the  care  what  we  wrote  him  and 

for  her  typographical  correction)  that  may  be  worth  the 

acceptation  of  studious  persons,  and  especially  of  the  Youth, 

at  which  we  dedicate  him  particularly." 
D.  C.  P. 
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I.     LETTERS 

1.  Note  that  all  the  letters  of  the  alphabet  are  consonants. 

2.  The  letter  r   (j )  cannot  commence  a  word,  nor  is  it 
ever  doubled. 

8.  Note  that  the  letter  n  (o)  has  two  distinct  pronun- 
ciations ;  one  like  the  English  letter  n,  and  the  other  nasal  as 

in  main,  'I,'  and  hain,  'are' :  vide  VIII,  6  (b). 

II.     SUBSTANTIVES 

1.  In  Delhi  and  Lucknow,  such   words   as    gehun  (m.), 

'  wheat,'  chane  (m.),  '  gram,'  jau  (m.), '  barley,'  etc.,  are  plural. 
Aid  (m.),  '  flour,'  is,  however,  singular. 

2.  Asbdb,  '  baggage,'  is  treated  as  a  singular  masculine ; 
but   as   the   Arabic  plural   of  sabab,   'cause,'   it   is    plural 
masculine. 

Auqat  (Ar.  plural  of  waqt,  m.),  in  the  sense  of  'times', 
is  masculine  plural,  but  in  the  sense  of  '  livelihood '  it  is 
feminine  singular. 

8.  The  Deity  is  singular,  and  all  pronouns  and  verbs 
referring  to  the  Deity  must  be  singular. 

4.  (a)  Saldmat  is  properly  a  noun  feminine,  but  it  is  now 
treated  as  an  adjective  also.     In  Ap   saldmat  rahiye,  and 
Khudd  dp  ko  saldmat  rakhe,  a  se  after  saldmat  is,  or  was, 
understood.     It  should  not  be  inserted. 

(b)  Sahih  saldmat  is  also  treated  as  an  adjective,  and  is 
used  idiomatically  for  the  grammatical  xahlh  sdlim,  which, 
however,  is  not  the  idiom. 

(c)  For  diqq  as  a  substantive  and  an  adjective,  vide  XVII. 
5.  Log.     When  used  in  the  objective,  log  always  requires 

ko,  thus :   '  He  sent  people  to  inquire,'  chand  ddml  piichhne 
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ke  waste  bhej-diye,  but  logon  ko  piichhne  ke  waste  bhej-diyd. 

Vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  6,  b. 

6.  (a)  Hath  (se),  '  by  hand  of.'  In  mere  hath  (se)  or 
mere  hathon  (se)  the  se  is  better  omitted. 

(b)  Note  the  following :  Main  ne  apne  naukar  ke  hath 

(not  hathon)  tumhdre  pas  chitthl  bhejl  thl,  lekin — '  I  had  sent 
you  a  letter  by  my  servant — ; '  but  Tumhdre  hathon  (not 

hath)  main  bahut  zalll  hu,d,  '  I  have  been  disgraced  on  your 
account.' 

In  the  first  case  the  idea  of  agency  is  not  prominent,  and 
hdth  is  practically  a  preposition. 

III.     CASES   OF   NOUNS 

1.  Nominative.     For  the   nominative  absolute,  vide   VII, 
Relative  Pronouns,  2. 

2.  Vocative,     (a)  Of   the  two   forms  of  the  vocative  the 

inflected  form  is  the  better,  as  :  Ay  Taj  Bl-bi  ke  mazdr,  '  oh, 

tomb  of  Taj  Blbl ! ' r 
(b)  In  the  simple  repetition  of  grief,  a  fresh  epithet  is 

usually  added  to  each  repetition ;  thus  the  pathetic  simplicity 

in  the  repetition,  '  0  my  son  Absalom,  my  son,  my  son 
Absalom !  would  God  I  had  died  for  thee,  0  Absalom,  my 

son,  my  son ! '  (2  Sam.  xviii,  33),  would  in  idiomatic  Urdu 
be  rendered  in  some  such  way  as  Hay  mere  bete  Abl  Shdlum, 

mere  piydre  Abl  Shalilm !  Kdsh  tere  'iwaz  main  martd,  merl 
dnkhon  ke  tare  Abl  Shalum.  In  the  Urdu  Bible  the  trans- 

lation of  this  passage  is  literal. 
3.  Agent  case  with  ne. 

(a)  The  agent  ca^e  is  not  used  with  the  following  verbs : — 
Bolnd  baknd  bhulnd 

Chilldnd  land  sochnd 2 

Samajhnd 2  dikhd,l  dend  sund,l  dend 

1  i.e.  Mumtdz  Mahall,  entombed  in  the  Taj.     She  was  the  wife  of 
Shah  Jahan. 

2  In  old  Urdu  these  two  verbs  required  ne. 
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[Sdth  dend ']  ma'lilm  dend  chal-dend 
Bo-dend  (shed  a  few  muskurd-dend  hans-dend 

tears) 

I'dkraj  dend 
Kisl  ke  sdth  ho-lend  ho-lend  (to  be  finished   so-lend  (to  have 

(accompany;  also        outright;  to  call  for       done  sleeping) 
to  pass  by)  on  the  way) 

Bo-lend  (to  have  done  baj-lend  (to  strike  the 
weeping)  hour) 

(b)  The  following  may  or  may  not  take  ne :  '- 
Slkhnd  *  jannd a  jltnd 2 
Hdrnd 2  chdhnd 3 

(c)  The  following  take  or  omit  ne  according  to  the  sense  : — 
Without  ne.  •  With  ne. 

Qardr  pdnd,  to  be  decided,  to  take  rest. 
Karnd,  to  be  in  the  habit  of,  to  do. 
Pukdrnd,  to  cry  out,  to  summon. 
Pdnd,  be  allowed,  to  find,  get. 

(d)  Some  few  authors  make  bolnd  and  larnd  agree   with 
their  cognate  accusative,  but  this  should  not  be  imitated. 

(e)  With  several  nouns  as  subjects,  ne  is  suffixed  to  the 
last  only :  Bddshdh,  sarddron  aur  sipdhiyon,  sab  ne  pith  dl 

(or  dikhd,l),  '  the  king,  the  leaders,  and  the  men  all  fled.' 
If,  however,  the  subjects  are  pronouns,  ne  is  suffixed  to 

each  :  Main  ne  aur  us  ne,  donon  ne,  us  ko  mdrd. 
(/)  If  there  is  a  noun  or  phrase  in  apposition  to  the  subject, 

ne  comes  last,  as :  Ek  shakh?  Bahadur  ndm  ne  kakd  ki  .  .  .  ; 
Ek  buddhe  ddml  Bahadur  ndm  (or  naml)  ne  kaha  ki  .  .  . 

Vide  Apposition. 
4.  Genitive,  (a)  Note  the  following  significations  of  the 

genitive :  Khudd  kd  shukr,  '  thanks  to  God ; '  mere  khatt  kd 

1  Sdth  dend  properly  requires  ne. 
2  In  old  Urdu  these  four  verbs  never  took  ne. 

3  Main  ne  chdfid,  but  merd  dil  chdhd. 
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jawdb,  '  an  answer  to  my  letter  ; '  pine  kd  pdnl,  '  water  for 
drinking,'  '  drinking-water ; '  us  kd  (or  us  par)  bharosd  nahln, 
'  there  is  no  dependence  on  him ; '  rel  kd  safar,  '  a  journey  by 
rail ; '  baithne  kl  ijdzat,  '  permission  to  sit,  for  sitting  ;  '  bdt 
kd  bard  sachchd  hai,  he  is  true  to  his  word,'  or,  '  he  keeps 
his  appointments ; '  dj  klrasad,  '  to-day's  rations,' '  rations  for 
to-day  ; '  sone  kl  gharl,  '  a  watch  made  of  gold,' '  a  gold  watch  ; ' 
ban  bahdr  kd  din,  '  an  enjoyable  day  ; '  ban  bahdr  kl  rdt, 
'  an  enjoyable  night ; '  ku,e  kd  pdnl,  '  water  from  the  well ;  ' 
babul  kd  darakht,  '  an  acacia-tree ; '  Panjab  kd  mulk,  '  the 
country  of  the  Panjab,' '  the  Panjab  ;  '  guldb  kd  phill,  '  a  rose ; ' 
tin  ruplya  kd  kaprd,  '  cloth  to  the  value  of  3  rupees.' 

(b)  Hisdb  kl  kitdb  in  the  sense  of  '  a  book  on  arithmetic ' 
is  an  objective  genitive,  but  in  the  sense  of  '  an  account  book  ' 
subjective.  In  Tumhdrl  muhabbat  men  wuh  tabdh  ho-gayd, 

'  he  was  ruined  by  his  love  for  you,'  tumhdrl  is  an  objective 
genitive ;  but  in  Tumhdrl  muhabbat  ne  us  ko  kJiardb  karddld, 

'  your  affection  for  him  ruined  him,'  it  is  subjective. 
5.  The  postposition  '  ko '.  The  following  remarks  are  to  be 

added  to  those  in  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  6  : — 
(a)  The  ko  of  motion  is  idiomatically  omitted,  except  in  the 

Panjab,  as  :   Wuh  Lahor  gay  a,  '  he  has  gone  to  Lahore,'  but 
Lahor  ko  rawdna  hu,d  or  Lahor  rawdna  hu,d,  '  he  has  started 
for  Lahore ' ;  Wuh  shahr  gay  a,  '  he  has  gone  to  the  city,'  but 
shahr  men  gayd, '  he  entered  the  city ' ;   Wuh  Wildyat  (not  ko) 
gay  a,  '  he  has  gone  to  England.' 

EEMARK. — With  pahunchnd  the  postposition  men  may  be 

used  or  omitted,  as :  Main  Bangun  pahunchd,  '  I  arrived  at 
Rangoon,'  but  Rangun  men  pahunchd,  '  I  entered  the  city  of 

Eangoon.' 
(b)  It  is  omitted  after  words  used  in  a  vague  or  indeter- 

minate sense,  as :   Us  ne  khdne  se  hath  uthdyd,  '  he  stopped 
eating ; '  Jahdn  ke  paidd  karne-wdle  se  dil  lagd,o,    '  fix  thy 
(the)  heart  on  the  world's  maker.' 

(c)  Ko  is  necessary  in  such  sentences  as :  Jo  ko,l  dushman 
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ko  fin f in-  xnmjhe  us  kl  misdl  its  shakhy  kl  hai  jo  thorl  dg  ko 

ijun  hi  chhor-de,  'one  who  despises  a  weak  enemy  is  like  one 
who  neglects  a  little  fire  '  (i.e.  the  fire  that  is  little). 

A  man  with  a  small  head  and  a  large  beard  reads  that  these 
are  the  signs  of  a  fool ;  he  says  to  himself,  Main  sir  ko  bard 

kar-nahin-saktd  hiln  lekin  .  .  .  ,  '  I  cannot  make  my  (the) 
head  large,  but  .  .  .' 

(d)  Turn  jdnte  ho  kis  tarali  murgh  (or  murgh  ko)  fialdl  karte 

litiin  ?  'do  you  know  how  fowls  are  slaughtered?'     In  such 
sentences  it  is  better  to  omit  ko  after  simple  verbs,  but  to 
insert  it  after  verbs  compounded  of  a  verb  and  substantive,  etc. 

REMARK. — If  insdn  were  substituted  for  murgh,  the  ko 
would  be  necessary ;  vide  H.S.S.,  Lesson  6,  c  (5). 

(e)  Ko  is  omitted  after  a  cognate  accusative :  Hamesha  kl 

nlnd  soya,  '  he  slept  the  everlasting  sleep.' 
(/)  Note  the  insertion  and  omission  of  ko  in — 

Q.  Padshah  ne  kis  ko  dekhd  ? 
A.  Ek  darvesh  ko. 

Q.  Kaun  thd  jis  ko  pad  shah  ne  dekhd  ? 
A.  Darvesh. 

(g)  Kishmish  ko  (not  tak)  abhl  bahut  din  bdql  hain, 

'  Christmas  is  still  a  long  way  off ;  there  are  many  days  yet 
before  Christmas ; '  but  Kishmish  ke  bahut  din  bdql  hain, 

'  there  are  many  days  still  left  of  the  Christmas  holidays.' 
(h)  Vide  Log,  II,  5. 

(i)  Main  ne  dilsre  ko  uske  buldne  ko  rukhyat  kiyd,  '  I 
dispatched  the  other  to  call  him.'  To  avoid  this  uneuphonious 
use  of  ko  in  two  different  senses  in  the  same  clause,  it  is  better 
to  write  uske  buldne  ke  liye. 

(j)  If  several  nouns  are  the  object  of  one  verb,  ko  is 
added  to  the  last  only,  as:  Jhagron  our  lard,iyon  ko  (or, 

not  so  good,  jhagre  lard,iyon  ko). 
(k)  When  a  phrase  is  added  in  apposition  the  ko  is 

placed  at  the  end,  as :  'I  saw  Zaid  the  Wazlr's  son,'  main  ne wazlr  he  bete  Zaid  ko  dekhd. 
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EEMARK. — A  similar  order  is  observed  with  ne ;  vide  III, 
300. 

(I)  If  a  participle  is  in  apposition  to  a  noun,  the  ko 
directly  follows  the  noun,  as  :  Main  ne  ek  admi  ko  soya  hil,d 

dekhd,  '  I  saw  a  man !  asleep,'  but  Main  ne  ek  soye  hu,e z 
admi  ko  dekhd,  '  I  saw  a  sleeping  man.' 

6.  (a)  Men.      Is  men  main  ne  ban  fikr  kl,   '  I   thought 
a  great  deal  about,  concerning,  this ; '  Is  bat  men  (or  par)  kyd 

kahte  ho  ?  '  what  have  you  to  say  on  this  subject  ?  '  Mantiq 
men,  'on  Logic ; '   Yih  tattu  kitne  men  para?  'how  much  did 
this  pony  cost  ?  '  Kan-kawwe  men  tdgd  bdndho,  '  tie  the  thread 
to  the  kite  ; '  Dol  men  (or  se)  rassl  bdndho  or  rassl  men  (or  se) 

dol  bdndho,  'tie  the  rope  to  the  bucket ;'    Chor-kdnte  kapre 
men  (or  se)  lag-ga,e,  '  burrs  have  stuck  to  the  cloth.' 

(b)  Wuh  ghusse  men  (or  se)  bhar-gayd,  '  he  was  filled  with 
anger ; '   Wuh  nasha  men  (or  se)  chur  hai,  '  he  is  dead  drunk ' 
(chur  lit.  =  bruised) ;  Men  ghan  men  (not  se)  do  bajkar  das 

minit  hu,e  hain,  '  by  my  watch  it  is  ten  past  2.' 
(c)  Vide  7  infra. 
7.  (a)  Se  is  sometimes  used  for  ke  sdth :  Makkhan  roti  se 

(or  ke  sdth)  khdtd  hai, '  he  eats  butter  with  his  bread  ; '   Us  ko 
mujh  se  (or  mere  sdth)  dushmanl  hai,  '  he  is  at  enmity  with 
me ; '  Wuh  bare  sdz  o  sdmdn  se  (or  ke  sdth)  dyd,  '  he  came 
with  great  pomp.'     You  could  not,  however,  say  Wuh  us  se 
dyd,  '  he  came  with  him.' 

(b)  Main  dak  se  dyd  hun  is  modern  and  borrowed  from  the 
English,  for  the  old  Urdu  ddk  par  dyd  hun. 

(c)  Yih  is   se  mushdbih   hai,    '  this   resembles   that,'  and 
Donon  men  mushdbahat  hai,  '  there  is  a  resemblance  between 
the  two,'  are  correct.     By  a  confusion  of  thought,  however, 
Is  se  aur  us  se  kyd  mushdbahat  hai  ?  is  incorrectly  said  for 
Is  men  aur  us  men  kyd  mushdbahat  hai  ? 

1  But  main  ne  ek  sher  (without  ko)  soya  hu,d  dekha ;   vide  H.S.S., 
Lesson  6. 

2  Or  sote  hu,e. 
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(d)  For  se  or  ko  after  kahnd  and  puchhnd,  vide  XX  and  XXX. 
(e)  Se  is  generally  used  with  causals. 
(/)  For  omission  of  se  after  saldmat  and  hath,  vide  II,  4,  6. 

(0)  Jl/ien  se  and  men  kd='  out  of',  'a  portion  of,  as:  C7w 
ijdidiyon  men  se  (or  wen  ke)  do  rihd  kar-diye  ga,e,'tvfo  of 
those  prisoners  were  released  ; '  Un  quaidiyon  men  se  (or  men 
kd)  ek  main  thd ;  but  Sab  baradaron  men  (not  men  se)  main 

(sab  se)  chhotd  him,  'I  am  the  youngest  of  (amongst)  the 
brothers.' 

For  two  postpositions  following  the  same  substantive,  vide 

1  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  80,  c. 
8.  (a)  Par  is  connected  with  upar.  It  has  many  signi- 

fications, such  as  superiority,  incumbency,  debt,  duty,  etc. 

Example :  Main  is  chlz  ko  us  par  tarjlfi  detd  hun,  '  I  prefer 
this  to  that.' 

(b)  '  Because  of,'  '  for.'     Kis  qusur  par,  '  for  what  fault  ?  ' 
Wuh  chorl  karne  par  jawdb  pd-gayd,  '  he  was  dismissed  for 

theft.' 
(c)  '  According   to.'     Mundsib    taur  par,   '  in,  or  after,  a 

proper  manner ; '  Mere  ma  mill  par,  '  according  to  my  custom.' 
(d)  '  Notwithstanding.'      Itnl  dlwdnagl  par  bhl  wuh  merl 

bat  samajh-gayd, '  notwithstanding  his  madness  he  understood 
me ; '    Merl  maujndgl  par  bhl   wuh   apnl   shardrat   se   bdz 

na-dyd,  '  notwithstanding  my  presence  he  did  not  cease  his 
mischief.' 

(e)  '  To,'    '  for,'    and    '  at '.    Mujh   bcchdre  par  jo  guzra, 
'what   happened    to   unfortunate  me;'   Mere  jane  par  rdzl 
hu,a,  '  he  consented  to  my  going ; '  Yih  aur  kisl  (or  kisl  aur) 
par  na-khuld,  '  this  was  revealed  to  none  ; '  Jis  chlz  par  terd 
jl  chale  so  khd,  '  eat  whatever  you  like  ; '  Ko,l  ek  kos  par,  '  at 
the  distance  of  about  a  kos.' 

(/)  The  par  (like  men)  is  often  idiomatically  omitted,  as  : 

Wuh  daryd  ke  kindre  gayd,  '  he  has  gone  to  the  river,'  but 
Darya  ke  kinare  par  gayd,  '  he  went  to  the  edge  of  the  water ; ' 
Dusre  din  (par),  '  on  the  second  day.' 
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9.  Tak  is  not  always  a  postposition ;  vide  '  Hindustani 
Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  30,  d. 

IV.  NUMERALS 

1.  (a)  After  donon,  'both;'  chdron,  'all  four,'  etc.,  a  plural 
noun  is  ordinarily  to  be  preferred  to  the  singular,  as  donon 
darakhton  men,  chdron  mulkon  men ;  but  the  singular  may 
be  used. 

(b)  If,  however,  some  special  number  is  always  associated 
with  a  particular  noun,  the  singular  is  preferred,  as :  Sdthon 

iqllm  men,  '  in  the  seven  continents  of  the  world.'     Inpanchon 
haivdss,   '  the  five  senses,'  hawdss  is  the  Arabic  plural ;  this 
word,  however,  is  in  Urdu  often  treated  as  a  singular.     Chdron 

'unsar  (or  arbaa  'andsir),  '  the  four  elements.' 

(c)  Ek  is  often  used  for  the  indefinite   article  '  a '.     It  is, 
however,  often  emphatic,  as  :   Wuh  chor  hai,  '  he  is  a  thief,' 
but  Wuh  ek  chor  hai,   '  he  is  one  thief,'  i.e.  'he  is  a  regular 
thief ' ;  Choron  men  se  hai,  '  he  is  a  thief,'  i.e.    belongs  to  the 
class  of  thieves  ',  but  Choron  men  se  ek  wuh  hai,   '  he  too  is 
one  of  the  thieves  (don't  make  any  mistake  about  the  matter).' 

V.  ADJECTIVES 

'  ENOUGH  '  AND  '  Too  MUCH  ' 

1.  '  Enough '  can  be  rendered  by  bahut,  kdfi,  or  bas,  as : 
Itnl  shardb  bahut  (or  kdfi  or  bas)  hai. 

2.  '  Too    much '    is   expressed    by    bahut,   ziydda,    bahut 
ziydda,  or  by  hdjat  se  ziydda,  '  more  than  the  requirements : ' 
Yih  jiltd  mere  pd,on  se  (bahut)  bard  hai,  '  these  shoes  are  too 

big  for  me.' 

Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  2,  a. 
3.  For  saldmat  and  sahlh  saldmat,  vide  II,  4. 

VI.  PEONOUNS 

PERSONAL,   DEMONSTRATIVE,    INDEFINITE,  AND   POSSESSIVE 

1.  Personal,     (a)  In  Delhi  and  Lucknow,  and  in  Behar, 

the  1st  person  plural  pronoun  ham,  '  we '  or  '  I ',  is  both  in 
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literary  and  spoken  Urdu  always  masculine.     Hindu  ladies  of 
Benares  also  use  Jiam  as  masculine. 

The  following  examples,  in  which  a  woman  is  the  speaker, 

are  from  the  'Dlwan-i  Jan  Sahib"  of  Lucknow  ;  the  poem  is 
written  in  the  language  of  the  zan&'na  :  — 

(a) 
2 

'  0  Friend  !  with  difficulty  I  got  out  of  the  Palace  last  night  ; 
I  am  not,  while  alive,  to  be  "  sat  upon  "  by  men  ; 
Yes,  sister,  I  would  say  this  even  to  Mr.  Death-Angel.' 

Lj   3  !       .\  e  t_^     (b) 

'  Ah  !  when  I've  disgraced  my  name  for  your  sake 
Do  you  tell  me  you  '11  have  nothing  to  do  with  me  ?  ' 
For  further  examples  vide  the  mar  sly  as  of  Anis  and  Dablr, 

of  Lucknow,  and  the  masnavl  of  Mir  Hasan,  of  Delhi  ;  and 

also  the  'Sura-yi  Yusuf  in  the  Urdu  translation  of  the  Quran 
by  Shah  Rafl'  ud-Dln,  Shah  'Abdu'l-Qadir,  and  Shamsu'l- 
'Ulama'  Maulavl  Nazlr  Ahmad,  all  of  Delhi  4  ;  the  first  two  are 
old  and  the  last  modern.  The  Urdu  grammarian  Mirza  Nisar 
All  Beg,  not  an  acknowledged  authority,  has  made  ham 
common  gender,  and  so  English  grammarians  have  followed 
suit.  In  the  Panjab,  however,  ham  is  feminine  as  well  as 
masculine. 

(b)  Speak  of  yourself  as  ham  and  address  servants  as  turn. 

Address  safed-posh  natives,  superior  shopkeepers,  assistant 
station-masters,  etc.,  as  Ap  followed  by  a  plural  verb. 

(properly  two  inseparable  companions)  is  a  woman's  word. 
2  V>^«,  u  woman's  word  for  j^.. 
3  (j*/.  '"'/"",  i*  a  woman's  exclamation. 
4  !«.  y»  y  U-  V  ̂   tl*  *  U^  ftf  itf  ̂   y,^  (The  Story  of  Firoz  Shah 

inviting  the  Jogin  to  a  '  majlis  '). 
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Gentlemen  of  Lucknow  and  Delhi,  however,  generally  speak 
of  themselves  as  main  even  when  they  address  servants  as  til. 

2.  Demonstrative,     (a)  Yih  means  '  he '  just  as  much  as 
wuh  does.    Yih  achchhd  adml  hai  and  wuh  achchhd  adml  hai 

must  both  he  translated  '  he  is  a  good  fellow '  ;  but  the  former 
indicates  either  a  person  present  or  one  near  the  speaker, 
while  the  latter  either  a  person  absent  or  one  remote  from  the 

speaker. 
(b)  The  demonstratives  yih  and  wuh,  preceding  or  following 

some  interrogatives,  are  equivalent  to  a  relative  in  English  or 

in  Hindustani,  as  :    '  What  is  this  dispute  that  is  going  on 
amongst  the  servants  ?  '  naukaron  men  yih  kaisd  jhagrd  ho 

rahd  hai  ?  '  Who  is  that  sawar  who  is  riding  along  there  ? ' 
wuh  kaun  sawdr  ghore  par  jd-rahd  hai  ?  =  wuh  kaun  sawar 
hai  jo  ghore  par  jd-rahd  hai  ? 

(c)  For  the  demonstrative  before  a  relative  pronoun  vide 
VII,  3,  4. 

3.  Indefinite.    The  pronoun  ko,l  has  sometimes  the  meaning 

of  kahm,  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones,'  Lesson  4,  p.  23. 
4.  Possessive,     (a)  Apnd  does  not,  of  course,  always  refer 

to  the  grammatical  or  to  the  logical  subjects  of  a  sentence 

(vide  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones',  Lesson  12).     Note  the 
position  of  this  possessive  in  the  following,  and  the  differences 
in  signification  :   Usne  apne  bdp  ke  sdth  unko  jangal  men  jdte 

dekhd,  'he  saw  them  going  with  his  own  father  into  the 
jungle ; '  Usne  unko  apne  bdp  ke  sdth  jangal  men  jdte  dekhd, 

'he  saw  them  going  with  their  own  father  into  the  jungle.' 
(b)  In  Main  ne  unko  apne  ghar  bhej-diyd,  it  is  obvious 

that  the  possessive  cannot  refer  to  the  singular  subject ;  but 

Unhon  ne  unko  apne  apne  ghar  bhej-diyd  would  be  ambiguous, 
as  the  possessive  might  refer  either  to  the  subject  or  the  object. 

(c)  In  Yih  apnl  kitdb  hai,  '  this  is  my  book  '  (or,  in  the 
Panjab  and  in  Behar,  yih  men  apnl  kitdb  hat)    the  apnl  is 
used  for  emphasis. 

(d)  Apnd  should  not  be  inserted  except  for  emphasis :  Main 
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ne  usko  hath  se  mdrd,  'I  beat  him  with  (my)  hand,'  but 

apne  hath  se  mara,  '  I  beat  him  with  my  own  hand,'  i.e.  '  I 
beat  him  myself,  no  one  else  did '. 

REMARK. — Vide  also  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson 
12,  c  and  /. 

VII.  THE  RELATIVE  PRONOUN  AND  ITS 

ANTECEDENT,  AND  THE  NOMINATIVE  ABSOLUTE 

1.  For  the  construction  of  relative  sentences,  vide  'Hindu- 

stani Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  16,  b.     The  correlatives  are 
less  used  in  Urdu  than  in  Hindi,  but  apart  from  this  it  is 

sometimes  necessary  to  depart  from  the   relative-correlative 
construction.     There  is,  for  instance,  a  considerable  difference 

in  meaning  between   Usnc  apne  dushman  ko  mdr-ddld  jisko 

mdrnd  usko  hargiz  lazim  na-thd  =  '  he  killed  his  enemy,  and 
it  was  not  necessary  for  him  to  do  this ',  and  Jis  dushman  ko 
mdrnd   lazim  na-thd  usko  usne  mdrddld  =  '  he  killed   that 

particular  enemy  whom  he  ought  not  to  have  killed '.     Some- 
times the  latter  construction  is  adopted  for  reasons  of  euphony 

only ;  thus,  Jab  tak  jo  log  ki  kdfir  hon  is  mulk  se  chale  na- 
jd,en  is  less  euphonious  than  Jab  tak  wuh  log  jo  kdfir  hain — . 

2.  When,  in  English,  a  noun  in  any  case  is  the  antecedent 
of  a  long  and  explanatory  relative  clause,  it  is,  in  Urdu,  placed 
by  itself  at  the  commencement  of  the  sentence  as  a  nominative 
absolute,  without  any  verb ;  but  after  the  verb  in  the  relative 
clause,  its  place  is  taken  by  a  pronoun  in  the  proper  case  of 

the  antecedent,  thus  :  '  The  boy  who  came  to  you  yesterday 
has  to-day  gone  back  to  Lahore,'  larkd  jo  kal  tumhdre  pas 

dyd  thd  wuh  dj  Ldhor  wdpas  gayd  ;  '  Some  one  has  sent  for 
that  boy  whom  you  saw  at  my  house  yesterday,'  larkd  jisko 
dp  ne  kal  mere  makdn  men  dckhd  thd  us  ko  dj  kisl  ne  buld- 
bhejd  hai. 

NOTE. — The  nominative  absolute  construction,  so  common 

in  Persian  and  Arabic,  is  not  admissible  in  Urdu.  Such  a  con- 

struction as  vi~-u*..J  (^^^Jbib  ,_£»3'  **uj  (J-*^»,  '  the  schoolmaster 
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has  no  authority  over  the  boys '  (lit.  '  the  schoolmaster — 

there  is  no  wool  in  his  hat')>  is  foreign  to  the  language, 
except,  of  course,  in  broken  colloquial. 

3.  When,  in  English,   one  or  more   relative  clauses  are 

coupled  by  '  and ',  the   succeeding   relatives   can,  in    Urdu, 
either  be  expressed,  or  their  places  can  be  taken  by  demon- 

strative pronouns ;  but  the  latter  is  more  idiomatic.     In  '  The 
carpenter  who  made  your  table  and  whose  wages  you  with- 

held, has  come ',  jis  barhd,l  ne  Ap  kl  mez  band,i  thl  aur  Ap  ne 
(uskl  or  jisln)  muzdurl  nahln  dl  thl  wuh  is  ivaqt  dyd,  the 

uskl  or  jiskl  may  optionally  be  omitted,  as  the  sentence  is 

short  and  the  omission  causes  no  ambiguity ;  but  in    '  The 
birdcatchers  whom  you  sent  to  the  jungle  and  who  caught 

and   brought   you  the  bulbuls,  want  their  recompense ',  jin 
mlr-shikdron  ko  Ap  ne  jangal  men  bhejd  thd  aur  wuh  (or,  not 

so  good,  jo)  bulbul  phasd-kar  ld,e  the  wuh  in  dm  chdhte  hain, 
if  the  wuh  (or  jo}  were  omitted,  Ap  would  naturally  be  taken 

as  the  subject  of  the  second  clause  as  well  as  of  the  first. 

4.  For  the  sake  of  emphasis,  the  antecedent  of  a  relative 

is  often  qualified  by  aisd,  or,  less  commonly,   by  ivuh,  as 

Mujh  ko  ek-aisd  (or  wuh)  kdghaz  chdhiye  jis  par  kuchh  likhd 

hu,d  na-ho,  '  I  want  paper  that  has  not  been  written  on  ;  '  in 
this  sentence  the  aisd  (or  ivuh)  could  be  omitted,  but  it  is 

better  inserted ;  but  in  Wuh  (or  aisd)  kdm  karo  jis  se  sdnp 

Wii  mare  aur  Idthl  bhl  na-tilte  (proverb),  'act  so  that  the  snake 
may  be  killed,  but  the  lathi  be  not  broken,'  either  wuh  or 

aisd  must  be  inserted.     Similarly,  in  '  The  man  whom  you 
summoned  has  come  ',  ivuh  ddml  jisko  Ap   ne  buldyd  thd 
hdz_ir  hai,  the  wuh  cannot  be  omitted,  as  the  reference  is  to 

'  that  particular  man ' ;  the  omission  of  wuh  in  such  cases  is 
a  usual  mistake  amongst  Europeans. 

5.  The  relative  pronoun  in  English  is  sometimes  a  source 

of  ambiguity,  as  it  is  not  always  clear  whether  the  writer  uses 

the  pronoun  restrict! vely  or  conjunctively.     Abbott  in  '  How 

to  Write  clearly  '  gives  the  following  example  :    '  There  was 
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a  public-house  next  door,  which  was  a  great  nuisance.'  As 
'  which '  is  here  preceded  by  a  comma,  it  is  conjunctive,  and 
means  '  and  this  fact '.  Omit  the  comma  (also,  better  still, 
substitute  '  that '  for  '  which  ')  and  the  meaning  is  '  that 
particular  public-house  was  a  great  nuisance  '.  The  Urdu, 
Mere  makdn  ke  baghal  men  ek  sharab-kli&na  hai  jo  ek  takllf- 
dih  chlz  hai,  is  ambiguous,  as  the  relative  jo  may  be  either 
conjunctive  or  restrictive.  Substitute  for  jo  either  aur  wuh 

shardb-kl±dna  or  else  aur  us  kd  hond,  and  the  ambiguity 
disappears. 

In  Wuh  das  kos  do  ghante  ke  'ar§e  men  paidal  gayd  jo 
ta'ajjub  kl  bat  thl,  '  he  travelled  10  kos  in  the  space  of  two 
hours,  which  was  an  extraordinary  thing,'  the  relative  is 
simply  awkward  ;  either  substitute  aur  yih  for  the  relative, 

or,  better  still,  recast  the  sentence  and  write  yih  ta'ajjub  kl 
bat  thl  ki  wuh — . 

6.  Note  the  ambiguity  in  the  following:  Main  to  yahdn 

ke  rahne-wdlon  se  nahln  hiin  jaisd  ki  turn  tasawwur  karte  ho. 

This  may  either  mean  '  you  think  I  am  one  of  the  residents ' 
or  '  you  think  I  am  not '  ;  but  transfer  the  words  nahln  hiin 
to  the  end  of  the  sentence  and  the  meaning  is  '  I  am  not  one 
of  the  residents  of  this  place  as  you  think  I  am  '. 

7.  To  avoid  ambiguity  it  is  sometimes  necessary  to  repeat 

the  antecedent  in  a  new  form.     '  He  said  he  would  not  even 
hear  me,  ivhich  I  confess  I  had  expected.'     This  may  either 

mean  '  I  had  expected  he  would  hear  me  '  or  '  I  had  expected 
he  would  not  hear  me'.     For  'which'  write  'a  refusal  that'  or 

'  a  favour  that ',  according  to  the  sense. 
Us  ne  kahd  ki  main  tumhdrl  bat  na-suniingd  aur  mujh  ko 

?*s  se  isl  bat  kl  taiuaqqu'  thl  is  ambiguous  ;  but  write  lekin 
mujhe  taivaqqu  thl  ki  wuh  sunegd  or  lekin  mujhe  tawaqqu 

bhl  yihl  thl  ki  wuh  na-sunegd,  and  the  ambiguity  is  removed. 
8.  When  the  antecedent   to   a   relative   is   indefinite,  the 

relative  is  usually  followed  by  the  Aorist  or  by  a  Doubtful 

Tense,  as  :  'Is  there  anyone  here  that  knoius  Turki  ?  '  yahdn 
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ko,i  hai  jo  Turkl  jantd  ho  ? ;  '  There  was  no  one  there  who 
could  understand  English,'  ivdhan  ko,l  aisd  shakh?  na-thd  jo 
Angrezl  samajh-sake,  but  here,  however,  the  Imperfect  samajh- 
saktd  [thd]  would  be  better.  In  Wuh  us  tint  kl  taraJ.i  daurd 

phirtd  hai  jisko  muhdr  na-ho,  he  wanders  hither  and  thither 

like  a  camel  without  a  nose-string,'  ho,  and  not  hai,  is  used 
because  no  one  particular  camel  is  intended. 

9.  For  the  relative  as  both  subject  and  object  in  the  same 

sentence,  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  27,  j. 

VIII.     CONJUNCTIONS,  ADVERBS,  AND  ADVERBIAL 
PHRASES    AND    PARTICLES 

1.  The  following  idiomatic  use   of   ki  was  omitted  from 

'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  26,  e  :  Turn  khud  wahdn 
kyun  nahln  jdte  ki  (or  jo)  tnujh  ko  wahdn  jdne  kahte  ho  ? 

'  why  don't  you  go  yourself  instead  of  sending  me  ?  ' 
2.  '  While '  should  sometimes  be  rendered  by  yiin  to,  as : 

*  While    all   women    are    beautiful    those    of   Kashmir   are 

peculiarly  so,1  yun   to  tamdm   hi    a/written   khub-surat   hotl 

hain1   lekin  khdss-kar  Kashmir   kl  'auraten  to   nihdyat  hi 
hasln  hotl  hain.1 

3.  (a)  Note  the  '  aw  of  concomitance '  in  the  following : 
Faqat  yih  char  din  hain ;  in  ke  bad  ham  honge  aur  qabr, 

1  there  are  only  these  few  days  of  life ;  then  I,  and  the  grave.' 
(b)  Aur  sometimes  == '  but ' :  Agar  turn  imtihdn  '  pas  '  ho- 

jd,oge  to  tumhen  in  dm  milegd  aur  agar  'fel '  ho-jd,oge  to  saza 
pd,oge,  '  if  you  pass  your  examination  you  '11  be  rewarded,  but 
if  you  fail  you'll  be  punished.' 

4.  In  such  phrases  as  '  I  do  not  know  if — ',  '  I  should  not 
wonder  if — ',  agar  cannot  be  used  :    lAjab  kyd  hai  ki  fareb 
diyd  ho  tdki  tujh 2  se  apnd  kdm  nikdle,  '  I  should  not  wonder 
if  he  has  deceived  you 2  in  order  to  gain  his  object  through  you.' 2 

1  Hotl  hain  and  not  hain,  vide  H.S.S.,  1,  g. 
2  Note  the  position  of  tujhe  in  the  second  clause.     It  could  follow 

ki  and  be  omitted  in  the  second  clause. 
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5.  (a)  Chdhe,  kyd,  khwdh  repeated  =  '  either  (or  whether) 
or '.     Chdho  has  also  the  same  meaning,  but  can  be  used  only 
when  the  subject  is  the  2nd  person  plural,  as :  Main  nahln 

ktilitd,  raho  chdho  ja,o,  'I  say  nothing,  remain  or  go  as  you 
please ; '  Chdho  raho  chdho  jd,o,  '  either  stay  or  go,  as  you 
please.'     Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  16, 
e  and  /. 

(b)  ChdJie — chdhe  is  alternative  ;  kyd — kyd  is  inclusive : 

Kyd  amir  kyd  gharlb  sab  uskl  maut  par  rote  hain,  '  whether 
rich  or  poor,  all  lament  his  death  ; '  to  substitute  chdhe  for 
kyd  in  this  sentence  would  be  incorrect  and  vulgar ;  but  Chdhe 
Hindu  ho  chdhe  Musalmdn  main  us  se  mtddqdt  nahln  karungd, 

1  whether  he  be  Hindu  or  Muslim,  I  won't  meet  him.' 

NOTE. — For  '  neither — nor  '  vide  Negatives,  '  Hindustani 
Stepping  Stones,'  Lesson  16,  d. 

6.  (a)  Jahdn  sometimes  means  '  when ',  as :  Jahdn  us  ne 

mujhe  dekhd  jdn  chhor-kar  bhdgd,  '  when  he  saw  me  he  fled 
in  haste  ; '  Jahdn  turn  bahut  baras  zd,i    kar-chuke  ho  chand 

din  aur  sahl,  '  when  you  have  wasted  so  many  years  already, 
a  few  days  more  won't  signify  ; '   Jahdn  ek  lidlat  sdlhd-sdl  tak 
rahl  (go  ivuh  hdlat  kaisl  hi  umda  aur  pasandlda  kyun  ha-ho) 

kJ±wdh  ma-khwdh  ddml  us  se  uktd-jdtd  hai,  '  when  one  state 
continues  without  change  for  years  (no  matter  how  pleasant 

that  state)  a  man  gets  tired  of  it.' 

(b)  Jahdn,  '  where,'  and  jahdn,  '  the  world.'  Though  spelt 
alike,  these  two  words  differ  in  pronunciation  :  jahdn, '  where,' 
has  a  nasal  n,  while  jahdn,  '  the  world,'  has  not.  All  the 
Hindi  adverbs,  kahdn,  yahdn,  wahdn,  tahdn,  have  a  nun-i 
ghunna  or  nasal  n. 

7.  Note  the  use  of  kahdn  in  Ab  haydt  'umr  barhdtd   hai 
lekin  itnd  shlrln  kahdn  hogd  ? 

8.  Kahln  not  only  means  '  I  fear  lest '  (vide  Lesson  16,  a) 
but  '  never  ',  etc.,  as  :  Kahln  yih  tumhdre  khiydl  men  na-dwe 

ki  main  us  par  'dshiq  him,  '  do  not  for  a  moment  suppose 
that  I  am  in   love   with  her ; '  Kahln  dlwdll  kl  tatll  tak 
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naubat  na-pahunch-jd,e,  '  I  fear  lest  the  matter  be  prolonged 
till  the  Diwali  holidays.' 

9.  Kabhl, '  ever,'  and  kabhi  nahm  or  hargiz  nahm,  '  never.' 

Hargiz,  however,  cannot  in  Urdu  be  used  for  '  ever  '. 

10.  For  jab  taJc,  'until,'  vide  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones', 
Lessons  18,  b,  and  81. 

11.  Nahm  to  and  '  otherwise  '.     Though  '  otherwise  '  is  to 
be  translated  by  nahm  to  H.,  or  warna  P.,  still  these  latter 

words  cannot  always  be  translated  by  'otherwise '.     Ap  hi  hain 
jo  wadon  ko  hamesha  pilrd  karte  hain,  warna  dj  kal  wadon 

kl  kaun  parwd  kdrtd  hai?  'you  alone  keep  your  promises; 
for  in  these  days,  who  cares  for   promises  ? ' :    here  warna 

signifies  '  were  I  to  say  otherwise,  then  tell  me  who  .  .  . ' 

Agar  dp  kd  qat'i  hukm  hai  to  main  kariingd  warna  main 

ma'zur  hun,  '  if  it  is  your  strict  order  I  '11  do  it,  but  to  say  the 
truth  I  am  to  be  excused  : '  warna  here  =  warna  main  is  kdm 

ko  nahm  kartd  is  liye  hi  main  ma'zur  hun,'  or  some  such 
equivalent   phrase.     Jo   kuchh  musibat  insdn  ko  pahunchti 
hai  wuh  us  ke  gundhon  ke  sabab  se  pahunchtl  hai,  warna 

Khudd  kisl  par  zulm  nahm  kartd  =  '  misfortunes  that  befall 

a  man  are  due  to  his  sins,  for  indeed  God  oppresses  none': 

warna  here  signifies  'if  you  say  otherwise,  then  I  say  that  .  .  .' 
Wa-illa  is  old  Urdu  and  has  the  same  signification.  In 

poetry  especially,  warna,  etc.,  is  a  great  stumbling-block. 

12.  Bare  and  dkhir  ko,  'at  last.'  Though  bare  and 

dkhir  ko  both  mean  '  at  last ',  the  former  has  a  restricted 
use,  the  latter  a  general :  bare  can  be  used  only  when  the 

clause  expresses  something  favourable.  '  At  last  my  brother 

died '  is  dkhir  ko  (not  bare)  merd  bhd,i  mar-gayd ;  but  '  At 
last  my  brother  recovered '  could  be  bare,  or  dkhir,  ko,  merd 
bhd,l  blmdrl  se  achchhd  ho-gayd.  Similarly,  bare  (or  dkhir 

ko)  wuh  rdzl  hil,a,  '  at  last  he  consented.' 
18.  Correlatives  :  '  as  ; '  '  the  more  —  the  less,'  etc. ; 

'  hardly,'  '  scarcely,'  '  almost ; '  'to  be  about  to  ; '  'no  matter 
how ; '  '  as  soon  as ; '  '  not  only — but  also  ; '  '  rather  than.' 
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(a)  The  correlatives  are  much  less  used  in  Urdu  than  in 

Hindi.     Vide  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones',  Lesson  25. 

'As,'  'as  by  degrees,'  is  in  Delhi  jon  jon  (or  old  j 'yon  j 'yon1), 
and  in  Lucknow  jo  jo  ;  while  jaise  jaise  is  common  to  both. 

The  correlative  for  the  first  is  ton  ton  (or  old  tyon  tyon). 

For  jo  jo  there  is  no  correlative.  For  jaise  jaise  the  cor- 

relative is  waise  waise,  or  in  old  Urdu  taise  taise.  '  As  (or 
the  more)  he  was  treated,  the  worse  he  became,'  jyon  jyon 

(or  jaise  jaise  or  jo  jo)  uskd  'ildj  hotd  gayd  ton  ton  (or  waise 
waise)  uskl  blmarl  barhtl  ga,l ;  Jo  jo  wuh  mdlddr  hotd  gayd 

(no  correlative)  wuh  ziydda  maghrur  hu,d,  '  the  richer  he  got 
the  prouder  he  became.' 

'  Marlz-i  'ishq  par  rahmat  Khudd  kl 
Marz  barhtd  gayd  jyon  jyon  dawd  kl.' 

MU,MIN. 

'God's  pity  on  one  sick  of  love, 
The  disease  got  worse  the  more  it  was  treated.' 

(b)  For  '  the  more  .  .  .  the  more  (or  the  less) ',  etc.,  vide 
'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  25. 

(c)  '  — how   much    the  more —  '  is  expressed  as  follows  : 
'  If  coffee  makes  you  drunk  how  much  the  more  will  wine  do 
so?'  (l)  jab" qahwa  se  tumhen  nashd  ho-jdtd  hai  to  shardb  se 
(or  na-jdne  shardb  se)  kyd  hdlat  hotl  hogl  ?  (2)  — to  shardb 

kd  hdl  ma'lum  ?  (S)  — to  shardb  to  shardb  hi  hai  ?  (4)  — to 
shardb    kd   kyd  puchhnd  hai  ?    (or  to  shardb  kd  to  kuchh 

puchhnd  hi  nahln) ;    (5)  — to  shardb  kd  to  Khudd  hi  hdfiz 

hai  (or  to  shardb  kd  hai  Khudd  hi  ko  ma'lum  hai) ;  (6)  — to 
shardb  sc  kyd  kahnd  ?    (?)  — to  shardb  kyd  karegl  ?    (8)  — 
to  shardb  kd  kyd  thikdnd  ? 

(d)  '  How  much  less '  is  expressed  as  follows  :  '  If  wine  does 
not  make  you  drunk  how  much  less  will  coffee  do  so  ? '  jab 

shardb  se  tumhen  nashd  nahin  hotd  to  '  kdfl '  se  kab  hogd  ? 
or  — to    kdfl '  se  hond  ma'lum,  or  — to  '  kdfl '  se  ho-chukd  ; 

1  Vulgarly jun,jyun.  *  Orator. 
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'  I  would  not  do  this  for  a  friend,  much  less  for  an  enemy,' 
main  doston  ke  liye  to  aisd  karun-hl-gd  nahln  dushmanon  ke 

liye  kahdn  tak  karungd  ?  or  — dushmanon  ke  liye  karnd 
malum,  or  — dushman  ko  kaun  puchhtd  hai  ? 

(e)  '  -  much  less,  to  say  nothing  of,  let  alone  — .' 
'  I  have  never  even  heard  the  name  of  the  place,  much  less 
seen  it,  to  say  nothing  of  never  having  seen  it,'  main  ne  us 
jag  ah  kd  ndm  bhl  nahln  sund  hai  dekhne  kd  kyd  zikrt  or 

dekhnd  to  ma'lum,  or  dekhnd  to  dar  kindr  hai  =  us  jagah  kd 
dekhnd  dar  kindr  main  ne  ndm  bhl  nahin  sund. 

NOTE. — For  bhl  in  correlative  sentences,  vide  14. 

(/)  'Hardly,'  ' scarcely,' etc.  Vide  also  H.S.S., Lesson  25. 
I  had  barely  set  foot  outside  Main  ne  kamre  se  bdhar  qadam 

the  room  when — 

He  could  scarcely  have  pro- 
ceeded half  a  mile  when  he 

was  attacked  by  a  robber. 

(g)  '  Nearly,'  '  almost :  '- 
I  have  nearly  finished. 

He  nearly  fell  off  his  horse  ; 

(lit.  'it  was  near  that  he 
should  fall  off  his  horse  ')• 

It  is  nearly  twelve. 

na-rakhd  thd  ki  chhat  gir- 

ga,l  (or  gir-parl) ;  or  main 
kamre  se  qadam  bdhar 

rakhne  na-pdyd  thd  ki — . 
Wuh  ddhd  mil  na-gayd  hogd 

ki  ek  ddkii  ne  us  par  liamla 
kiyd  ;  or  wuh  shdyad  hi  ek 

mil  gayd  hogd  ki — . 

Mere  kdm  men  kuchh  thord  sd 

bdql  hai  ;  or  mujhe  kuchh 
thord  sd  kdm  bdql  hai. 

Wuh  ghore  par  se  girte  girte 

bach-gayd ;  or  qarlb  thd 

(ki)  ghore  par  se  gir-jd,e. 
Thorl  der  men  bdrah  bajenge ; 

or  bdrah  bajne  men  thorl 
der  bdql  hai ;  or  bdrah  abhl 
bajenge ;  or  bdrah  bajne 

chdhte  hain ;  or  bdrah  baj- 

chale.1 
For  this  use  of  chalna,  vide  X,  1,  c. 
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(h)  '  To  be  about  to — .'  Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping 
Stones ',  Lessons  25  and  29,  a,  and  XLII,  7,  and  XLV,  4. 

When  the  old  king  was  about  Jab  bddshdh  marne-lagd — . 
to  die  he — 

I  was  just  going  to  get  into  Main  sawdr  hone  hi  ko  thd  ki 

the  train  when  it  started.  rel  chal-parl. 
I  was  on  the  point  of  falling  Main  girne  hi  ko  thd  ki  us  ne 

when  he  saved  me.  mujhe  sanbhdl-liyd. 

(i)  For  ' no  matter  how ',  '  as  soon  as ',  'no  sooner  than  ', 
'  not  only — but  also  ',  and  '  rather  than  ',  vide  '  Hindustani 
Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  25,  b,  h,  j,  and  k,  and  XL VII,  3. 

14.  Nlz  and  bhi,  '  also.'  (a)  Bhl  must  immediately  follow 
the  word  it  refers  to  ;  unlike  nlz,  it  cannot  commence  a 
clause. 

(b)  Bhl  is  often  required  where  in  English  '  also '  cannot 
be  used,  as :  Apne  mdl  se  kuchh  faqlron  ko  bhi  khairdt  karo, 

1  give  the  poor  (also)  some  of  the  property  you  possess  ; '  here 
bhi  signifies   that   '  as  you  possess  some  let  the  poor  also 
possess  some  '.     Us  ke  sdth  mujhe  bhi  bhej-do  is  either  '  send 
me  with  him ' ;  or  if  anyone  else  were  being  sent,  '  send  me 
also  with  him.' 

Bhl  is  often  used  where  in  English  '  also  ',  though  omitted, 
might  be  inserted,  as:  Ate  ke  sdth  ghun  bhlpistd  hai  (proverb), 

'  the  weevil  is  ground  with  the  grain.' 
(c)  It  is  used  in  boastful  or  pretentious  phrases,  as  :  Wuh 

dil  men  khiydl  kartd  hai  ki  main  bhi  kuchh  hiin,  '  he  fancies 
himself  somebody ; '    Turn  bhi  ek  'ajlb  ddml  ho,  '  you  're  a 
wonderful  person  '  (generally  satirically) ;  Dunyd  bhi  ek  'ajlb 
jag  ah  hai,  '  this  world  is  a  wonderful  place.'     There  is  no 
idea  of  '  also '  in  any  of  these  phrases. 

(d)  It  is  also  idiomatic  to  add  it  in  correlative  sentences, 
though  it  can  be  omitted :  Wuh  jahdn  jdtd  hai  wahdn  uskd 

kuttd  (bhi)  jdtd  hai,  '  where  he  goes,  there  goes  his  dog  also  ; ' 
Jo  turn  karoge  main  (bhi)  karungd. 
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(e)  With  a  simple  verb,  bhi  may  close  a  sentence,  as :  Main 

ne  us  Teaman  ko  sirf  jhukdyd  hi  nahln  balkl  tord  bhi,  '  I  did 
not  merely  bend  the  bow,  I  broke  it.' 

(/)  If,  however,  the  verb  be  a  compound  (either  of  two  verbs 
or  of  a  simple  verb  with  a  substantive,  or  adjective,  etc.)  the 
bhi  must  be  inserted  between  the  compounds ;  thus,  if  in  the 

previous  example  tor-ddld  be  substituted  for  tord,  the  sentence 

must  run  — balki  tor  bhi  ddld.  Similarly,  — balki  'arz  bhi 

kiyd,  and  not  'arz  kiyd  bhi. 
NOTE. — The  particle  hi  (q.v.)  is  also  governed  by  similar 

rules. 

(g)  In  correlatives  or  in  conditional  sentences  bhi  refers  to 
the  emphatic  word  in  the  clause,  as :  Agar  turn  mere  hdn  d,oge 

to  main  tumhdre  hdn  bhi  d,ungd,^  '  if  you'll  come  to  see  me, 
I'll  go  to  see  you;'  Agar  turn  mere  hdn  d,oge  to  main  bhi 

tumhdre  hdn  d,ungd,  l  if  you  will  come  to  see  me,  I'll  go  to 

see  you.' 
(h)  For  '  he  said  also  '  English  people  usually  say  us  ne 

bhi  kahd ;  this  should  be  us  ne  yih  bhi  kahd,  for  the  former 

means  '  he  too,  said '. 
15.  Hi.  (a)  The  emphatic  particle  hi  can  be  added  for 

emphasis  to  any  part  of  speech ;  it  is  also  equivalent  to  italics 
in  English  or  to  underlining.  For  numerous  examples  of  its 

force  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  25,  m. 
Further  examples  are  :  Main  ne  kisi  ko  gate  sund.  Main  hi 

gdtd  thd,  '  I  heard  some  one  singing.  Yes,  it  was  I  that  was 
singing  ; '  Utnd  hi  (=  usi  qadar),  '  just  as  much,'  '  exactly  as 
much  ; '  Main  is  bat  ko  bhul  hi  gayd  thd,  '  I  quite  forgot  it ; ' 
Is  zillat  ki  zindagi  se  to,  tumhdrd  marnd  hi  achchhd  thd, 

1  why,  dying  would  be  preferable  to  living  in  such  misery.' 
(b)  Hi  is  sometimes  used  for  bhi,  'even' :  Wuh  aisd  buzurg 

shakhs  hai  ki  agar  tumhen  iiski  hawd  hi  (or  bhi)  lag-jd,e  to 

1  Speaking  to  a  person  jd,ungd  would  be  preferred  ;  but  in  writing 
a,ungd,  as  the  person  addressed  is  in  his  house. 
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turn  n<l ml  ban-jd,o  (or  jd,oge),  '  so  saint-like  is  he  that  even 
his  passing  contact  would  make  you  good.' 

(c)  III  also  expresses  contempt :  Yih  kitdb  bhl  kyd  chiz  hai, 

'  what  sort  of  a  thing  is  this  book  ? '  (surprise  or  admiration)  ; 

but  Yih  kitdb  chiz  hi  kyd  hai,  '  what  worth  has  this  wretched 

book  got  ?  ' 
(d)  When  hi  emphasizes  a  future,  it  should  (unlike  bhl)  be 

inserted  before  the  future  suffix,  as :  Main  is  kdm  ko  karun- 

hl-gd  nahin l  (but  karungd  bhl  nahln),  '  I  will  never  do  this.' 
(e)  In  compound  verbs  hi  follows  the  rule  of  bhl,  thus  : 

Bhiil  hi  gayd,  'I  forgot  it  altogether;'  — lekin  main  ne  'arz  hi 
kii/d,  '  — but  I  insisted  on  making  a  petition,'  '  I  did  make 

a  petition  ; '  Main  ne  bdhir  hi  wdlon  ko  dekhd,  '  I  saw  only 
those  outside.' 

(/)  Note  the  position  of  the  emphatic  particle  hi  in  the 

following :  Yih  kdm  mujh  se  ho-hl-gd  nahln,  '  this  business 
can  in  no  way  be  done  by  me  ; '  here  hi  qualifies  the  verb  and 

could  occur  in  no  other  position  in  the  sentence.  Turn  j'dnte 
hi  the  ki  wuh  nahln  d,egd,  'you  certainly  knew  that  he  would 

not  come.' 

16.  The  particle  'to1,  (a)  To  means  ' certainly ', '  I  admit ', 
'of  course',  'as  for',  'just';  and  like  bhl  it  follows  the  word  it 
refers  to.  Examples — 
(1)  He,  I  admit,  obeys   me,     Wuh  to  merd  hukm  mania  hai, 

but    the     other     servants         lekin   dusre   naukar  nahln 

don't.  mdnte. 
(2)  He  obeys  me,  of  course,     Wuh  merd  hukm  to  mdntd  hai, 

but  not  my  brother.  lekin  mere  bhd,l  kd  hukm 
nahln  mdntd. 

(8)  He  obeys  me,  of  course,     Wuh   merd   hukm  mdntd  to* 
but —  hai,  lekin — 

1  Karftnyd  hi  nahln  in  the  Panjab.     Similarly,  for  usl  kd  Panjabis 
say  n«  kd  hi. 

2  Future,  karungd  to  nahin,  etc.  ;  to  cannot  be  inserted  before  the 
future  suffix,  as  hi  can. 
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(b)  If  the  particle  would  ordinarily  occur  as  the  last  word 
of  the  clause,  the  word  sahl  must  be  added  ;  thus  the  last 
sentence  could  be  rendered,  Wuh  merd  hukm  mdntd  hai  to 

sahl,  lekin — . 
(c)  To  also  expresses  contrast,  as  :    Qaidiyon  men  das  to 

mard  hain  aur  bdql  'auraten,  '  of  the  prisoners,  ten  are  men, 
the  rest  women  ; '  Din  ko  to  garml  parti  hai  aur  rat  ko  sardl, 

'  by  day  it  is  hot,  but  at  night  cool ; '  Main  to  jdtd  hun  turn 
chdho  jd,o  chaho  na-jd,o,  'as  for  me,  I'm  going ;  you  may  go 
or  not,  as  you  please.' 

(d)  To  also  indicates  an  admitted  fact,  as  :  Fulan  shakl±? 

mujh  se  jhuth  bold.     Wuh  jhiltha  to  hai,  '  so-and-so  lied  to 
me,  he  is  known  to  be  a  liar '  ('  he  is  an  admitted  liar,'  or  '  of 
course  he  is  a  liar  '). 

(e)  With  the  imperative,  to  is  equivalent  to  the  English 

adverbial  '  just ',  as  :  Is  dawd  ko  khd  to  lo,  phir  dekhnd  ki 
iskd  kyd  asar  hotd  hai,  '  just  take  this  medicine  and  then  see 
its  effects; '   Yih  zahr  nahln  hai;  khd  to  lo,  'this  is  not  poison ; 
just  swallow  it  and  see.' 

(/)  Interrogatively,  to  expresses  a  modicum  of  doubt,  as : 

Ap  achchhe  to  hain?  (=  Ap  achchhe  hain  na  ?},  'you  are  well, 
aren't  you  ?  '  (i.e.  '  I  hope  you  are  well '). 

(g)  Similarly,  to  nahln  used  interrogatively  also  expresses 

some  doubt,  but  is  equivalent  to  '  I  hope  you  're  not  ? '  or  to 
mabddd,  as:  Ap  blmdr  to  nahln  hain,  'you're  not  ill,  I  hope?' 
It  would  be  incorrect  to  say  Ap  achchhe  to  nahln  hain,  for 

that  would  imply  that  the  speaker  hoped  he  wasn't  well. 
(h)  Note  the  following  idioms  : — 

Not  to  speak  of  you,  very  Turn  to  turn,  bare  bare' dlimbhl 
learned  men  even  can't  is  sawdl  kd  jawdb  de  nahln 
answer  this.  sakte  (or  nahln  de-sakte). 

Setting  aside  wine,  why,  he  Shardb  to  shardb,  wuh  tam- 

doesn't  even  smoke.  bdkii  tak  nahln  pita, 

17.    The  Negative,     (a)  The  prohibitive  mat  is  used  only 
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with  the  Imperative,  in  all  its  forms ;  it  either  precedes  or 
follows  the  verb,  as  mat  jd,iye,  jd,o  mat,  etc.,  but  it  generally 
precedes  it.  Mat  is  only  used  in  commands,  and  the  modern 
tendency  is  not  to  use  it  at  all. 

(b)  Na  and  nahln  can  be  substituted  for  mat  with  the 
Imperatives,  and  na  with  the  Infinitive  when  it   is  used  as 
a  future    (or  politely  present)  Imperative  ;    but  nahln  must 

follow  the  verb  while  na  must  precede  it,  as  na-jd,o  or  jd,o 
nahln,  na-jdnd  or  jdnd  nahln. 

(c)  Nahln  alone,  is  used  with  the  Present  Tense,  and  with 

the  Infinitive  employed  as  in  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ', 
Lesson   15,  d  (Ghord  us   ko  khlnch  nahln  sakne    kd) ;    or 
when  the  substantive  verb  is  understood,  as,  Wuh  yih  kdm 

kabhl  nahlh  kartd  (hai  or  thd) ;  or  for  the  adverbial  '  no '. 
(d)  In  other  tenses  either  na  or  nahln  is  used,  but  with  the 

Past  Conditional  and  the  Aorist  na  is  preferred.     Na-kartd 
is  Past  Conditional,  but  nahln  kartd  is  Present  Indicative. 

(e)  Note  too  the  difference  in  signification  of  the  following  : 

Main  us  ko  buldtd  thd  magar  wuh  na-dtd  thd,  '  I  used  to  ask 
him  to  come  and  see  me,  but  he  would  never  come ; '    but 

wuh  nahln  dtd  thd,  '  he  used  not  to  come.' 
(/)  After  verbs  of  doubt  and  fear  na  is  preferred  to  nahln, 

as  :  Main  dartd  hun  ki  wuh  na-  (or  nahln)  dwegd. 
(g)  Note  the  position  of  the  negative  in  :  Wuh  mar  nahln 

gayd  or  nahln  mard,  but  not  nahln  mar-gayd.  Ko,l  tadblr 
na-ban-parl  or  ban-na-parl. 

(h)  Nahln  only,  and  not  na,  can  occur  as  a  final  word  in 
a  negative  affirmative  sentence,  as :  Jd,ungd  nahln  (not  na), 

1 1  won't  go.' 
(i)  Na  at  the  end  of  a  sentence  is  interrogative,  as :  Jd,oge 

na,  '  you  will  go,  won't  you  ?  '  In  such  a  sentence  the  voice 
is  elevated  at  the  end,  and  therefore  na  is,  by  many  natives, 
in  such  cases,  written  na. 

1  Neither  .  .  .  nor '  is  expressed  by  na  to  .  .  .  aur  na ; 
or  by  na  .  .  .  na  ;  or  if  there  are  three  '  alternatives '  by 
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na  to  .   .   .  na  .   .   .  aur  na  ,   .   .     The  first  na  can  idio- 
matically be  omitted  in  every  case. 

IX.     VERBS 

1.  (a)  Sometimes,  though  a  verb  has  more  than  one  form, 

only  one  is  in  use  ;  thus,  chaurd  k.,  '  to  widen,'  is  in  common 
use,  but  chaurdnd  is  never  used.     Mukkl  mdrnd,  '  to  strike 
with  the  fist,'  is  correct,  but  mukhiydnd  is  colloquial  only. 

(b)  After  kings  and  governors,  causal  verbs  are  used,  except 

when  the  verb  is   '  to  confiscate  ' ;    for  obvious  reasons  say, 
Badshdh  ne  mdl  zabt  kar-liyd  (and  not  karwdyd). 

(c)  A  few  simple  verbs  are  formed  from  Persian  and  Arabic 

roots ;  thus,  from  Arabic,  qabillnd,  '  to  accept ; '  badalnd,  '  to 
change  ;  '  from  Persian,  kharidnd,  '  to  buy ;  '  bafchshnd,  '  to 
forgive ; '  farmdnd,  '  to  order,'  etc. 

(c?)    For    the    agent    case    ne    before  certain  verbs,  vide 
Lesson  III,  3. 

2.  Compound  Verbs  and  Negatives.     To  the  general  rule 
that  compounds  of  two  verbs  cannot  be  used  in  the  negative 

(vide   'Hindustani   Stepping    Stones',    Lesson    11,  I),  there 
are  four  exceptions.      In  conditional  sentences,  before  balki, 
and  after  jab  tak,  and  in  interrogative  clauses,  such  compounds 
may   be  made  negative :    (l)  Agar  turn  is  dudh  ko  is  waqt 

na-pl-jd,oge  to  bigar  jd,egd,  '  if  you  don't  drink  up  the  milk 
now  it  will  go  bad  ; '    but  it  would  be  incorrect   to   say  in 
a  simple  sentence,  Wuh  dudh  nahln  pl-jd,egd  or  pl-na-jd,egd. 
(2)    Main   tumhdri   kitdb   khd-na-jd,ilngd   balki    ek   nazar 

dekh-kar   de-dilngd,    'I   won't   eat   your   book,    I'll    merely 
glance  at  it  and  return  it  to  you.'      (3)  Jab  tak  ki  main 

wdpas   na-d-jd,ungd   turn  yahdn    thahro,    '  stay   here    till 
I  return  '  (i.e.  '  as  long  as  I  do  not  come  back,  stay  here  ') ; 
Jab  tak  ki  main  is  kdm  ko   kar  na-ddlungd  mujhe  chain 

na-d,ega,  '  until  I  do  this  I  shan't  rest.'     (4)  Kyd  turn  mujhe 
mar  to  na-baithoge,  '  what,  are  you  going  to  beat  me  ? — you 
look  as  if  you  were.' 
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The  above  rule  holds  good  even  if  the  conditional  or  the 
enhansive  clause  is  understood,  as :  Turn  yih  kitdb  mujhe 

kijnn  na-dete  ?  main  use  khd-na-jd,ungd ;  in  this  sentence 

either  a  conditional  clause  ('  I  won't  eat  it,  if  you  lend  it  to 
me ')  or  an  enhansive  clause  ('  — rather  I  will  return  it ')  is 
understood. 

8.  For  the  reason  of  such  forms  as  mdrd-chdhtd  hai,  jdyd 

chdhtd  hai,  etc.,  vide  '  Essays  on  Biharl  Declension  and 
Conjugation  ',  by  Dr.  G.  A.  Grierson,  C.I.E.,  Journ.  Beng. 
As.  Soc.,  1888,  vol.  lii,  pt.  i,  p.  156. 

4.  For  verbs  compounded  with  participles,  vide  XLI,  10,  11, 
and  XLIX. 

X.     ANA,    JANA,    AND    CHALNA 

1.  (a)  If  a  correspondent,  say  in  Calcutta,  were  writing  to 
some  one,  say  in  Lahore,  to  ask  him  when  he  was  going  to 
a  certain  place,  he  would,  if  the  place  were  intermediate,  use 
and,  but  if  beyond,  jand,  as :  Ap  kab  Jallandhar  d,enge  ?  but 
kab  Peshawar  jd,enge  ?  In  writing  to  remote  countries  this 
rule  is  not  observed.  Thus,  if  writing  to  a  friend  in  England, 

the  idiom  would  be,  Ap  kab  Itdliya  jd,enge,  not  d,enge,  '  when 
will  you  go  to  Italy  ?  ' 

(b)  Main  ek  dost  se  milne  gayd  thd  magar  tifin  se  pahle 

ghar  wdpas  dyd,  '  I  went  to  see  a  friend,  but  I  got  home  again 
before  lunch  '  (said  by  one  not  at  home)  ;    dyd  is  here  used 
because  gayd  is  used  in  the  previous  clause. 

(c)  For  the  use  of  chalnd  in  the  sense  of  '  to  begin ',  vide 

'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  19,  b  (2)  :  Tdqat  dti 
chall  hai,    his  strength  has  begun  to  return.' 

(d)  Kidhar  jdte  ho  (to  a  person  on  the  move),  or  kidhar 

chale  (to  a  person  about  to  start)  =  '  where  are  you  going 
alone  ? '  ;    but  Kidhar  chalte  ho,  '  where  do  you  want  to  go 
with  me  ? ' 

(e)  Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',   Lesson  19, 
b  (l),  for  chalnd. 
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(/)  If  writing  to  a  person  to  say  you  will  go  to  his  house, 
use  and,  but  if  speaking  to  him  use  jdnd. 

2.  In  the  following,  jdnd  is  used  for  chdhnd :    Yih  kdm 

hu,d-jdtd   hai,    turn  ghabrdte   kyiin  ho,  '  this  will  soon  be 
finished ;  why  are  you  so  anxious  ?  '  :  hu,d-jdtd  hai  =  hu,d 
chdhtd  hai.     In  this  sense,  however,  jdnd  can  only  be  used 
for  an  event  which  is  desired. 

3.  For   and  in   compounds,   vide   '  Hindustani    Stepping 
Stones  ',  Lesson  11,  i. 

4.  For  rare  compounds  with  jdnd,  vide  XLIX,  1  and  4. 

XI.  BAJNA,   BAITHNA 

1.  Bajnd  is  '  to  sound,  strike '  (of  bugle,  bell,  clock);    'to 
be  struck '  (song,  drum) ;  '  to  be  played  upon '  (drums,  bugle, 
or  any  musical  instrument) .  Kitne  baje  hain  ? ' '  what  o'clock  ? ' 
is  literally  '  how  many  hours  have  struck  ?  '     English  people 
generally  think  baje  is  a  noun. 

2.  For  baithnd,  vide  XLI,  10,  and  '  Hindustani  Stepping 
Stones',  Lesson  11,  g. 

XII.  BANNA,  BANANA 

1 .  Banna  means  '  to  be  repaired '  as  well  as  '  to  be  made ' ; 
but  marammat  hond  is  only  '  to  be  repaired '.     Wuh  bahut 
bantd  hai  =  '  he  gives  himself  great  airs '.     Men  us  se  na- 
banegl,    '  he    and    I    won't    hit    it    off   together : '    bdt    is 
understood. 

2.  Banana  also  signifies  '  to  make '  a  person,  as  opposed  to 
bigdrnd,  '  to  mar  '  him. 

3.  Oh  !  turn  mujhe  bandte  ho  =  '  ah  !  you're  making  a  fool 
of  me';    Mujhe  jhutd  bandte   ho?    'do   you  make   me  out 

a  liar?' 

1  But  kitne  baje?  (without  ham),  'how  many  did  the  clock  strike?' 
'  how  many  has  it  just  struck  ? '  would  be  said  by  a  person  who  heard 
the  clock  strike  but  did  not  count.  Kitne  baje  ?  is  also  an  adverbial 

phrase,  '  at  what  o'clock  ? ' 
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XIII.     CHAHNA,  'TO  WISH,  LOVE,'  ETC.;  CHUKNA, 
'TO   FINISH' 

1 .  For  chdhnd  and  chdhiye,  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping 
Stones ',  and  Lessons  III,  8  (6),  and  XXXVIII,  1. 

2.  '  He  ate  his  dinner  and  then  finished  his  work '  is,  Us  ne 
khdnd  khdyd  aur  uske  bad  apnd  kdm  (purd)  kiyd  (not  dpnd 
kdm  kar-chukd).     The  reason  is  that  chuknd  can  only  be 

used  where  the  sentence  is  a  simple  one,  or  when  in  a  com- 
pound sentence  the  action  of  the  second  verb  is  subsequent  to 

the  first,  as  :  Main  khdnd  khd-chukd, '  I  have  finished  eating ; ' 
Wuh  khdnd  khd-chukd,  uske  bad  usne  apnd  kdm  (pilrd)  kiyd. 

8.  The  future  of  chuknd  is  often  the  equivalent  of  an 

English  Perfect,  vide  XXXVII,  5. 
4.  For  the  Preterite  used  ironically  for  a  negative  Future, 

vide  XLI,  7,  Remark. 

XIV.     CHHUTNA   AND   BACHNA 

1.  Chhutnd,  intr.,  and  chhornd,  tr.,  signify  'to  be  saved' 
or  '  to  escape  ',  etc.,  but  from  a  danger  that  has  arrived. 

2.  Bachnd,  intr.,   and  bachdnd,  tr.,  are    '  to  escape  from 
a  threatened  danger  '. 

XV.     DALNA   AND   DEN  A  :   DAENA 

1.  Note  that  for  '  to  pour  '  the  verb  ddlnd  is  generally  used. 
It  can  be  used  either  of  liquids  or  solids.     The  proper  word, 

however,  for  '  to  pour '  is  undelnd. 
2.  Dend.     For  the  Present  and  Imperfect  of  dend,  vide 

XL,  6,  and   for    its   signification    in    compounds,   etc.,  vide 

'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  11,  a-c. 
8.  For  rare  compounds  of  inflected  past  participles  with 

ddlnd,  dend,  and  lend,  vide  XLIX,  1-8. 
4.    For  darn  a  and  dar-lagnd,  vide  XL  VII,  12. 

XVI.     DEKHNA   AND  P ARENA 

1.    (a)    As   in    English,   dekhnd   is   also   used   of   mental 
perception.     The  interjection  dekho  is  used  to  warn  or  to  lay 
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stress  on  a  point  to  be  observed,  as  :  Dekho  !  bdbu  ke  siwd 

aur  kisl  ke  hath  men  na-dend,  '  be  careful  to  see  you  don't 
give  this  to  anyone  but  the  bdbit.' 

NOTE. — To  attract  attention,  suno  or  suniye  ('hie!'  'look 
here  ! ')  is  used,  and  not  dekho. 

(b)  To  read  quietly  to   oneself  is   kitdb  dekhnd  (though 
parhnd  in  this  sense  is  not  now  absolutely  wrong) ;  but  to 
read  aloud  to  oneself  is  kitdb  parhnd. 

(c)  For  dekhiye,  vide  XXXVI,  10,  and  XXXVIII,  1. 
2.  For  studying  a  lesson  in  preparation,  parhna  only  is 

used.  The  primary  idea  of  parhna  is  repeating  aloud ;  thus, 
namdz  parhnd,  to  say  the  fixed  Muslim  prayers,  but  kisl  ke 

liye  dud  mdngnd  (or  karnd),  'to  pray  for  some  one,'1  and 
d u'd  dend?  '  to  bless.' 

XVII.  DIQQ  AND  DIQQ  KABNA 

As  a  substantive  masculine,  diqq  means  the  chronic  fever 
that  usually  precedes  consumption  ;  but  as  an  adjective  it 

means  '  bothered '.  The  idiom  therefore  is  diqq  karnd,  '  to 
worry,'  '  bother,'  etc.,  and  not,  as  English  people  say,  diqq 
dend :  say  main  rdste  men  bahut  diqq  hu,d  and  not  mujhe 
bahut  diqq  mild. 

XVIII.     HONA   AND   HO-JANA 

1.  Ho-gayd  more  emphatically  indicates  change  of  state 

than  does  hu,d,  as :  Fatah  'All  Shah  ke  marne  ke  bald,  uskd 
beta  Muhammad  Shdh  bddshdh  hil,d;  not  ho-gayd,  which 
would  be  wrong,  as  the  succession  was  natural,  or  expected ; 

but  Bddshdh  ke  marne  ke  ba'd  uskd  ghuldm  Kdfiir  bddshdh 
ho-gayd.  In  the  latter  sentence  hu,d  could  be  substituted, 
but  would  not  be  so  forcible. 

1  But  tumhdrl  haydt  Jcl  du'd  kartd  him,  '  I  pray  for  your  life.' 
2  Du'd  dend,  of  men  only;  but  'God  blessed  him  ',  Khudd  ne  us  par 

Jazl  kiyd.    Du'd  is  calling  down  a  blessing  from  Heaven.    Du'd  parhnd 
is  to  repeat  a  formula  as  a  charm. 
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2.  For  the  Future  and  Future  Perfect  of  this  verb,  vide 
XXXVII,  7,  8. 

8.  (a)  For  the  difference  between  hai  and  hotd  hai,  vide 

'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  1,  g. 
(b)  For  the  forms  hiln,  vide  L,  1,  Remark. 

4.  For  hokar,  '  although,'  etc.,  vide  XL VI,  13  (a),  (b) ;  for 
hote,  vide  XL VII,  15  (20). 

XIX.  JANNA   AND   SAMAJHNA 

Jdnnd  means  '  to  know  ',  and  also  '  to  suppose  or  think  ' ; 
samajhna  means  '  to  understand ',  '  to  think,  suppose '  ;  but 
not  '  to  know '. 

Jdn-jdnd  and  jan-lend  =  '  I  have  found  out ', '  arrived  at '. 
The  conjunctive  participle  of  both  these  verbs  signifies 

'  mistaking '  as  well  as  '  knowing ' ;  thus,  'main  chor  jdn-kar 
(or  samajhkar)  us  ke  plchhe  daurd  may  mean  either  '  knowing 
him  to  be  a  thief '  or  '  mistaking  him  for  a  thief,  I  ran  after 
him'.  Vide  also  under  XXXII,  JRakhnd.  For  kydjdniye  and 
na-jdniye,  vide  XXXVIII,  1. 

XX.  KAHNA   WITH  SE  OR  KO  ' 
1 .  Kahnd  in  the  sense  of  '  say  '  or  '  speak '  requires   se  ; 

but  in  the  sense  of  '  to  name  a  thing '  or  '  to  order '  it  requires 
ko,  as :    Us  ne  mujhe  bdhir  jane  ke  liye  (or  bdhir  jane  ko) 

kahd,  '  he  ordered  me  to  go  out ; '  Wuh  mujhko  chachd  kahd- 
kartd   hai,   '  he  always   calls  me  uncle  (paternal) ; '    Us  ne 

vmijhko  be-wuqilf  kahd,  '  he  called  me  a  fool.' 
2.  For  kyd  kahiye,  vide  XXXVIII,  1. 
8.  For  the  difference  in  signification  between  bolnd  and 

kahnd,  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  6,  b,  c. 
XXI.     KARNA 

1.    (a)  The  verb   karnd  sometimes  means  'to  place',  'to 
send  ',  '  to  bring  over ',  etc.,  as  in — 

(l)  Place  him  in  the  rear  of     Us  ko  '  ld,in '  kc  pichhe  karo. 
the  line. 
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(2)  Send  him  with  me. 

(3)  Turn  your  face  that  way. 
(4)  The   pleader   spoke   well 

and  brought  the   jury  over 
to  his  side. 

(5)  To  consent;  to  say  'yes'. 
(6)  The  mother  kept  calling 

her  son  Hasan  by  name. 

Usko   hamdre   sdth   karo    (or 
kar-do). 

Munh  us  taraf  karo. 

Wakil  ne  taqrlr   karke  ahl-i 

1  jurl'   ko  apnl  taraf  kar- 

liyd.1 

Han  karnd  (or  kahnd). 
Man  ne  Hasan  Hasan  karke 

apne    bete    ko  pukdrd    (or 
pukdrtl  rahl). 

Shdbdsh  karnd  (or  kahnd). (la)  To    applaud ;     to      cry 

'  bravo ! ' 

(lb)  To  call  down  a  blessing     Jai  jai  karnd.'2 
on  a  great  person. 

(8)  To  adopt  a  son.  Beta  karke  pdlnd. 

(b)  Vide  also  XXXII. 

2.   For  the  idiomatic  use  of  karke,  vide  XL VI,  12. 

XXII.     LAGNA   AND   SHURU'   KARNA 

1.    The  primary  meaning  of  lagnd  is  '  to  be  in  contact  with  ', 
'  to  stick  to '.     To  the  many  idiomatic  meanings  of  this  verb 
illustrated  in  Lesson  9  of  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones '  are 
to  be  added  those  of  sensation  and  seeming — 

This  disgrace  stuck   to   him     Yih  bad-naml    'umr  bhar   ke 
llye  usko  lag-ga,l. 

Yih  topi  tumhen  burl  lagtl  hai. 
Merl  bat  usko  burl  lagl. 
Yih    kiirtd    tumhen   achchhd 

all  his  days. 

This  hat  does  not  suit  you. 
He  took  what  I  said  in  ill  part. 
This  coat  suits  you. 

It  tastes  bitter. 

Whatever  I  say  he  takes  ill. 

lagtd  hai. 
Kariva  lagtd  hai. 
Merl  har  bat  unko  karwl  lagtl 

hai. 

1  Note  force  of  -liyd,  vide  XXIII  and  H.S.S.,  11,  c  (1)  and  (7). 
2  Jai-jai-kdr  (pukdrnd  or  karnd)  (H.  subs.  f. ). 
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I  feel  cold.  Jdrd  lagta  hai. 

He   seems    (either   from   his     Yih  ad  ml  tiiinhdrd  bhd,i  lagta 

appearance  or   from  what         hai. 
you  say)  to  be  your  brother 

(also  =  'he  is  your  cousin'). 
He  is  my  cousin.  Hera  bhd,i  lagta  hai. 

But— 
He  is  my  broth

er.  
Merd    bhd,l     hai     (=  liaqlqi 

bhd,l  or  saga  bhd,l  hai). 

This  ointment  burns,  causes     Yih  marham  bahut  lagta  hai. 

a  burning  sensation. 

2.  (a)  In  the  sense  of  '  to  begin '  lagna  differs  slightly 
from  shurii  karnd,  the  former  having  a  wider  meaning. 

Shuru  karnd  emphasizes  the  commencement  only  of  an 

act,  as :  Main  ne  bolnd  shuru  kiyd  thd  lekin  usne  mujhe 

rok-diyd,  '  I  began  to  speak,  but  he  stopped  me ; '  here  the 
wider  verb  lagna  could  be  substituted. 

(b)  Lagna  also  signifies  '  to  begin  and  to  continue ',  and  is 

consequently  often  idiomatically  used  in  Urdu  when  'to 
begin  '  could  not  be  used  in  English,  as  :  '  He  laughed  on 
seeing  me,  and  said,'  wuh  mujhe  dekh-kar  hansd  aur  kahne 

lagd  ;  not  shunl1  kiyd,  as  the  idea  is  that  he  began  to  say  and 
continued  to  say. 

3.  Lagna  further  means  '  to  begin  '  in  the  sense  of  '  to  make 
ready  for  ',  as  :  Wuh  jane  lagd  thd  ki  bimdr  ho-gayd  (or  para), 

'  he  was  just  going  to  start  when  he  fell  sick.' 
4.  Lagnd,  '  to  undertake.'     In  this  sense  the  Preterite  is 

used  with  a  Future  sense,  and  the  Pluperfect  with  a  Preterite 
sense,  but  only  for  interrogatives  expressing  strong  dissent, 

as  :  Main  wahdn  kyun  jane  lagd,  '  why  should  I  go  there  ?  ' 
Main  wahdn  kyun  jane  lagd  thd,  'why  should  I  have  gone 
there  ?  ' 

5.  Lagnd  after  an  Infinitive  may  supply  the  place  of  the 

Aorist  or  the  Future,  vide  XXXVII,  6,  or  of  the  Past  Con- 
ditional, vide  XLIV,  8. 
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6.  As  lagnd  also  means  '  to  cohabit ',  Lucknow  people  avoid 
its  use  except  in  the  sense  of  '  to  begin  ' ;  thus  a  Lucknow 
gentleman  would  say,  Yih  dawd  karwl  ma'lum  hotl  hai, 
instead  of  lagti  hai. 

XXIII.     THE   VERB   LENA 

1.  In  addition  to  those  significations  of  lend  mentioned  in 

Lesson  11,  '  Hindustani   Stepping  Stones,'  this   verb   some- 
times indicates  '  success  after  effort ',  as :  Main  ne  imtihdn 

'  pas '    kar-liyd   (or   '  without   effort ',    kiyd),    '  I  passed   the 
examination  ; '  Main  ne  usko  taldsh  1  kar-liyd,  '  I  found  it  at 
last ; '  Jis  chlz  ko  main  taldsh  kartd  thd  dklnr  pa-liyd,  '  I  at 
last   found   what   I   was   searching   for.'      In    the   last  two 
examples    kiyd  and  pdyd,  if  substituted,  would  have  much 

the  same  signification  ;  but  Main  ne  apnl  kitdb  us  se  mdng- 
ll  =  .  .  .  mdng-kar  ll ;    whereas  mdngl  alone   would   mean 

'  asked  for '. 

2.  For  the  signification  of  lend  in  compounds,  vide  '  Hindu- 
stani Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  11,  b,  c. 

8.   For  rare  compounds,  XLIX,  1,  2. 

XXIV.  MANGNA  AND  CHAHNA 

Mdngnd  means  '  to  beg  ',  '  to  ask  for '  ;  it  does  not  mean 
'to  want ',  '  to  desire',  which  is  properly  expressed  by  chdhnd. 
'  I  want  a  horse '  is  not  main  ek  ghord  mdngtd  hun?  but 
—chdhtd  Ifiun ;  but  a  servant  might  correctly  say,  Sdtiib  ek 

piydld  chd,c  mdngte  hain,  '  the  Sahib  wants  (i.e.  is  asking  for) 

a  cup  of  tea.' 
Muslims  of  Bengal  and  also  servants  of  Englishmen  do 

say,  but  incorrectly,  main  jane  mdngtd  htin  for  main  jane 

chdhtd  hun,  '  I  want  to  go.'  Avoid  this  vulgarism. 

1  Talash  k.,   'to  search  for ; '   but  taldsh  Tear-lend,    '  to   find    after 

diligent  search. ' 
2  This  would  mean  '  I  am  asking  for  a  horse  to  be  brought ',  while 

mangdta  hun  would  mean  '  I  am  sending  for  a  horse '. 
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XXV.    THE   VERB  MARNA 

The  past  participle  of  mania,  '  to  die,'  is  mar  a ;  the  old 
form  mu,a  is  now  used  only  in  abuse. 

XXVI.     MILNA   AND  MILANA 

1.  With  ko,  this  verb  indicates  accidental  meeting ;  with  se, 
intentional  meeting  and  also  joining ;  with  men,  absorption 

(of  persons  or  things).     Examples — 

(1)  A  sepoy  of  my  regiment  Merl    paltan    kd    ek    sipdhl 

deserted  to  the  enemy.  dushman  se  ja-mild. 
(2)  He   turned  himself  into  Wuh  Angrezon  men  mil-gayd. 

an    Englishman    (adopted 

Englishmen's  habits). 
(8)  Mix  flour  with  water.  Pdnl  men  did  mild,o. 

2.  Vide  XLV,  5. 

XXVII.     PANA 

Dekh-pdnd  and  sun-pdnd  are  colloquial  for  dekhne  pdnd 
and  sunne  pdnd. 

XXVIII.     LAUTNA,  LOTNA,  LUTNA,   ETC. 

Lautnd  (lx>^!),  '  to  turn  back,'  '  return,'  is  intransitive,  and 

lautdnd  (lilj^l),  '  to  send  back,'  '  to  give  back,'  is  transitive  ; 
but  the  latter  is  sometimes  confounded  with  the  intransitive 

laut-dnd  (lil  £j£\  which  is  the  same  as  lautna  (l&fJ). 

Lotnd  (UjJ),  intransitive,  is  'to  roll',  'wallow',  while 

lutnd  ̂ Lj  J),  transitive,  is  '  to  loot '. 

XXIX.    PAENA   IN   COMPOUNDS 

1.  Dekh-parnd  is  an  abbreviation  of  dekhne  men  papul, 
and  has  the  same  signification  as  dikhd,l  dend ;  so,  too,  with 

sun-parnd  and  samajh-parnd, 
2.  Parnd  and  par- j and  are  sometimes  idiomatically  used 
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for  hond  and  ho-jdnd,  as  :  Qaht-sdll  pan  (or  hu,l),  '  there  was 
a  famine  ;  '  Uske  dil  men  men  taraf  se  'addwat  par-ga,l  (or 
ho-ga,l),  '  he  has  taken  an  active  dislike  to  me.' 

3.  The  perfect,  para  hai,  sometimes  means  'at  your  disposal', 
as :  Khelne  ke  liye  sard  maiddn  para  hai,  '  you  have  the  whole 
maiddn  at  your  disposal  to  play  in  '  (i.e.  '  we  don't  use  it '). 

4.  Parnd  in  all  its  tenses  may  mean  '  to  lie  in  the  way ', 
as  :  Dilll  jane  men,  Patna  rdste  men  partd  hai,  '  Patna  lies  on 
one's  way  to  Delhi.' 

XXX.     PUCHHNA 

1.  Puchhnd,  when  it  signifies  '  to  ask  a  question '  or  '  to 
say ',    requires   se,    as :    Main  ne  us   se  uskd  ndm  puchhd, 
1 1  asked  him  his  name  ;  '  Main  ne  us  se  puchhd  ki  turn  ko 
kyd  hu,d  ?  '  I  said  to  him,  "  What  has  happened  to  you  ?  " 

2.  When  it  signifies  '  to  inquire  for  a  person  ',  it  takes  ko, 
as :  Bare  Sahib  dp  ko  puchhte  the,  '  the  Bare  Sahib  was 
asking  after  you  (or  for  you).' 

XXXI.     EARN! 

1.  For   hotd   hai    (vide   'Hindustani    Stepping    Stones', 
Lesson  1,0),  rahtd  hai  is  often  substituted,  as:  Gadhe  ki  pith 

har  waqt  bojh  se  dabl  rahtl  hai  (or  hotl  hai},  '  the  ass's  back 
is  never  without  a  load  '  ;    Ldll  bulbul  ke  wuh  par  jo  dum  ke 
niche  rahte  hain  (or  hote  hain)  Idl  hote  hain,  '  the  feathers 
that  are  under  the  tail  of  the  loll  species  of  bulbul  are  red.' 

2.  Vide  also  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones',  Lesson  11,  h 
(1),  (2). 

XXXII.  EAKHNA,  KABNA,  AND  LANA 

1.  Bakhrid  signifies  '  to  keep  ',  '  to  preserve  ',  as  well  as  '  to 
place  or  put ' :  Wuh  ghore  (or  ghord)  rakhtd  hai,  '  he  keeps 
horses ' ;  Agar  apnl  'izzat  rakhne  chdhte  ho — ,  '  if  you  desire 
to  retain  your  honour  (i.e.  to  avoid  being  disgraced) — .' 
Consequently,  in  compound  verbs  rakhnd  indicates  a  con- 

tinuation of  an  action,  whereas  karnd  (and  sometimes  land) 
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often  indicates  the  commencement  of  the  action.  Dushmani 

karnd  is  '  to  begin  to  be  at  enmity  with  a  person ',  but 
dushmanl  rakhnd  is  '  to  keep  up  enmity  with  '.  Examples — 
I    have    begun   to   have   an  Main    us  se  muhabbat   kartd 

affection  for  him.  hun. 

lam  fond  of  him  (i.e.  always).  Main  us  se  muhabbat  rakhtd 
hun. 

I  believe  in  the  existence  of  Main  duzajch  par  Imdn  rakhta 
hell.  hun. 

The  infidel  believed  (was  con-  Kafir  Imdn  lay  a. 
verted). 

She  began  to  pretend  artfully.  Wuh  nakhra  ld,l. 
She  is  a  tricky  female.  Wuh  nakhra  kartl  hat. 

2.    Vide  also  XXI. 

XXXIH.     SAKNA 

1.  The  verb  saknd  can  only  be  used  in  a  compound;  it 

cannot  stand  alone.     Such  sentences  as  '  He  can  do  this,  but 
I  cannot '   are   frequently   translated  by   Bengalis   and   by 
servants  of  Europeans,  Wuh  is  Team  ko  kar-saktd  hai  magar 
main  nahln  saktd  :  here  saktd  should  be  kar-saktd. 

2.  Vide  XL,  7. 

XXXIV.     THAHARNA 

This  verb  means  :   (l)  '  to  come  to  a  standstill '  ;  (2)     to 
remain  standing  still ' ;    (3)     to  wait '  ;    (4)  '  to  be  proved, 
considered  ' ;    (5)  '  to  be  settled,  determined  '  ;    (6)  to  last, 
endure'.     Examples — 

(1)  The  carriage  came  to  a     Gdrl  chalte  chalte  thahar-gatl. 
standstill. 

(2)  Stand  still  (remain  stand-     Apni  jagah  par  thaharo. 
ing)  where  you  are. 

(3)  Wait  till  he  returns.  Uske  dne  tak  yahdn  thaharo. 
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(4)  He  was   proved    a    liar 
(also,  he  turned  out  to  be 
a  liar). 

(5)  It     was    settled     (deter- 
mined) that  I  should  start 

to-morrow. 

(6a)  These  boots  won't  last 
long. 

(66)  Meat  won't  keep  in  the 
hot  weather. 

Wuh  jhutd  thahard. 

Yih   bat    thahar-ga,l    ki    kal 
main  yahdn  se  rawdna  hun. 

Yih  juta l  bahut  nahln  thaha- 
regd. 

Garmiyon  men    gosht    nahln 
thahartd. 

XXXV.     PEESENT   TENSE 

1.  The  Present  Tense  indicates  (l)  an  act  now  taking  place, 
or  (2)  an  habitual  act,  or  (8)  a  universal  truth,  or  (4)  an 
immediate  future,  or  (5)  an  immediate  past,  or  (6)  past 
time  the  effects  of  which  still  continue.  It  is  also  used  for 

(?)  past  time  in  a  vivid  narration  (Historical  Present), 
(8)  as  a  Future  to  indicate  certainty,  and  (9)  as  a  Future 

Subjunctive.  Examples — 
Sahib  abhl  sote  hain. 

Main  har  roz  garm  pdm  se 

ghusl  kartd  hun. 
Wuh  is  qadr  ahmaq  thd  ki 

yih  tak 2  na-jdntd  thd  ki  us 

(1)  The  sahib  is  now  sleeping. 
(2)  I  take  a  warm  bath  daily. 

(3)  He  was  such  a  fool  that 
he  did   not  know  the  sky 
was  (is)  above  his  head. 

(4)  All  right,  I'll  let  you  off. 

(5)  The   Colonel 
called  you. 

Sahib  has 

ke  sar  par  dsmdn  hai. 

Khair,  main  turn   ko   chhor- 
detd  hun. 

Karnail  Sahib  dp  ko  buldte 

hain  (or,  — ne-buldyd  hai}. 

1  In  Delhi  jiiti  signifies  either  boots  or  shoes,  but  in  Behar  juta  (m. ) 
is  a  man's  and  juti  (f. )  a  woman's  shoe. 

2  Tak  in  this  sense  is  not  a  postposition,  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping 
Stones ',  Lesson  30,  d. 
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(6)  I  have  known  him  for 
a  long  time. 

(7a)When  I  came  home  late 
last  night  I  saw  that  your 
lamp  was  still  burning. 

(ib)  As  soon  as  I  set  foot  in  the 

room  I  saw  a  thief  con- 
cealed under  the  table. 

Vide  also  XXXVI,  7. 

(8)  I  will  come  there  in  a  year 
or  so  to  see  you. 

(9)  If  I  catch  him  I'll  give 
him  his  deserts. 

Main  us  ko  bahut  din  se  jdntd 
hun. 

Jab  main  rat  ko  der  ghar 

wdpas  dyd,  dekhd  ki  turn- 
hard  chirdgh  jalta  hai  (or 

jaltd  tha). 
Main  ne  jo  kamre  ke  andar 

qadani  rakhd,  to  kyd  dekhtd 
hun  ki  mez  ke  niche  ek  chor 

chipd  baithd  hai. 

Main  do  ek  baras  men  wahdn 

did  hun  aur  turn  se  muldqdt 
kartd  hun. 

Agar  main  use  pdtd   hun,  to 
usko  uske    kiye    kd    maza 
chakkdtd  hun. 

In  the  following  the  verb  is  in  the  Present  on  account  of 
the  direct  narration  : — 

(10)  I  saw  his  face  (by  the     Main  ne  us  kd  chihra  dekhd 
light    of    the    lamp)  and         aur  Khudd  kd  shukr   kiyd 
returned    thanks    to    God         ki  merd  beta  nahin  hai. 

that  it  was  not  my  son. 

NOTE. — After  an  Historical  Present,  either  the  Direct  or 
the  Indirect  Narration  may  be  employed,  as  :  Kyd  dekhtd  hai 
ki  uski  (or  men)  taraf  ek  sher  daurd  did  hai. 

2.  A  continuous  act  now  taking  place  may  also  be  expressed 

by  a  compound  with  rahnd,  as  :  Abhl  wuh  so-rahd  hai,  '  he  is 
now  sleeping '  =  abhl  soya  hu,d  hai. 

Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  11,  h 
(1),  (2). 

8.  Immediate  intention  is  expressed  thus :  Wuh  likhne  ko 

hai,  or  likhne-wdld  hai,  '  he  is  just  going  to  write.' 
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4.  If  the  auxiliary  is  suppressed  (in  negative  sentences  ')> 
the  verb  in  the  feminine  plural  takes  an  n  to  show  it  is  plural, 

as :  Yih  'auraten  bur  a  kdm  nahln  kartln  (or  nahln  kartl  hain). 
5.  In  two  co-ordinate  sentences  the  auxiliary  need  only  he 

mentioned  once,  as  :    (affirmatively)  Wuh  did  jdtd  hai ;  wuh 

khdtlaur  pltl  hai;  (negatively)  Wuh  na-dtd  hai  na-jdtd;  wuh 
na-khdtl  hai  na-pltl. 

6.  In  quoting  an  author  either  the  Present  or  the  Perfect 

can  be  used,  as  :  '  Sa'di  says,'  Shaikh  Sadl  farmdte  hain,  or 
Shaikh  Sadl  ne  farmdyd  hai. 

7.  Vide  XL,  8,  and  XLII,  9. 

8.  Further  examples — 

Main   bach-pan    hi    se    usko 

jdntd  hiln. 
Jab  se  main  paidd  hil,d  (hun) 

kabhl  main  ne  dram  kl  surat 
nahln  dekhl. 

Wuh  kab  (or  kakdn]  hath  did 

hai     (or     dne-wdld     hai}  ? 

(wuh  kahln  hdth  dne-wdld hai  ?). 

Ghazl,  bad  iddh  ke,    bhejtd 
hun. 

Mujhe  ek  mdh  se  tap  dtl  hai. 
Agar  wuh  yahdn  did  ho,  to 

barl  kjtushl  kl  bat  hai.* 
Herd  khiydl  hai  ki  wuh  bdz 

nahln  bechne  kd  ;  jo  bechtd 
ho  tau  bhl  rakhne  ke  ld,iq 

nahln  hai.3 

I    have    known    him     from 
infancy. 

I  have  never  had   even   the 

appearance  of  comfort  since 
I  was  born. 

When  can  such   a  thing  be 
found  again?  (i.e.  never). 

I  will  send  you   the  sonnet 
after  correction. 

I  have  had  fever  for  a  month. 

Should  he   be  coming  here 
I  shall  be  (am)  delighted. 

I  don't  think  he  intends  to 
sell  the  goshawk ;  even  if 

he  were  to  sell   it,   it  is3 
not  worth  keeping. 

1  In  affirmative   sentences   the  auxiliary    cannot   be   suppressed  ; 
Tcartin  (affirmative)  would  be  Indefinite  Tense,  '  would  have  done. ' 

2  Hai  here  indicates  certainty,  whereas  ho  in  the  previous  clause 
indicates  doubt. 

3  Here  the  Present  for  the  Future  denotes  certainty. 
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D. V.  I  '11  come  to  you  before  Khuda  chdhe,  to  dkh.tr  Disam- 
the  end  of  December.  bar  tak  turn  ko  d-dekhtd 

hun  (=  Khuda  chdhe  Di- 

sambar  dyd '  aur  main  ne 
turn  ko  d-dekhd). 

I   saw   in   the  paper   that  a    Main  ne  akfibdr  men  dekhd 

meeting  of  the  Trustees  of         (or  parhd)  ki  'ajdjb-khdne 
the  Museum  is  to  be  held         ke  '  Trasttyon  '  kdjalsaagle 
(would  be  held)  next  week.         hafte  dar  pesh  hai. 

If  you  come,  well.  Agar  d,o,  to  achchhd  hai  (  = hogd). 

I  thought  it  (the  book)  would  Main  ne  yih  samajh-kar  ki, 

be  of  no  use  to  you,  so  '  Yih  tumhare  kis  Team  ki 
I  didn't  give  it  to  you.  hai  ?  ' 2  tumhen  na-dl. 
Vide  also  second  example  in  XXXVI,  8. 

XXXVI.     THE  AORIST  OR  PRESENT    SUBJUNCTIVE 

1.  (a)  As  a  finite  verb  in  proverbs,3  the  Aorist  is  generally, 
perhaps  always,  used  for  the  Present  Indicative,  as :  Bandar 

jane  adrak  kd  sawdd  ?  '  does  a  monkey  appreciate  the  taste  of 
ginger  ?  '  (=  cast  not  your  pearls  before  swine). 

(b)  In  sayings,  however,  the  Present  Indicative  is  also  used, 

as :  Tali  donon  hdthon  se  bajtl  hai,  '  it  takes  two  hands  to 
clap '  ('it  takes  two  to  make  a  quarrel,'  or  =  'don't  be  selfish ; 
if  I  help  you,  you  must  help  me  '). 

(c)  Khuda  jane,   '  God   knows ! '    (an    exclamation),    but 
Khuda  jdntd  hai  ki  main  sach  boltd  hun,    God  is  witness 

that  I  am  speaking  the  truth.' 
2.  As  a  finite  verb,  in  questions,  it  indicates  uncertainty  or 

1  Here  the  Preterite  is  used  for  the  Future  for  certainty.     For  aur, 
vide  VIII,  3,  and  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones',  Lesson  25,  h. 

2  Direct  narration. 

3  Formerly  the  Aorist  and  Present  were  identical  in  form  ;   and  as 
proverbs  are  usually  old,  the  employment  of  the  Aorist  in  them  may 
be  a  survival.     The  Present  Tense  used  to  be  considered  a  combination 

of  the  participle  and  the  substantive  verb. 
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doubt,  etc.,  as  :  Kyd  kariln  ?  '  what  can  I  do  ?  '  The  Aorist 
implies  a  duty  or  doubt,  the  Future  asks  about  a  fact,  as : 

Wuh  awe  ?  '  has  he  permission  to  come  ?  '  '  may  he  come  ?  ' 
but  Wuh  dwegd  ?  '  will  he  come  (or  won't  he)  ?  '  Vide  also 
Future,  XXXVII,  2  (b),  last  two  examples. 

3.  It  is  also  used  in  asking  permission  or  advice,  as  :  Kyd 

main  jd,un  ?  '  have  I  permission  to  go  ? '  Kis  Jco  dun  ?  '  to 
whom  shall  I  (or  should  I)  give  it  ?  '  Yih  kahdn  jd,e  ?  'where 
do  you  order  him  to  go  ?  '  but  Yih  kahdn  jd,egd  ?  '  where  does 
he  intend  going  ?  '  (a  simple  question) :    with  kyd  karun  and 
kyd  karunga,  however,  this  distinction  is  not  nicely  observed. 

4.  It  expresses  a  wish,  as  :  Khudd  terd  bhald  kare,  '  God 
deal  well  with  thee ! '  (a  blessing ;  often  ironical  as  an  expression 
of  impatience  or  annoyance). 

5.  It  gives  the  missing  persons   of   the   Imperative,    as : 

Chalen,  '  let  us  go.'      It  is  also  used  for  polite  commands, 
vide  XXXVII,  9,  and  XXXVIII,  1  (a)  and  5. 

6.  (a)  As  a  subordinate  verb  it  is  used  as  a  subjunctive 

after  the  conjunctives  '  if ', '  that ', '  perhaps  V  '  in  order  to',  'on 
condition  that ', '  before  that',  etc.,  and  it  expresses  hope,  desire, 
inclination,  advice,  necessity,  duty,  etc.,  as :  Jd,o,  '  you  may 
go  ; '  Khair  kuchh  hi  do,  mujhe  manzur  hai,  '  well,  whatever 
you  may  choose  to  give  me  I  '11  accept  gladly  ; '  Mere  pas  ko,l 
kitdb  nahm  hai  ki  (or  jo)  parhun,  '  I  have  no  book  to  read ' 
(lit.  that  I  should  read  it) ;  Qarlb  thd  ki  ghore  par  se  gir-jd,e,  'he 
nearly  fell  off  his  horse '  (lit.  it  was  near  that  he  should  fall) ; 
Ummed  kai  ki  usko  taraqqi  mile2  (or  to  express  more  certainty, 

milegi),  'I  hope  he  will  get  promotion '  (that  he  may  get — ). 
(b)  It  is  even  used  to  express  past  time,  as  :  Mere  pas  ko,i 

kitdb  na-thi  ki  parhun  (or,  better,  parhtd),  '  I  had  no  book  to 

1  The  Aorist  is  not  always  used  after  shdyad,  etc. ,  as  :  Shdyad  kahln 
pani  barastd  hai  jo  is  waqt  thandi  hawa  chat-rahi  hai. 

2  In  addressing  a  person  the  Aorist  is  more  polite  than  the  Future, 
as  :   Ummid  ki  (or  ummidwar  hun  ki)  dp  tashrlf  ld,en.     After  ummed, 
hai  is  omitted. 
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read,  that  I  should  read  it '  (or,  better,  parhtd  =  that  I  should 
have  read  it)  ;  Is  se  pahle  ki  main  paidd  hun  (or,  not  so 

good,  hil,d),1  yih  wdqi'a  ho-chukd  thd,  '  this  happened  before 
I  was  born '  (lit.  before  that  I  may  be  born). 

In  '  Perhaps  our  (future)  meeting  was  written  in  my  Fate 
that  (and  hence)  I  escaped  in  the  great  epidemic  last  year ', 
shay  ad  merl  taqdlr  men  tumhdrl  muldqdt  likhl  thl  ki  main 

par  sal  fdmm  wabd  se  jUd  bach-rahd  (not  rahun),  the  last 
clause  is  not  subordinate  as  at  first  sight  it  may  appear,  and 
hence  the  Aorist  cannot  be  substituted. 

REMARK  I. — Though  the  Aorist  is  used,  as  in  the  examples 

above,  after  qabl  is  ket  etc.,  '  before,'  the  Preterite  must  be 
used  after  ba'd  uske,  etc.,  'after  that,'  as  the  time  is  anterior 

to  the  principal  clause :  '  This  happened  after  I  was  born,' 
ba'd  is-ke  ki  main  paidd  hu,d  (not  hun)  yih  bat  wdqi  hu,l. 

REMARK  II. — Note  the  sequence  of  tenses  in  the  following : 

Ba'd  us  ke  ki  insdn  mar-jd,e  (not  martd  hai}  us  ko  dafn  karo, 
jald,o  mat,  '  after  death  you  should  bury  and  not  burn  ; '  but 
Ba'd  us  ke  ki  insdn  martd  hai  us  ko  dafn  karte  hain ;  in  the 
latter  the  Present  Indicative  requires  a  Present  Indicative 
after  it,  and  it  could  not  be  followed  by  an  Imperative. 

(c)  The    Aorist   frequently  occurs  in  direct  narration,  as  : 
Khiydl  dyd  hai  ki  (or  ji  men  dyd  hai  ki)  dj  sham  ko  thetar 

dekhne  jd,tin,  '  it  has  just  come  into  my  head  to  go  to  the 
theatre   to-night '    (lit.  — that  '  let  me  go  to  the  theatre  to- 

night ')  ;  or  khiydl  men  dyd  hai  ki  '  thetar  jdnd  chdhiye  ',  or 
1  thetar  chaliye ',  which  are  also  direct  narration. 

(d)  After  jab,  used  conditionally,  the  Aorist  is  used  :  '  Tell 
him   when  he  comes,'  jab  wuh  d,e  (not  d,egd*)  use  khabar 
karnd.3     Compare  with  first  example  in  6  (6),  Remark  II. 

1  Aorist  better  than  Preterite. 

2  If  the  apodosis  is  Future,  the  prostasis  must  be  Future,  as  :  Jab 
wuh  d,eyd  (not  d,e)  main  us  ko  khabar  dungd. 

3  Not  karni,  as  the  Infinitive  used  as  an  Imperative  makes  no  change 
for  gender. 
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The  Present  Indicative  is  used  after  jab,  only  when  it  is 
temporal,  as  :  Jab  wuh  yahdn  aid  hai  (tab  or  to)  mere  sdth 

shatranj  kheltd  hai,  '  whenever,  on  every  occasion  that,  he 
comes  here,  he  plays  chess  with  me.'  In  other  words,  jab  with 

the  Present  Indicative  always  means  jab  kabhl,  'whenever.' 
Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lessons  16,  g, 

and  81,  b. 
7.  (a)  The  Aorist  is  also  used  as  an  Historical  Present  for 

the  Preterite  or  Present  Indicative,  as  :   Kamre  men  jo  pd,on 
rakhiin  (or  rakhtd  hun  or  rakhd)  to  kyd  dekhtd  hun  ki  ek 
chor  mez  ke  niche  chipd  baithd  hai ;  but  kyd  dekhiin  here 
could  not  be  used. 

(b)  It  is  also  used  as  an  Historical  Present  for  the  Imperfect 
of  habitual  action,  as  :  Main  jab  kabhl  wahdn  jd,un  to  kyd 

dekhun  ki  ivuh  so-rahd  hai,  '  whenever  I  went  (used  to  go 
there),  I  found  him  sleeping.' 

(c)  In  Conditions  it  is  sometimes  interchangeable  with  the 
Preterite  Indicative ;  vide  XLII,  5,  and  LVI,  5  (b). 

8.  The  Aorist  is  politely  used  for  the  Future ;  thus  a  servant 
would  say  to  his  master,  Ap  thorl  der  tashrtf  rakhiye  main 

zard1  rotl  khd-d,iin,1  '  if  you  will  kindly  wait  a  moment,  sir, 
I  will  go  and  get  something  to  eat  and  come  back '  (lit.  I  may 
go 2   and — ) ;    but   a  master  would  say  to  his  servant,  Turn 
yahdn  thaharo  ham  khd-kar  ate  hain.3 

9.  The  Aorist  is  sometimes  used  to  express  regret,  some 
such  expression  as  haif  ki  being  understood,  as  :  Tu  wahdn 

ddne  ddne  ko  tarse  aur  main  yahdn  donon  waqt 4  pet  bharkar 

1  Zard  is  here  merely  used  for  politeness  :  khd  =  khdkar. 
2  Hence  Indians,   wishing  to   speak  civilly,  frequently   make  the 

mistake  in   English   of  saying,   '  I   may  go  and  get   something  to 
eat,'  etc. 

3  Present  for  Indicative  Future ;  but  not  kfid-dte  hain,  vide  Conj. 
Partic.  11.     Here  the  Future  would  indicate  a  time  too  remote,  and 
the  Present  is  necessary. 

4  Here  both  the  verbs  could  be  in  the  Present  Tense.    Donon  waqt  = 
morning  and  evening. 
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khayd   karnn,1  '  (ah  that)  you  should   be  there  longing  for 
even  a  grain,  while  I  here  eat  my  fill  twice  a  day.' 

10.  After  dekhiye  =  '  let  us  see  '  the  Aorist  or  the  Present 
Tense  is  used,  but  not  the  Future  :  Dekhiye  kyd  pesh  d,e  (or 

dtd  hai),  '  let  us  see  what  will  happen.'     Here,  even  if  some 
adverb  signifying  distant  time  were  to  be  added,  the  Future 
would  be  incorrect.     Vide  also  XXXVII,  1,  2. 

11.  The   Aorist  is  sometimes    interchangeable    with   the 
Present  Dubious  ;  vide  18  and  L,  1,  and  VII,  8. 

12.  For  the  Aorist  after  an  Indefinite  Antecedent,  videVII, 
Relative  Pronoun,  8. 

13.  Note  the  idiomatic  use  of  the  Aorists  in  the  following : 

Jo  shakh.?  Khudd  kl  'ibddat  kare  (or  kartd  ho)  wuh  main  hun, 
'  I  am  the  only  one  that  worships  God,'  but  main  wuh  shakh? 
hun  jo  Khudd  kl  'ibddat  kartd  hai  (not  kare) :   Main  jab 
chdhiln,  d-jd-saktd  hun ;  gdrl  manga,  unaur  chal-dun,  '  I  can 
come  and  go  as  I  please ;  I  have  only  to  order  a  carriage  and 

start.'    This  last  use,  however,  of  the  Aorist  is  not  common ;  the 
Preterite  could  be  substituted.     Us  se  to  kaho  ki  yih  kdm  kare 

(or  kar),  'you  may  tell  him  to  do  it  (but  he  won't  be  able  to).' 
14.  Lagnd  after  an   Infinitive   may  sometimes  take  the 

place  of  a  Subjunctive  ;    vide   H.S.S.,  9,  b,  XLIV,  8,  and 
XXXVII,  6. 

15.  Examples — 
(1)  Have  I  permission  to  say  Main  kuchh  bolun  ? 

something  ? 

(2)  Shall  I  too  go  ?  Main  bhl  jd,un  ? 

(3)  Abuse  me  to  your  heart's  Hazdr  gall  do 2  mujhe  parwd 
content ;  I  don't  care.  nahin. 

(4)  How  can  I  face  teacher?  Main  kyd  munh  leke  ustdd  ke 

(I  'm  ashamed  to  go  before  pas  jd,iin  ? 
him). 

1  See  n.  4  on  previous  page. 

2  llnzar  =  '  however  much '  ;  do  is  Aorist  and  not  Imperative  :  ko,l 
hazdr  gall  de  mujhe  parwd  nahin. 
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(5)  How  dare  I  tell  you  that 
I  love  you  ? 

(6)  Your    position  does    not 
entitle  you  to  be  a  darbdrl 

(=  '  who    are  you  to    be 
a    darbdrl  ? '     said    con- 
temptuously). 

(?)    I    estimate     there    are 
about  twenty  persons. 

(8)  God's  curse  on  thee  ! 
(9)  How  on  earth,   how  the 

devil,  can  one  enjoy  oneself 
with   a    deaf  mute    as    a 

companion  ? 
(10)  How  is  it  possible   for 

this  to  be  the  case  ? 

(11)  Is  it  impossible   that  I 
should  take  leave   of  you 
and     take     service     else- 

where ? 

(12)  A   copy  of  Haji  Baba 
reached  me  before  you  sent 
me  yours. 

(18)  What  else  could  1 3  have 
done  except  hitting  him 
back? 

(14)  Shall  he  do  it  (asks  per- 
mission) ? 

Main  kis  munh  se  kahun  ki 
tumhen  chdhtd  hun  ? 

Tumhdrd  munh  nahln  ki  Idt 

Sahib  ke  darbdr  men  jd,o. 

Atkal  se  kahtd  hun  ki  bis  ek 

ddml  honge  (not  hon) ;  but 
shd,id  bis  ek  ddml  hon  or 
honge. 

Tujh  par  la'nat  ho  ! 
Ek  gunge  bahre  ke  sdth  insdn 

kyd  khdk  dil  bahld,e  ? 

Yih    kyun-kar   ho-saktd    hai 

(not  ho-sake  :)  ? 
Yih  nahln  ho-saktd 2  ki  main 

Ap  ko  chhor-kar  kisl  aur  kl 
naukarl  karun  ? 

Hdjl  Bdbd  kd  ek  nuskha  pahle 

is-ke  ki  turn  bhejo  (or  turn 
ne  bhejd)  mere  pas  pahunch 
chukd  thd. 

Siwd,e  is  ke  aur  kyd  kar-saktd 

thd  ki  main  3  us  kl  mar  kd 
jawdb  dun  ? 

Kyd  wuh  kare  ? 

T  Ho-sakegd  is  used  only  for  a  real  Future. 
2  Ghair  mumkin,  mumkin  nahln,  etc. ,  are  not  used  by  the  uneducated. 
8  Note  the  position  of  main  in  this  sentence  ;  it  could  be  inserted 

before  aur. 
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(16)  Will  he  do  it  or  not  (asks     Kyd  wuh  karegd  ? 

information)  ?     (also  -  he 

won't  do  it,  is  he  likely  to 
do  it  ?). 

(16)  I   have   no  fit  book  to     Mere  pas  aisl  ko,l  kitdb  nahin 

present  to  your  Honour.  hai  jo  qdbil   huzur  ke   ho 
(not  hai). 

XXXVII.    FUTURE 

1.  The  Future  indicates  an  absolute  or  definite  future,  as: 

Wuh  kal  dwegd,  '  he  will  come  to-morrow.' 
REMARK. — For  the  immediate  future  the  Present  Tense  is 

used/vwZe  XXXV,  1  (4). 
2.  (a)  It  is  used  presumptively  with  some  word  expressing 

ta,kld,  as :    Wuh  kal  zarilr  dwegd,  '  it  is  presumed  he  will 
come  to-morrow,'  '  he  is  certain  to  come  to-morrow.' 

(b)  After  verbs  of  hoping,  fearing,  considering,  certainty, 
etc.,  the  Future  is  used  presumptively,  as :  Mujhe  ummed  ihl 

ki  wuh  mujhe  in  dm  degd,  '  I  hoped  that  he  would  give  me 
a  reward  ; '   Main  dard  ki  wuh  mujhe  mdregd  (or  aisd  na-ho 

ki  wuh  mujhe  mare '),  'I  feared  he  would  hit  me ; '    Main 

jdntd  thd  ki  wuh  d,egdt  '  I  knew  that  he  would  come.' 
Hogd,  '  it  will  be  so,'  '  it  must  be  so,'  or  '  it  might  be  so  '  : 

Yaqln  hai  ki  Khudd  ke  sdmne  mujhe  apne  dfmdl  kd  jawdb 
dend  paregd,  '  I  know  for  certain  that  I  shall  have  to  stand 
before  God  and  be  called  to  account  for  my  actions ; '  but 
Yaqln  hai  ki  yih  khjatt  do  din  us  ke  pahunchne  se  pahle 

tumhdre  pas  pahunche  (not  pahunchegd),  '  I  feel  sure  or 
I  trust  that  this  letter  will  reach  you  two  days  before  he 

does ; '  in  the  latter  case  the  writer  cannot  assume  certain 
knowledge,  and  therefore  the  Aorist  is  necessary. 

(c)  Vide  also  XXXVI,  10. 
8.   It  is  used  in  Future  Conditions  with  a  slight  idea  of 

1  Or  — ki  kahtn  \ouh  mujhe  mare  nahln,  or  mdr-na-baifhe. 
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certainty,  vide  LVL  Agar  kukm  ho  to  ham  wahdn  jd,en, 

1 1  am  ready  to  go  if  you  only  order  me,'  i.e.  '  I  am  merely 
waiting  for  your  orders  '  ;  but  Agar  hukm  ho  to  ham  wahdn 

jd,enge,  '  I  will  go  if  you  order  me  to  (but  I  don't  want  to).' 
EEMAEK. — For  tbe  Aorist  and  Future  after  jab,  vide,  XXXVI, 

6  (d),  and  notes. 
4.  In   Conditions  it  can  take  the  place  of  tbe  Precative 

Future  Imperative,  as  :  Agar  dp  yih  kdm  kljiyegd  (or  karenge) 

to  goyd  mujhe  mol-lljiyegd  (or  le-lenge),  '  if  you  will  graciously 
do  tbis  you  will  make  me  your  slave  ; '  vide  Imperatives,  1  (b). 

REMARK. — Note  tbe  Future  bere  after  goyd,  '  as  tbougb  ; ' 
in  literal  English, '  it  will  be  as  tbougb  you  have  bought  me.' 

5.  Tbe  Future  of  chuknd  often  supplies  an  English  Perfect, 

as  :  '  When  I  have  eaten  I  will  drink,'  jab  main  khdnd  khd- 
chukunga  tab  pdnl  pl,unga. 

6.  Lagnd  with  the  Infinitive  can  take  tbe  place  of  the 

Future,  as :  Main  us  se  kyiln  milne  lagd  ?  (or  milun)  =  main 
us  se  na-milungd. 

7.  The  Future  of  hond  when  a  simple  verb  is  also  used 

for  past  time  :    hogd,  '  will  be,'  '  must  be,'  '  might  be,'  and 
'  must  have  been  '  ;    but  hu,d  hogd,    '  must  have  occurred,' 
'  must  have  become.'  l     The  difference  in  these  cases  between 
hogd  and  hu,d  hogd  is  tbe  same  as  that  between  hai  and  hotd 

hai,   vide    'Hindustani   Stepping  Stones',  Lesson  1,  g,  as: 
Turn  bachpan  men  bare   sharir  hoge  (not  hu,e  hoge),  '  you 
must  have  been '  very  naughty  in  your  childhood  ; '  but  Yih 
bat  hu,i  hogi,  '  tbis  must  have  occurred,' l  and  Main  ghadr 
se  pahle  paidd  hu,d  hilnga,  '  I  must  have  been  born  (become 
born)  before  the  mutiny.' 

8.  In   other   cases   the   English    Future   Perfect   will   be 
represented  in  Hindustani  by  tbe  Simple  Future  when  there 
is  no  doubt  in  the  case  ;  vide  Future  Perfect,  LIV,  2. 

1  When  '  must  have  been '  can  be  rendered  in  English  by  '  must 
have  occurred  or  become ',  it  is  to  be  translated  hu  a  hogd,  otherwise 
by  hogd. 
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9.  Country  people,  when  writing,  use  the  Future  in  giving 

polite  commands,  as  :  Merd  saldm  apnc  bhd,l  ko  kah-doge  (for 
kah-do),  but  this  is  incorrect.     In  English  the  Future  and  in 
modern  Persian  the  Present  Future  is  used  in  polite  commands, 
but  in  Urdu  the  Aorist  is  so  used. 

10.  It  may  take  the  place  of  an  Aorist ;  vide  XXXVI,  8, 
also  XLII,  7. 

11.  Examples — 
I  will  commence  this  when 

I  have  leisure. 

When   I   have  finished   this 
business  I  will  commence 
the  other. 

Why  should  I  lie  about  the 
matter?    (i.e.   I    have    no 

objection  to  lieas  you  want). 
For  what  reason  should  I  lie  ? 

(i.e.  why  do  you  want  me  to 
lie  about  it  ?). 

When   you    went    there,   he 
must  have  stood  up  (become 
standing)  on  seeing  you. 

When   you    went    there    he 
must  have  been  standing 
(in  a  standing  state). 

I  must  have  been  well  by  the 
time  you  came  to  me. 

Jab  kdm  se  fursat  pd,ungd  is 
men  hath  ddlilngd. 

Jab  yih  Team  kar-chukungd,  to 
dusrd  kdm  shuru  karungd. 

Main  kdhe-ko  jhut  bolungd  ? 
(or  main  kahe-ko  jhut  bolne 
lagd  ?). 

Main  kahe-ko  jhut  bolun  ? 

Turn  jab  wahdn  ga,e  wuh 

tumhen  dekh-ke  khard  hii,d 
hogd. 

Turn  jab  wahdn  ga,e  wuh 
khard  hogd. 

I  must  have  recovered  (become 

well)  by  the  time  you 
reached  me. 

There  can  never  have  been 

such  peace  and  quiet  in 
the  country  before. 

Such  an  event  can  never  have 
occurred  before. 

Tumhdre  dne  ke  waqt  tak  main 
achchhd  hilngd. 

Tumhdre  ane  ke  waqt  tak  main 
achchhd  hti,d  hungd. 

Mulk  men  aisd  chain  pahle 
kabhl  nahln  hogd. 

Aisd    wdqi'a hogd. 
kabhl    nd-hu,d 
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He  must  be  now  wide  awake  Yih  khabar  sunke  us  ke  kdn 

on  hearing  of  this.  khare  Tionge. 
He  will  certainly  be  successful  Is  dafa  imtifydn  men  zarur 

in    his    examination    this  kdm-ydb  hogd. 
time. 

When  the  Sahib  comes  I  will  Jab  Sahib  d,enge  un  ko  khabar 
tell  him.  dungd. 

If  the  Sahib  comes  tell  him.  Jab  Sahib  d,enl  un  ko  khabar do. 

XXXVIII.     IMPEEATIVES 

1.  Besides  the  ordinary  form  of  the  Imperative  there  are 
three  other  forms. 

(a)  (Ap)  baithiye,  pi.,  '  please  sit  down  (now) '  ;  respectful. 
The  negative  is  na-baithiye  (mat  is  rather  imperious). 

The  original  passive  gerundial  suffix  in  Hindi  was  iyd,  as  : 

Kariya,  '  it  was  fit  to  be  done.'  The  impersonal  verb  chdhiye 
may  be  a  survival  of  this  form.  Kyd  kahiye  ?  'what  should  one 
say  ? '  '  what  is  to  be  said  ?  '  kyd  jdniye  ?  '  what  should  be 
known  ? '  '  how  does  one  know  ?  '  and  na-jdniye,  '  one  does  not 
know,'  are  said  to  be  survivals  and  are  used  as  Aorists. 

(b)  The  precative  (Ap)  kijiegd,  2nd  person  plural,  '  please 
do  it  (in  the  future),'  respectful,  as :  (Ap)  kal  do-pahar  tashnf 

ld,iyegd?  '  please  come  at  noon  to-morrow  ;  '  incorrectly  and 
in  vulgar  Delhi  Hindustani  tashnf  ld,o. 

In  (a)  there  is  some  idea  of  command,  but  (b)  is  precative 

only.  Ap  mudf  kijiyegd,  'will  you  please  excuse  me,'  is  more 
respectful  than  dp  mudf  kijiye,  'please  excuse  me.'  Vide 
also  XXXVII,  4. 

(c)  The  third  form  is  polite  but  not  '  respectful ',  and  is 
generally  used  to  inferiors  ;  it  is  singular3  or  plural  Future, 

1  Not  Future,  vide  XXXVI,  6  (d),  and  note. 
2  Hazir  hond  could  not  be  substituted,  as  it  is  imperious. 
3  According  to  Platts,  originally  the  plural  of  the  form  in  iye. 
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as :  (Til  or  turn]  dijiyo,  sing,  or  pi.,  '  give  it  (to-morrow  or 
whenever  you  can) ; '  Ko,l  d,iyo  ko,l  d,iyo,  '  come  somebody, 
come  somebody '  (in  commands  ko,i  a,o).  Baithiyo,  for 
instance,  could  only  be  used  as  a  Future,  as  :  Jab  turn  wahdn 
jd,o  to  kursl  par  baithiyo.  This  form  is  used  as  a  singular 
precative  in  addressing  the  Deity,  as :  Ay  Khudd  us  ko  zinda 
rakhiyo  ;  vide  also  4. 

2.  (a)  and  (6)  are  often  used  for  the  2nd  person  plural  Aorist 
or  Future  to  show  respect,  as :  Agar  dp  ruplya  dljiye  to 

wdpas  na-mdngiye,  '  if  you  are  kind  enough  to  give  me  the 
money  you  mustn't  ask  for  it  back ; '  Phir  dp  chaliyegd 

kahdn  ?  '  then  where  will  you  be  pleased  to  go  ? '  Khudd  kl 
lanat  kdfiron  par  hujiyo  ;  old  for  ho. 

8.  (a)  is  also  used  impersonally,  as :  Jl  chdhtd  hai  ki  is 

waqt  so-rahiye,  '  I  want  to  sleep  ; '  Kyd  jdniye  ki  wuh  d,egd 
yd  nahln  ?  f  how  is  one  to  know  whether  he  will  come 

or  not  ? ' 
4.  (c)  is  also  used  as  a  precative,  as :  Khudd  kl  lanat  us 

par  hujiyo  (or  ho),  '  God's  curse  light  on  him  ! '     In  modern 
Urdu  ho  is  preferred. 

May  the  shaft  of  my  sighs     Jis  ne  tir  mdrd  merl  dh*  kd 
pierce  the  heart  (lit.  liver)         tir  us  ke  kaleje  men  lagiyo. 
of  him   that    smote    thee 
with  this  arrow. 

5.  The  3rd  person  plural  Aorist  is  also  used  as  a  respectful 

Imperative,  as  :  Ap  tashrif  rakhen,  '  please  sit  down.' 
6.  Vide  XXXIX,  4. 

RKMARK.  — -'  Kindly  do  this,'  or  such  phrases,  must  be 
rendered  by  mihrbdnl  karke  or  some  equivalent ;  the  respectful 
Imperatives  are  used  only  towards  people  of  superior  or  equal 
rank,  or  towards  inferiors  of  high  rank. 

1  Sighs  are  by  Eastern  poets  compared  to  anything  straight,  to  the 
letter  alif,  to  a  spear,  etc. 
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XXXIX.     THE   INFINITIVE 

For  the  following  note  I  am  indebted  to  Dr.  G.  A.  Grierson, 

C.I.E.  :— 

1.  '  The  so-called  Hindustani  infinitive  in  na,  as  in  chal-nd, 
"  to  go,"  has  a  composite  derivation. 

Amongst  the  numerous  derivations  of  a  Sanskrit  verbal 

root,  there  are — 
(a)  An  abstract  noun  ending  in  -anam  (or  -anam},  as  in 

chal-anam,  "  the  act  of  going." 
(b)  A  future  passive  participle  in  -anlyas  (or  -aniijas),  with 

exactly  the  same  force  as,  and  with  the  same  derivation  as, 

the  Latin  future  passive  participle  in  -endus,  etc.     Thus,  chal- 

anlyas,  "about  to  be  gone,"  proper  "to  be  gone",  or  (neuter) 
"it  is  to  be  gone",  "one  should  go".     Compare  the  Latin 
(ex-)cellcndus. 

With  the  addition  of  certain  terminations,  both  these  become 

na  in  Hindustani.  So  that  chal-na  may  be  either  a  noun 

(  =  chal-anam),  "  the  acting  of  going,"  "to  go,"  or  it  may  be 
a  participle,  i.e.  an  adjective  (chal-na,  fern,  chal-ni),  meaning 

"  fit  to  be  gone  ",  "  worthy  to  go  ",  "  one  should  go  ". 
Similarly,  mar-na  is  either  mar -anam,  "  the  act  of  striking," 

"  to  strike,"  or  mar-amyas,  "  fit  to  be  struck,"  "  worthy  to  be 

struck,"  as  an  adjective.  Kar-na  is  either  kar-anam,  "  the  act 
of  doing,"  "to  do,"  or  kar-amyas,  "  fit  to  be  done,"  "worthy 
io  be  done,"  as  an  adjective. 

2.  '  Examples  of  the  infinitive  or  verbal  noun  are— 
jhuth  bolnd  burd  hai,  "  to  lie  is  wrong ;  " 
khdne-men sharm  kyd  hai  ?  "what  shame  is  there  in  eating? " 

mdrne  lagd,  for  mdrne-ko-lagd,  "  he  became  attached  to  the 
act  of  striking,"  "  he  began  to  strike." 

3.  '  Examples  of  the  future  passive  participle  are — 

jo  kdm  karnd  hai,  "  the  business  which  is  to  be  done ;  " 
yih  bat  Tcarnl  hai,  "  this  thing  is  to  be  done  ;  " 
jo  kdm  karne  hain,  "  the  things  which  are  to  be  done ;  " 
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mujh-ko  jdnd  hai,  "  as  for  me,  it  is  to  be  gone,  I  must 
go  "  (mihi  eundum  est,  word  for  word  the  same  idiom 
in  Latin). 

Owing  to  the  two  words  being  identical  in  form,  the  two 
are  often  confused,  even  by  good  writers.  Though  identical 

in  appearance  they  have  different  meanings,  just  as  mare  may 

mean  either  "  he  may  strike  "  or  "  they  were  struck  ".' 
4.  As  an  Imperative  the  Infinitive  is  less  peremptory,  and 

is  therefore  more  civil  than  the  Imperative  proper.      It  is 

properly  a  Future  Imperative,  but  is  also  used  politely  for  a 
Present  Imperative.     Wahdn  mat  jd,o  is  said  to  be  a  person 
either  actually  on  the  move  or  just  about  to  move,  but  wahdn 

na-jdnd  refers  to  a  future  action   or  politely  to  a  present 
action. 

Thus,  '  avoid  all  that  leads  to  adultery  '  is  better  translated 

by  zina  ke  pas  bhl  na-jdnd l  (Future)  than  by  zind  ke  pas  bhl 
mat  jd,o. 

5.  The  Passive  Infinitive,  if  the  logical  subject  is  mentioned, 

is  never  used ;  its  place  is  in  such  cases  taken  by  the  Active, 

as :  With  apnl  man  ke  sikhdne  se  yih  boll, '  she  was  instructed 
by  her  mother  to  say  this ; ' 2  Mere  bdp  ke  mdre-jdne  par  merd 
sard  khdnddn  tabdh  ho-gayd,  '  after  my  father  was  killed  my 
whole  family  was  ruined.' 

XL.     IMPERFECT 

1.  The  Imperfect  denotes  frequency  or  duration  of  an 
action,  or  that  a  continuous  action  was  going  on  at  some 

past  time,  as :  Pahdr  bar  bar  gunjte  the,  '  the  hills  gave  back 
the  echo  again  and  again  ; '  Wuh  jdnwar  apne  ko  nazaron  se 
chupd,e  rakhtd  thd  Ickin  iislcl  dwdz  se  malum  hotd  thd  ki 

wuh  ko,l  bard  jdnwar  hai,  '  that  animal  continued  to  keep  out 
of  sight,  but  from  its  cry  I  thought  that  it  must  be  some 

large  beast ; '  Us  ke  rone  dhone  se  bddshdh  ki  ndk  men  dam 
1  Sura-yi  Banl  Isrdjl. 
2  Man  may  here  be  regarded  as  the  logical  subject  of  sikhdne. 
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d-gayd  lekin  us  ke  chup  Jcardne  kl  ko,l  tadblr  samajh  men 

na-dtl  thl,  '  the  king  was  wearied  by  his  (the  slave's)  lamen- 
tation, but  no  plan  of  silencing  him  could  be  thought  of." 

KEMARK. — The  progressive,  not  the  habitual,  action  of  the 
Imperfect  may  be  expressed  by  means  of  rahna,  as :  Main 

jd-rahd  thd  ki — ,  '  I  was  going  along  when — ; '  vide  '  Hindu- 
stani Stepping  Stones',  Lesson  11,  h  (l)  and  (2). 

2.  The  Imperfect  also  signifies  that  an  action  was  a  habit. 
In  English  it  is  frequently  represented  by  the  Past  Tense : 

'  It  was  his  custom  to  take  a  stroll  early  before  breakfast," 

us  ki  yili  'ddat  thl  ki  roz  subh  ko  tahld1  kartd  (thd2'} ;  '  He  did 
this  every  night,'  wuh  har  shab  yih  kdm  kiyd  kartd  thd  or 
kartd  thd  (not  Preterite  nor  kartd-rahd) ;  but  if  the  limits  of 
the  time  were  defined  the  Preterite  would  be  substituted,  as : 
Us  ne  mahine  bhar  tak  har  rat  yih  kdm  kiyd  (or  wuh  yih  kdm 

kartd-rahd,  but  not  kartd  thd). 

3.  The  Imperfect  sometimes  signifies  '  began  to —  ',  or  '  to 
be  on  the  point  of  doing  ' :  '  I  went  to  the  city  and  began  to 
look   at  (while  I  was  looking  at)  the  shops  when  suddenly 

I  heard  the  sound  of  firing,'  main  shahr  ko  gayd  aur,  dukdnon 

kd  tamdshd  dekhtd  thd  ki  yak-d-yak  top  kl  dwdz  d,l ;  '  The 
bird  was  just  going  to  settle  on  the  tree  when  some  one  fired  off 

a  gun,'  chiryd  darakhtpar  baithd  chdhtl  thl  ki  kisl  ne  banduq 

1  fair '  kl.     Sometimes  it  indicates  a  wish,  as  :    Main  wahdn 
na-jdtd-thd  magar  wuh  mujhe  zabardastl  (se)  le-gayd,  '  I  did 
not  want  to  go,  but  he  made  me ;    he  took  me  there  by  force.' 

4.  In  interrogations  it  indicates  emphatic  refusal,  as :    Us 

ko  qaid-Midne  se  rihd,l  pane  kl  drzu  thl  lekin  ivuh  kab  rihd,l 

pdtd  thd  ?  '  he  hoped  to  be  released  from  prison,  but  there  was 
no  chance  of  it ; '  Banduq  chaltl  na-thl,  '  the  gun  would  not 
go  off ; '    Bar  fit   naml  ke  bd'is  sulagtl  na-thl,   '  the  powder 
would  not  ignite  on  account  of  being  damp ; '   Us  ko  ma'lum 

1  Chihil  qadami  (k.)  is  a  literary  word  for  a  ' stroll '. 
2  More  idiomatic  to  omit  thd  in  such  sentences. 
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thd  ki  Italian  liaiza  hai  is  liye  kab  dtd  thd  ?  'he  knew  that 
there  was  cholera  here,  so  of  course  he  did  not  come.' l 

5.  In  two  or  more  co-ordinate  clauses  the  thd,  etc.,  of  the 
Imperfect  may  be  expressed  with  the  last  only,  as :  Wuh  subfy 

ko  uth-kar  pahle  wuzil  kartd,  phirnamdz  parhtd,  aur  tab  ko,i 
aur  kdm  kartd  thd.     Vide  also  LXII,  3  (a). 

6.  The   Imperfect   and   Present  of  dend  are  used  in  the 

sense  of  '  to  offer ',  as :  Main  ghore  ke  liye  sau  ruplya  detd  thd, 
1 1  offered  a  hundred  rupees  for  the  horse,'  but  kitne  ko  diyd 
tha  ?  '  for  how  much  did  he  sell  it  ?  '  Main  sau  rupiya  detd 
thd  lekin  with  kab  letd  thd  (or  us  ne  qabill  na-kiyd),  '  I  offered 
him  a  hundred  rupees,  but  he  refused.' 

7.  The  Imperfect  of  a  verb  compounded  with  saknd  can 
sometimes  take  the  place  of  the  conditional,  as :  Phir  jab  tak 

dp  kd  Miatt  Eangiln  kd  pattd  likhd  hu,d  na-d,e 2  main  dp  ko 
khatt  kyiln-kar  likh-saktd   thd   or  likhtd  ?   '  so   until  I  got 
your  letter  with  your  address  at  Kangoon,  how  could  I  write  ?' 
Vide  also  VII,  8. 

8.  A  Present  Tense  in  direct  narration  may  become  an 

Imperfect  in  indirect,  as :  Agar  main  ivahdn  hotd  to  unhen 

dekhld-detd  ki  main  un  ke  liye  kyd  kuchh  kar-saktd  (thd),  'had 
I  been  there  I  would  have  shown  them  what  I  could  have 

done  for  them ; '  in  direct  narration  main  —  kar-saktd  hiln 
or  kartd  hiln. 

9.  The   Imperfect  can   sometimes   take   the  place  of  the 
Present  Dubious ;  vide  Present  Dubious,  L,  8. 

10.  The  Imperfect  sometimes  takes  the  place  of  the  Aorist ; 
vide  VII,  Relative  Pronoun,  8. 

11.  Vide  XXXVI,  7  (b),  and  LXII,  8  (c). 

1  Us  ko  ma'/um  hai  hi  yahdn  haiza  hai  is  liye  kab  dtd  hai  ?  '  he  knows 
that  there  is  cholera  here,  so  he  won't  come.' 

•  Aorist  or  Present  subjunctive  for  past  time,  vide  XXXVI,  6  (b) : 
the  Conditional  or  Past  subjunctive  dtd  would  signify  that  no  letter 
had  been  received,  whereas  d,e  indicates  that  a  letter  giving  the 
Rangoon  address  has  been  received. 
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XLI.     THE   PEEFECT 

1.'  The  Perfect  is  indefinite  ;  the  Past  or  Preterite  usually 
definite ;  it  is  therefore  incorrect  both  in  English  and 

Hindustani  to  say  '  I  have  seen  him  yesterday '  ;  Wuh  Ldhor 
gayd  or  gayd  hai,  '  he  has  gone  to  Lahore  ; '  but  Merd  bhd,l 
Lahor  gayd  magar  main  nahln  gayd :  in  this  last  example 
gayd  hai  could  not  be  substituted ;  vide  also  XLIII,  1,  n.  1, 
and  2  (b). 

2.  Sometimes  either  the  Perfect  or  the  Past  Tense  may  be 

used  according  to  the  point  of  view  of  the  speaker,  as  :  '  Long 
nights  I  wept  and  wailed  ere  God  bestowed  on  me  this  child,' 

main  ne  "kiinl  rdten  ah  o  zarl  men  guzdrl  hain  (or  guzdrin) 
jab  jdkar1  Khudd  ne  mujhe  yih  larkd  'aid  kiyd  (hai).     If  hai 
be  inserted  in  this  last  sentence,  it  indicates  that  the  boy  is 
alive ;  omit  it,  and  he  may  be  living  or  dead. 

3.  The  Perfect  also  expresses  a  past  time,  the  effects  of 
which  still  continue,  as:  Jab  se  main  yahdn  dyd  hun  usko 

nahin  dekhd  hai,  '  I  have  not  seen  him  since  I  came  (lit.  have 
come)2  here  ; '  Main  ne  sTiddl  kl  hai,  '  I  have  married  (and 
my  wife  is  still  living)  ; '   Us  ko  fajr  se  bukhar  charhd  hai 

(not  charhd),  '  he  has  had  fever  since  the  morning  (and  still 
has  it)  ; '   Us  ko  dj  tap  charhl,  '  the  fever  attacked  him  to-day 
(and  he  may  or  may  not  have  it  still) ; '  but   Us  ko  dj  tap 
charhl  hai,  'he  has  fever  to-day.' 

4.  The  Perfect  also  indicates  an  action  just  completed  if 

the   effects   continue,    as :    Main    abhl  dyd  hiln   (or   dyd),3 

1 1  have  just  come  ; '  Wuh  is  sal  ghar  gayd  hai,  '  he  has  gone 
home  this  year  (and  is  still  there) ; '  vide  also  XLII,  8. 

EEMAEK. — If,  however,  the  effects  of  the  action  do  not 

continue,  the  Preterite  is  used,  as :  Turn  ne  daiua  khd,l?  'have 
1  For  jab  jdkar  (indicating  a  long  time)  vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping 

Stones ',  Lesson  29,  d. 
2  It  is  a  common  English  vulgarism  to  use  the  Perfect  after   a 

temporal  '  since '. 
3  Ayd  in  reply  to  a  question  ;  main  abhl  aya  also  signifies  '  I  'm 

coming  back  in  a  moment '  ;  vide  XLII,  7,  8. 
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you  swallowed  the  medicine  (just  now)  ?  '  but  Turn  ne  dawd 

khd,l  hai  ?  '  have  you  taken  the  medicine  or  some  one  else  ?  ' 
vide  5. 

5.  In   questions  the  Perfect  indicates  a  certainty  of  the 
action  having  been  done,  as :   Turn  ne,  yih  kdm  kiyd  hai  ? 

'  was  it  you  who  did  this  (or  some  one  else)  ?  '  but  Turn  ne 

yih  kiyd  ?  '  have  you  done  the  thing  I  told  you  to  do,  or  not  ?  ' 
(the  speaker  does  not  know). 

6.  In  such  expressions  as  '  have  you  ever  heard  that —  ?  ' 
or  '  have  you  ever  seen —  ?  '  the  Preterite  is  preferred  to  the 
Perfect,  as :  Turn  ne  yih  kabhl  sund  (or  sund  hai)  ? 

7.  When  the  English  Perfect  expresses  time,  as  in  such 

expressions  as  '  I  have  lived  here  for  years ',  '  I  have  known 
him  since  childhood',  the  Urdu  idiom  requires  the  Present,  as : 
Jab  se  main  paidd  hu,d  (or  hu,d  hun)  main  kisl  na-kisl 

muyibat  men  giriftdr  rahtd  hun,  '  I  have   been   unfortunate 
since  I  was  born  ;  '  '  I  have  for  a  long  time  seen  you  going 
about  barefooted,'  bahut  dinon  se  dekhtd  hiin  ki  turn  nange- 
pd,on  (se)  chald  karte  ho.     Vide  XXXV,  1  (6). 

8.  '  Where  have  you  been  the  last  two  hours  ?  '  (to  an 
absent  servant),  turn  do  ghante  tak  kahdn  rahe  ?  or  do  ghante 
se  turn  kahdn  the  ?  vide  also  XLIII,  5,  last  example. 

9.  The  Perfect  also  indicates  mild  astonishment,  i.e.  that 
an  action  was  not  expected,  especially  in  questions,  as  :  Kyd 

Amir  Sdhib  Kalkatta  (men)  d,e  hain  ?  '  has  the  Amir  come  to 
Calcutta  ?  I  didn't  know  he   was  coming  ; '    but  kyd  d,e  ? 

'  has  the  Amir  yet  arrived  (I  have  heard  he  was  coming)  ? ' 
vide  also  XLIV,  5,  example  (9),  and  note. 

10.  (a)  In  baithnd,  sond,  parnd,  khard  hond,  gdrnd  (and 
possibly  one  or  two  more  intransitive  verbs)  the  past  participle 
with  the  substantive  verb  is  used  for  the  English  Present,  thus: 

Baithd  (hii,d)  hai,  '  he  is  sitting,'  but  baithtd  hai,  '  he  sits 

habitually,'  or  '  is  just  going  to  sit  down  ' ;  With  khard  hai, 
'he  is  standing;'  Wuh  khard  hold  hai,  'he  stands  habitually,' 
or  '  he  is  just  going  to  stand  up  '. 
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(b)  With  sond,  either  the  above  construction  or  the  Present 
can  be  used,  as :  Wuh  soya  hai  (or  soya  hu,d  hai)  or  sotd  hai, 

1  he  is  sleeping.'  Wuh  abhl  baithd  hai  (or  baith-gayd  hai), 
1  he  has  just  sat  down,'  is  Perfect ;  but  wuh  ab-tak  baithd  (or 
baitha  hu,d)  hai,  '  he  is  still  sitting  there,'  is  the  participle 
construction.  Vide  also  XLIX,  7. 

11.  A  similar   construction  occurs  with   transitive   verbs, 

as :  Likhd  hai,  '  it  is  written,'  for  likhd  hu,d  hai ;  but  us  ne 
likhd  hai,  '  he  has  written.' 

12.  In  quoting  an  author  either  the  Perfect  or  Present  is 
used ;   vide  Present  Tense,  XXXV,  6. 

XLIL     PAST   OR  PRETERITE 

1.  As  stated  in  XLI,  1,  the  Preterite,  compared  with  the 

Perfect,  refers  to  a  definite  point  of  time,  as  :    'He  regrets  his 
marriage,'  wuh  sar  pitta  hai  ki  '  main  ne  shddi  kyun  ki ' l 
(lit.   '  he  beats  his  head  saying,  "  Why  did  1  I  marry  ?  "  ') ; 
here  the  Perfect  cannot  be  substituted,  though,  as  the  effects 
of  the  action  continue,  one  might  expect  it ;  vide  XLI,  3,  also 
XL,  2. 

2.  The   Preterite   is   used   in   narrating  past   events  that 
closely  follow  on  each  other,  and  it  will  thus  often  take  the 

place   of  the  English  Pluperfect,   as :    '  When  I  had  rested 
a   little   and   had   refreshed   myself,  I  got  up  intending  to 

proceed  on  my  way,'  jab  main  ne  thord  dam  le-liyd  aur  kuchh 
khd-pl-liyd  main  uth  khard  hu,d  aur  chdhd  ki  age  chalun  ; 
here  the  two  first  verbs  could  not  be  in  the  Pluperfect,  as  in 
the  English. 

3.  The  Preterite  expresses  an  act  just  completed,  and  some- 
times indicates  ignorance  or  doubt,  vide  XLI,  5,  and  XLIII,  2 

(b),  as :  Mam  ne  tujhe  bakhsh-diyd  agarchi  mundsib  na-thd, 

'I  have  forgiven  you  (this  moment),  although  I  ought  not 
to  have  done  so ; '  Malum  hu,d  ki  men  dwdz  achchhl  nahln, 

1  In  modern  Persian,  however,  the  Perfect  would  be  used,  unless 
.the  time  especially  referred  to  the  day  of  marriage. 
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aur  logon  ko  us  se  takllf  hotl  hai,  dzdn  dene  se  tauba  kl, 

'I  have  just  learnt  that  I  have  an  unmusical  voice  that 
distresses  my  neighbours,  so  I  have  renounced  on  the  spot 

the  idea  of  ever  calling  the  dgdn.'  Here,  if  hu,d  hai  were 
substituted  for  hil,d,  it  would  indicate  that  he  had  learnt  the 

fact  some  days  ago :  tauba  kl,  '  on  the  spot ; '  but  had  a  person 
gone  to  him  and  requested  him  to  call  the  dzdn  he  might  have 

said  main  ne  tauba  kl  hai,  '  I  have  renounced  the  practice,' 
vide  Perfect,  XLI,  4. 

4.  It  is  used  in  future  conditions  to  indicate  a  foregone 

conclusion,  as :  Agar  rupiya  manga  to  tumhen  dend  hi  paregd, 

'  if  he  asks  for  the  money  (as  he  will  do)  you  have  no  choice 
but  to  give  it,'  vide  7  and  LVI,  5  (6)  ;   Maqdur  hotd,  to 

dckhd-detd  ki  main  ne  kyd  kiyd,  '  could  I  afford  it  I  would 
show  you  what  I  could  do.' 

5.  The  Preterite  is  sometimes  colloquially,  but  rarely,  used 

for  the  Aorist  or  Present  Subjunctive,  as  :  'Stay  here  the  whole 
day  and  read,  but  of  course  if  you  tire  while  reading  there  is 

no  harm  in  your  resting  a  minute  or  two,'  yahdn  din  bhar 
baithe  raho  aur  parhte  raho,  hdn  is  men  muzdyaqa  nahln  ki 

agar  parhte  parhte  thak-ga,e  to  do  char  minat  ke  liye  dam 

liyd  (=  le-lo)  ;  '  Doorkeeper,  it  is  your  duty  to  sit  at  the  door 
the  whole  day  and  to  inform  me  when  any  visitor  arrives,' 
darbdn  tumhdrd  kdm  yih  hai  ki  din  bhar  darwdze  par  baithe 

rahe,  agar  ko,l  merl  muldqdt  ko  dyd  to  mujhe  ittild'  dl  (or 
— rahe  aur  kisl  ke  dne  par  ittild'  dl) ;  '  Neither  have  I  the  bodily 
strength  to  take  only  a  lota  and  start  wandering  on  foot,  to 
turn  up  one  day  in  Shiraz,  to  tarry  another  in  Egypt,  to 

spend  a  third  in  Najaf,'  na  mujh  men  wuh  tdqat-i  jismdnl  ki 
ek  lota  le-lnn  aur  piydda-pd  chal-dfin  kabhl  Shlrdz  jd-nikald, 
kabhl  Mixr  men  jd-thahard,  kabhl  Najaf  men  jd-pahunchd. 

6.  Two  Preterites  coupled  by  '  and '  express  simultaneity, 

past,  present,  or  future,  as  :  Turn  khare  hu,e  aur  gire,1  '  as 

1  The  Present  Tense  here  would  signify  fiabitual  action. 
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soon  as  you  will  stand  up  you  will  fall ; '  Ko,l  bachcha  sote 

men  royd  aur  turn  beddr  hu,ln,  '  (0  women)  the  moment 
a  child  cries  in  its  sleep  you  are  awake '  (i.e.  this  is  your 

habit) ;  Gall  munh  se  nikll  aur  main  ne  mdrd,  '  the  abuse 
was  no  sooner  out  of  his  mouth  than  I  hit  him  '  (or  '  will  no 
sooner  be  out  of  his  mouth  than  I'll  hit  him  '). 

7.  It  is  also  used  for  an  immediate  Future J  in  anticipation 

of  its  completion,  as  :  Main  ne  yih  kdm  ablil  kiyd,  '  I  am  just 
going  to  do  it.'     Similarly,  a  servant  says  Idyd  sdhib,  '  I  am 
just  bringing  it ; '  dyd,  '  I  am  just  coming.' 

KEMARK. — The  Preterite  with  chuknd  is  used  ironically  and 

indicates  a  negative  future,  as :  Main  wahdnjd-chukd  =  '  catch 
me  going '  (lit.  '  oh  yes,  I've  gone  there  ',  ironical). 

8.  The  Preterite  is  often  used  for  the  Perfect,  as :   Mam 

abhl  dyd  (or  dyd  hiln),  '  I  have  just  come '  (vide  XLI,  2-4)  ; 
Jo  bdten  upar  likhl  ga,m  (or  ya,l  hain), '  what  has  been  stated 
above ; '  Main  ne  yih  masal  is  liye  bay  an  kl  (or  kl  hai)  ki 

turn  jdno  ki — ,  '  I  have  cited  this  proverb  to  show  you  that — .' 
9.  It  is  rarely  used  for  the  habitual  Present,  as :  Miijhe  to 

be-kdri  men  tumhen  khatt  likhne  kd  ek  shughl  hai ;    qalam 

dawdt  le-baithe  aur  do  char  sataren  ghasU-ddlm,  '  it  is  an 
employment  for  me  to  write  to  you  when  I  have  nothing  to 

do  ;    I  then  sit  down  and  scribble  you  a  few  lines ; '    Uskl 
'ddat  hai  (or  ihi)  ki  har  subh  ko  sokar  uthd,  munh  hdth 
dhoyd,  aur  sair  ko  nikld,  '  it  is  (or  was)  his  habit  to  rise  early 
in  the  morning,  wash  his  face  and  hands,  and  go  for  a  walk.' 

10.  Note  the  following  idioms  :  Ab  rahd  yih  amr  ki — ,  '  it 
now  remains  to  be  said  that —  ;  '  Sdt  duna  chauda  ke  char, 

hdth  lagd  ek,  '  twice  seven  is  fourteen,  four  and  carry  one  ;  ' 
Sdt  men  se  tin  ga,e,  bdql  rahe  char,  '  three  from  seven  leaves 
four  ; '  Mere  das  rupai  kharch  hil,e,  sirf  do  rah-ga,e  (or  bach 

ga,e),  '  I  spent  10  rupees  and  have  only  2  left.' 
11.  Vide  also  XXXVI,  6,  Eemark  I. 

1  The  Perfect  cannot  be  used  as  a  Future. 
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XLIII.     PLUPEKFECT 

1.  The  Pluperfect  indicates  a  time  anterior  to  the  Preterite 

or  Perfect,  as :  Jo  ddml  kal  dyd  thd  (or  incorrectly  dyd)  so 

dj  bhl  ay  a1  hai,  '  the  man  who  came  yesterday  came  to-day;' 
Tumhdre  dne  se  pahle  main  khdnd  khd-chukd  thd,  '  I  had  my 
dinner  before  you  came.' 

2.  (a)  The  past  time  to  which  the  Pluperfect  is  anterior 
may  be  only  implied,  as  :   Us  ko  par  sal  hawd  badalne  se  yun 

hi  sdfd,ida  hil,d  thd,  'last  year  he  was  just  slightly  benefited 
by  a  change  of  air ; '  here  the  Pluperfect  indicates  that  the 
benefit  has  disappeared. 

(b)  To  a  master  returning  home  and  asking  his  servant 
whether  the  barber  he  had  summoned  has  arrived  or  not,  the 

following  replies  might  be  made : — Ayd?  '  he  has  come  ; ' 

d-gayd,  '  he  has  just  come ; '  dyd  hai,1  vulgar  and  incorrect 
(as  he  was  expected) ;  dyd  thd,  '  he  did  come,  but  has  gone 
away  again.'  Vide  also  XLI,  1. 

8.  It  is  sometimes  used  for  the  Past  Conditional  Tense  (vide 

Conditional  Sentences, LVI,  14),  as:  Agar  dp  mujhe  na-bachdte 

main  zarur  qaid  hu,d  thd  (or  hojdtd  or  hu,d  hotd),  'had  it 
not  been  for  you,  sir,  I  should  certainly  have  been  locked  up.' 

4.  It  is  sometimes  used  to  indicate  distant  time,  as  :  Bad 
is  ke  ki  main  tcre  sdth  aisl   nekl   kl   thl,   ab   burd,l  kyfm 

karne   lagun  ?    '  having   previously   treated    you   well,    why 
should  I  now  begin  to  treat  you  ill  ? '  here  the  Preterite  could 
be  substituted,  but  would  not  indicate  such  remote  time. 

5.  Examples — 
I  went  to  see  the  Khan  Kal  main  Khan  §dhib  kl 

yesterday,  but  he  was  out,  muldqdt  ko  gay  a  thd;  kahln 

so  I  didn't  see  him.  bdhar  tashrlf  k-ga,e  the,  is 

waste  wuh  mujhe  na-mile.3 
1  Ay  a  hai  if  not  expected,  dya  if  expected. 
2  Ayd,  as  he  was  expected. 

3  But  main  unse  na-mild,  '  I  purposely  did  not  have  an  interview 
with  him,'  and  wuh  mujh  se  na-mile,  'he  refused  me  an  interview.' 
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I  was  deaf,  and  now   I 
blind  too. 

am 

He  told  my  servant  yesterday 
that  he  was  coming  to  see 

me  to-day.2 
He  had  fever  yesterday,  but 

has  none  now. 

I  came  to  see  you,  sir, 
yesterday  afternoon  (but 
you  were  out). 

I  now  (i.e.  after  the  mutiny) 
sent  him  a  plain  unbound 
copy  of  the  book,  and 
yesterday  got  his  reply 
acknowledging  its  receipt. 

Where  were  you,  where  have 
you  been  ?  (to  an  absent 
servant  on  return). 

Pahle  main  bahrd  (ho  gayd) 

iha  ab  andhd  bhl  ho-gayd 
hun1  (or  hun). 

Us    ne   kal   mere  naukar  se 

kahd  iha  ki  kal 2  main  tere 
sahib  se  milne  d,ungd. 

Han,    kal    usko    tap    charhl 

thl3    [understood,  lekin  dj 
utarga,i\ . 

Banda  kal  si-pahar  (ke  waqt) 
huzur  ki  khidmat  men  hdzir 

hu,d  iha. 
Main  ne  ab  ek  kitdb-i  sdda  be 

jild   un  ko  bhejl  thl;    kal 
unkd   khatt  mujh  ko  kitdb 
kl  rasid  men  mild. 

Kahdn  ga,e  the  (or  kahdn  the)  ? 

XLIV.     THE  CONDITIONAL  OR  PAST  CONDITIONAL 

TENSE 

1.  This  is  used  in  Conditional  and  Optative  sentences,  vide 

LVI,  1,   2,  7,  9-13,  and  16.     It  may  refer  to  time  past  or 
future,  vide  LVI,  1  and  7. 

2.  Its  use  as  a  Perfect  Subjunctive  is  not,  however,  confined 
to  conditional  sentences.     It  is  generally  used  after  chdhiye 

thd,  etc.,   '  it  was  necessary,'  though  the  Aorist  or  Present 
Subjunctive  may  take  its  place — 

1  Perfect,  blindness  not  expected,  and  '  I  am  still  blind '. 
2  Kal  means  '  to-day ',  as  the  previous  tense  is  in  the  pluperfect. 
3  The  Pluperfect  indicates  that  it  no  longer  remains. 
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You  ought  to  have  done  it.         Ldzim  thd  ki  yih  karte  (or 
karo)  =  turn  ko  yih  karnd 
thd  or  turn  ko  yih  karnd 
chdhiye  thd. 

8.  The  place  of  the  Past  Conditional  may  be  supplied  by 
the  Pluperfect  of  lagnd,  as :  Main  wahdn  kyun  jane  lagd 

thd  ?  =  main  wahdn  kyun  jdtd  ?  '  why  should  I  have  gone 
there?  '  Vide  Aorist  6,  b,  and  'Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ', 
Lesson  9,  b  (2). 

4.  Sometimes  a  verb  compounded  with  saknd  may  take  its 
place ;  vide  XL,  7,  and  VII,  8. 

5.  Examples  of  the  Past  Conditional — 
(1)  I  had  no  book  to   read    Mere  pas  ko,l  kitdb  na-thl  jo 

(lit.    that   I    should    have 

read  it)  (or  parhun,  '  that 
I  should  read  it  ')• 

(2)  I  have  not  seen  him  for 
the  last  few  days,  and  so 
could    not    mention   your 
letter  (lit.  that  your  letter 
should    have    been    men- 
tioned). 

(8)  I  perceived  no  beauty  in 
her  to  make  me  fall  in  love 
with  her. 

(4)  I  had  not  a  farthing  with 
me  to  give  the  begger. 

parhtd  (or  parhun). 

In  dinon  men  us  se  merl 

muldqdt  nahm  hu,l  hai  jo 
tumhdre  khatt  led  zikr  dtd 

(not  dve). 

(5)  You  should  merely  have 
written   to   me    that    you 

received   the    prose    com- 
position. 

(6)  I  got  no  letter  at  all  from 
you,  so  how  could  I  have 
answered  ? 

Main  ne  us  men  kuchh  khub- 

ffiratl  na-dekhl  ki  iis  par 

'dshiq  hotd  (or  ho-jd,un). 
Mere  pas  ek  paisd  bhl  na- 

thd  jo  its  faqlr  ko  detd  (or dun). 

Bat  itnl  thl  ki  mujh  ko  likh 
bhejte  ki  nasr  d,l. 

Tumhdrd  ko,l  khatt  nahm  dyd 
jis  kd  main  jawdb  likhtd  ? 
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(?)  I  had  composed  nothing 
new,  so  how  could  I  have 
sent  you  anything  ? 

(8)  How  could    I    have  had 
my  books  printed  (as  I  had 
no  money)  ? 

(9)  He   ought    to   have   re- 
ceived the  journal  too,  but 

up  to  the  present  he  has 
not  done  so. 

(10)  How    could   I   possibly 
have  refrained  from  answer- 

ing your  letter? 
(11)  My  description  would  be 

understood   by  you,    only 
if   you   were  here  to  see 
the   Begams   in   the   Fort 
walking  about. 

Kaun  si  fikr-i  tdza l  thl  ki 
tumko  likhtd  ? 

Main  kitdben  kahdn  se  chap- 
wdtd  ? 

Ldzim  thd  ki  us  ke  pas  bhl 

akhbdr  pahiinch-jdtd,  magar 

is  waqt  taknahmpahimchd.' 

Kyd  imkdn  thd  ki  jawdb  na- 
likhtd  ? 

Herd  bay  an  jab  turn  par  khultd 

ki  turn  yahdn  hote  aur  be- 

cjamdt-i  qil'akophirte  chalte dekhte. 

XLV.     THE   VEEBAL   SUFFIX   -WALA 

1.  Though   -wdld  cannot  be  added  to  an  adjective  (vide 

'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  29,  a),  it  is  added  to 
prepositions  and  adverbs,  as :    Pahdn  kd  upar-wdld  makdn, 

1  the  house  higher  up  on  the  hill ; '   Upar-wdld  baydn,  '  what 
has  been  mentioned  above.' 

NOTE.  —  It  must  be  recollected  that  prepositions  were 
originally  nouns,  and  that  such  expressions  as  pahdr  ke  niche 

men  ('  at  the  bottom  of  the  hill ')  are  still  used  by  the  vulgar. 
2.  -Wdld   can    often   be   conveniently   substituted   for    a 

genitive,    as :     Uskd  sawdrl  kd  ghord  or  uskd   sawdrl-wdld 

g'hora. 
3.  It  sometimes  indicates  habit  or  continuance,  as :    Yih 

1  Fikr-i  tdza,  tech.  =  a  new  poem. 

2  Not  pahuncha  hai,  as  its  arrival  was  expected. 
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dunyd  (jiryit  ki  tarah  rang  badalne-ivdll  hai,  '  this  world 
changes  every  moment  like  a  chameleon;'  Parhne-wdld  larkd, 
1  a  studious  boy.' 

4.  Sometimes  it  indicates  a  past  act  and  sometimes  one  in 

the  immediate  *  future,  as :  Iskd  bechne-wdld,  '  the  man  who 
sold  it,'  'the  seller;  '  Marne-wCda,  'the  late,'  and  also  'about 
to  die  '. 

5.  It   will   be   seen,   therefore,    that   this   verbal  may  be 

ambiguous :  Sone-wall  bhiron  ko  na-jagdnd  chdhiye  for  '  don't 
rouse  sleeping  hornets ' 2  (i.e.  '  let  sleeping  dogs  lie  ')  would  be 
ambiguous,  as  it  might  mean  '  hornets  about  to  sleep ' ;  the 
idiom,  therefore,  is  soil  (hil,l)  bhiron  ko  na-jagdnd  chdhiye, 
which  admits  of  no  ambiguity.     Dono  larne-wdle  is  a  common 
example  of  the  ambiguous  use  of  this  participle. 

XLVI.     CONJUNCTIVE    PARTICIPLE 

1.  (a)  This  participle  is  generally  used  when  the  action  of 
the  second  verb  not  only  takes  place  after  the  first  verb  but 

also  depends  on  it,  as  :  Wuh  mujhe  dekh-kar  rone  lagd,  f  he 
began  to  cry  on  seeing  me.'  This  participle  is  advantageously 
used  when  one  verb  is  transitive  and  the  other  neuter.  '  He 

saw  me  and  then  began  to  cry  '  is  MS  ne  mujhe  dekhd  aur  phir 
rone  lagd ;  in  this  sentence  phir  could  not  be  omitted  as  the 

idea  is  that  '  he  first  saw  me  and  then  after  a  little  time  began 
to  cry  '.  Hence  us  ne  men  taraf  mukliatib  hokar  kahd,  '  he 
addressed  me  and  said,'  is  more  idiomatic  than  men  taraf 
mukhfltib  hii,d  aur  bold.  (Note,  too,  that  in  this  sentence,  as 

the  first  verb  hu,d  is  neuter,  bold,  a  verb  that  does  not  require 
ne,  is  preferred  to  kahd.) 

1  In  Insan  marne-wala  hai  the  idea  is  that  death  is  always  present, 
and  the   immediate   future  and  not  the  remote  future  is  intended. 

Qiyumat  dne-wdli  hai,  because  the  Judgment  Day  is  certain,  that  is, 
it  is  practically  with  us. 

2  Shir,  f.  =  hornet  or  wasp.     In  Behar  birnl  =  wasp  and  birna  or 
haddd  =  a  hornet. 
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(b)  However,  to  avoid  a  series  of  conjunctive  participles, 
the  above  rule  is  usually  broken,  finite  verbs  being  substituted ; 
but  the  finite  verbs  should  be  used  where  there  are  the  longest 
pauses  in  the  thought  or  the  action,  as  :  Main  kitdb  baghal 

men  dabdkar  ghar  se  nikald,  '  I  put  the  book  under  my  arm 
and  left  the  house  ; '  but  Main  ne  kitdb  baghal  men  debd,l  aur 

chhari  hath  men  kkar  ghar  se  nikald,  '  I  put  the  book  under 
my  arm  and  taking  up  my  stick  quitted  the  house.' 

2.  The  Conjunctive  Participle  cannot  precede  the  substantive 
verb  hai,  etc.,  and  thd,  etc. 

3.  (a)  When  the  Conjunctive  Participle  and  the  finite  verb 
are  both  negative,  the  negative  particle  is  prefixed  to  the  finite 

verb  only,  as  :  Jo  ko,i  imtihdn  '  pds  '  karke  td,ip  rd,iting  na- 
slkhegd  usko  is  daftar  men  jagah  na-milegi,  '  no  one  will  be 
employed  in  this  office  who  does  not  pass  the  examination 

and  learn    typewriting '    (lit.   '  whoever    having   passed   the 
examination   does   not  learn    typewriting,  no  place  will  be 

given  to  him  in  this  office  ')•' 
(b)  If  the  participle  only  is  negative  and  if  it  also  implies 

a  reason  (i.e.  if  it  expresses  a  reason  and  is  bound  up  with 
the  finite  verb,  as  explained  in  1),  the  negative  particle  may 

be  prefixed,  as :  Main  us  kl  bat  kuchh  na-samajhkar  chupkd 

ho-rahd,  '  not  understanding  what  he  said  I  remained  silent ' 
(i.e.  because  I  did  not  understand  what  he  said — ).  The 
Conjunctive  Participle  with  a  negative  always  implies  a  reason. 

With  the  above  exception  the  negative  cannot  be  prefixed 

to  the  Conjunctive  Participle.  '  Saying  not  a  single  word  he 
turned  and  left  the  room '  must  be  rendered  Wuh  mujhe  ek 

lafz  bhl  kahe  baghair  munh  pher-kar  chald  gayd  ('  without 
saying  a  single  word  ...')• 

4.  (a)  The  passive  of  the  Conjunctive  Participle  is   not 
used  ;  its  place  is  taken  by  the  active,  as  :  Wuh  hath  bdndhkar 

1  Compare  the  English  sentence,  'Whoever  does  not  pass  an 
examination  and  [does  not]  learn  typewriting  .  .  .' 
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d  gay  a,  '  lie  was  brought  bound'  (i.e.  'they  having  bound  his 
hands1  lie  was  brought ') ;  Qil'a  surang  lagd-kar  urdyd  gay  a, 
1  the  fort  was  blown  up.' 

(b)  If,  however,  the  finite  verb  is  neuter,  the  Conjunctive 

Participle  also  must  be  neuter,  as :  Wuh  giriftdr  hokar  dyd  (not 

lay  a  gay  a},  '  he  was  arrested  and  brought ; '  Kaprd  dhulkar 
dyd  or  dhokar  Idyd  gayd,  '  the  clothes  have  come  back  from 
the  wash.' 

6.  By  a  confusion  of  thought,  not  unnatural,  the  verb 
milnd  is  sometimes  regarded  as  though  it  were  the  passive  of 

a  transitive  verb,  and  such  a  sentence  as  Un  ke  hi.we  qur'a 
ddlkar  unhen  mile,  '  their  shares  were  apportioned  by  lot,' 
is  incorrectly  written  for  Unke  liisse  aura  ddlkar  unhen 
diye  ga,e. 

6.  This   participle   repeated   as   below  gives  the  force  of 
continual  repetition,  i.e.  of  continual  but  not  of  continuous 
action,   which   latter  has   to   be  expressed   by   the   Present 
Participle  repeated  ;  vide  Pres.  Part.,  XL VII,  8  (a).     Main  ne 

ghore  ko  ddna  khild-khild-ke  moid  kiyd,  '  I  fattened  the  horse 
by  feeding  it  on  grain  for  some  time ; '  Phiil  tor-tor-ke  main 

ne  apne  daman  men  jama'  kiye,  '  contimially  plucking  flowers 
(either  here  and  there  or  from  one  bush)  I  filled  my  skirt ; ' 

Inton  ko  jor-jor-ke  main  ne  ek  dlivdr  taydr  kar-dl,  '  adding 
brick  to  brick  I  built  up  a  wall.' 

7.  Greaves  in  his  'Hindi  Grammar'  states  that  the  relation 
of  the  Conjunctive  Participle  with  the  finite  verb  is  (a)  temporal, 
(b)  logical,  (c)  adverbial.     Examples  of  this  classification  are 
given  below.     It  will,  however,  be  seen  that  this  participle 
generally,  perhaps  always,  can  be  resolved  into  a  temporal 
clause. 

(a)  Temporal.  It  refers  to  a  time  either  antecedent  to  or 

simultaneous  with  the  finite  verb,  as :  Main  ne  hath  dho-kar 

1  Misrelated  participle.  Wuh  hath  bandhd  hu,d  Idyd  gayd,  '  he  was 

brought  bound.' 
F 
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khdnd  khdyd,  '  I  washed  my  hands  and  ate  my  dinner  ; '  Us 
ne  ro-kar  kahd,  '  he  said  with  tears  in  his  eyes ; '  Yih  log 

namdz  Uhl  gd-kar  parhte  hain,  '  these  people  (a  sect  of  Sufis) 
even  sing  their  prayers.'  (Note  that  gdnd  is  an  intransitive 
verb  and  does  not  admit  of  an  object,  except  a  cognate  object, 

as  git  or  ghazl  gdnd ;  but  not  masnavl  gdnd  or  qaslda  gdnd.) 

This  participle  also  means  '  after '  (temporal),  as :  Kyd 
ko,l  Isfahan  jd-kar  Hindustan  men  wdpas  dtd  hai  ?  '  does 
anyone  ever  return  to  India  after  he  has  once  seen  Isfahan  ? ' 
i.e.  'is  there  anyone  who,  having  once  gone  (or  when  he 
has  once  gone)  to  Isfahan,  afterwards  returns  to  India?';  Sab 
mild-kar  sau  ek  ha,e,  'after  adding  them  all  together  they 

proved  to  be  about  a  hundred.' 
(b)  Logical.     Us  ko  zahr  de-kar  mdr-ddld  =  zahr  dene  se 

us  ko  mdr-ddld,  '  they  killed  him  by  poison  ; '   Us  ne  lakriydn 

bech-bech  kar  paise  jama1  kiye,  '  he  collected  money  by  con- 
tinually  selling  firewood '   (by   means   of    selling   firewood). 

Here  the  finite  verbs  express  the  consequence  of  the  participles. 

(c)  Adverbial.      Kan  lagd-kar   suno,    '  listen   attentively ' 
(having   applied   your  ear,  or   when  you  have  applied  your 

ear,    listen   attentively) ;     yaqln   kar-ke  jdno  =  yaqln  jano, 

1  know    assuredly  ; '    kh.d?s    kar-ke,    '  especially  ; '    barh-kar, 
'  more ; '    with  pet   bhar-kar  be-wuquf  hai,  '  he  is  an  utter 
fool ; '  wuh  der  lagd-kar  dyd,  '  he  came  late ; '  le  de-ke,  '  in 
all ; '  marpit  kar,  '  with  great  labour  or  difficulty ; '  us  larke 

ne  siwd,e  ro-kar  khdnd  mdngne  ke,  aur  kuchh  na-kiyd,  '  the 
child  did  nothing  but  tearfully  call  for  food.' 

8.  In  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  9,  c,  reference 
was  made  to  the  'misrelated  participle'.  A  study  of  the 
following  idiomatically  correct  examples  will  reveal  the  fact 
that  though  grammatically  the  finite  verb  and  the  participle 
have  not  the  same  subject,  logically  they  often  have. 

I  couldn't  help  laughing  when     Tumhdrd     khatt     parh  -  kar 
I  read  your  letter.  mujhe  hdnsl  d,l. 
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I  got  fever  on  reaching  home. 

I  was  very  glad  to  read  your 
letter. 

The  culprit  was  arrested  and 
brought  here. 

If  they  are  compared,  the 
difference  between  them 

will  be  proved  to  be  slight. 

If  I  should  come  across  any 

pamphlet  (on  the  subject), 
it  will  be  bought  and  sent 
to  you. 

The  court  order  having  been 
written,  the  decision  was 

given  out. 
A  letter  to  the  following 

purport  was  received. 

Mujh   ko   ghar  jd-ke   bukjidr 

dyd. 
Tumhdrd  khatt  parh-kar  merd 

dil  bdhut  kh.ush  hil,d. 

Mujrim  giriftdr  kar-ke l  Idyd 
gdyd  =  mujrim  giriftdr   ho 
kar  dyd. 

Agar  donon  ek  dusre  se  mild- 
kar  dekhe-jd,en,  to  un  men 
bahut   hi   kam  farq  nazar 

d,egd. 
Agar   ko,l  risdla   d-jd,egd   to 

wuh  mol-lekar  khidmat  men 

bhej-diyd  jd,egd.z 

Bu  -  ba  -  kar   likh  -  kar  hukm 

hu,a.3 
Khatt  men  likh-kar  dyd  ki . .  . 

9.  The  Participle  may  refer  to  the  direct  object  of  a  verb, 

as  :  Wuh  Mir  Sarfardz  Husain  ki,  sharmd-kar,  dnkhen  niche 
karnl  aur  muskardnd,  Khudd  kabhl  mujh  ko  bhl  wuh  surat 

dikhd,e,  '  I  do  wish  I  could  get  a  sight  of  Mir  Sarfaraz  Husain 
shyly  casting  down  his  eyes  like  that  and  smiling.' 

10.  (a)  The  following  example  from  Platts  is  difficult  to 

explain : — 

1  Kar-ke  =  kiyajdkar,  which  is  not  idiom.    The  grammatical  subject 
of  a  passive  verb  is  the  logical  object  of  the  action,  vide  '  Hindustani 
Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  23,  c  ;  hence  this  sentence  =  '  they  having 
arrested  the  culprit  brought  him  '. 

2  Here  the  Passive  is  used  for  politeness  to  avoid  the  use  of  '  I '. 
8  Here,  though  the  participle  and  finite  verb  refer  to  different 

persons,  they  are  regarded  as  the  same  party,  i.e.  members  of  the 
court. 
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At    last,   having    made    me     Akhir    wada    un    chlzon    ko 

promise  and  swear  that  I        pahuncha  -  Jcar  mere  1  phir 
would  return  after  leaving         dne   kd  le-kar,   aur  qasam 
those  things  (at  home),  he         khild-kar,  rukhsat  kiyd. 
let  me  go. 

(6)  The  danger  of  imitating  the  above  construction  is 

illustrated  by  the  following :  Hindu, on  ko  ek  na,l  'arzl  pesh 

karke  jaivab-i  kjiushk  o  sdf  mild,  '  the  Hindus,  on  presenting 
a  fresh  petition,  received  a  rebuff ; '  this  is  wrong,  as  it 
would  signify  that  the  petition  was  given  to  the  Hindus.  In 
Mujhe  ghar  jdke  bukhar  hil,d  there  can  be  no  ambiguity  as 
there  is  only  one  person.  Similarly,  Jab  tak  turn  ko  imtihdn 

pas  karke  kisl  bare  'uhde  par  muqarrar  hote  hii,e  na-dekh- 
lenge — , '  until  I  see  you  pass  your  examination  and  appointed 
to  a  good  post  I — ,'  cannot,  owing  to  the  position  of  turn  ko, 
be  misunderstood,  but  Jab  tak  imtihdn  pas  karke  turn  ko  kisl 

bare  'uhde  par  muqarar  hote  hii,e  na-dekh-lenge — is  ambiguous, 
as  the  Conjunctive  Participle  might  refer  either  to  the  subject 
or  the  object  of  the  finite  verb. 

11.  In    orders,    requests,    and    answers    to    requests   the 
termination  ke  or  kar  of  this  participle  is  preferably  dropped, 

as :    Roll  khd-d,o,   '  go  and  eat  and  then  come  back ; '    Kyd 
main  roil  khd-d,un  ?  '  may  I  go  and  get  my  food  and  then 
come  back  ?  '    (Host)  Ap  roil  khd-d,iye,  '  please  go  now  and 
get  something  to  eat  and  then  come  back  ; '  (Guest)  Achchhd 

main  roll  khd-dtd  hun,  '  all  right,  I  will '  (vide  also  Aorist  8 
and  notes). 

12.  The  following  is  an  idiomatic   use  of  karke  :    Main 

tumhen  kyd  karke  likhun — Munshl,  Maulavl,  Mufti,  Khwdja 

yd  Shaikh  ?  '  how  am  I  to  style  you  in  the  address — Munshi, 

1  Mere  should  come  before  pahunchd-Jcar,  and  phir  dne  kd  may  be 
taken  as  an  equivalent  of  a  finite  verb  to  the  first  clause  of  a  compound 

sentence.  Amended,  the  sentence  runs  :  Akhir  mujh  se  yih  wa'da 
lekar  aur  qasam  khild-kar  (ki  main  un  chlzon  ko  pahuncha  kar  phir 
d,un)  rukhsat  kiyd. 
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Maulavi,  etc.,  or  Shaikh  ? '  Bare  Khudd  Khiida  karke  merd 

safar  tamdm  hu,d,  '  at  last  with  great  difficulty  (or  somehow 
or  other)  my  journey  was  finished ; '  Main  'All  'All  karke 
us  daryd  men  kfid-pard,  '  calling  on  'Ali  I  jumped  into  the 
river.'  Ek  ek  karke,  '  one  by  one  ; '  but  In  ddmiyon  ko  ek  ek 
karke  '  mdr-ddlo  is  idiomatically  '  kill  these  men  to  a  man  V 

REMARK. — Occasionally  karke  is  pleonastic,  as:  Asl  men 
merd  ndm  Muhammad  Bakh.sh  hai  lekin  Mammu  karke 

mashjhur  hun  (or  Mammu  Mammu  mash,hiir  hun),  'in  reality 
my  name  is  Muhammad  Bakhsh,  but  I  am  known  as 

Mammu ; '  Auron  kl  nisbat  karke,  '  compared  with  others.' 
18.  (a)  The  participle  ho-kar  sometimes  has  the  force  of 

'  although ',  as  :  Bddshdh  ho-kar  boriyd  par  soya  kartd  thd, 
1  although  a  king  he  habitually  slept  on  a  mat ; '  Turn  Musal- 
man  ho-kar  shardb  plte  ho  ?  '  do  you,  a  Muslim,  drink  ? ' 
'  although  you  are  a  Muslim  you  still  drink  ?  '  Turn  ko  itne 
bare  ho-kar  sharm  nahin  dtl  ?  'at  your  age  and  not 
ashamed  ? ' 

(b)  Note  the  difference  in  meaning  in  the  following : — 
I    will    go    to    Bombay    vid    Main    Jabalpur     se     hokar 

Jubblepore,  or  Bamba,i  jd,ungd. 
I   will  halt  a  day   or  so   in 

Jubblepore  on  my  way  to 
Bombay. 

I    will    go    to    Bombay    vid    Main  Jabalpur  hokar  (with- 
Jubblepore  without  halting.         out  se)  Bamba,l  jd,ungd. 

I   will   halt   a   day   or   so  in     Main  Jabalpur  (se)  hotd  hu,d 
Jubblepore   on  my  way  to         Bamba,l  jd,ungd. 
Bombay. 

XLVII.     THE   PRESENT   PARTICIPLE 

1.  The  Present  (girtd  or  girtd  hu,d  and  kartd  or  kartd 
hu,a]  and  the  Past  (gird  or  gird  hu,d  and  kiyd  or  ki yd  hu,d) 

1  Ek  dusre.  ke  ba'd  mdr-ddlo,  '  kill  them  one  by  one.' 
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Participles  are  used  as  (l)  nouns,  (2)  verbal  nouns,  (3) 
adjectives,  (4)  adverbs,  (5)  participles  with  the  force  of  verbs, 
and  (6)  compounds  with  other  verbs.  Their  proper  use  when 

participles  is  rather  intricate  and  puzzling  even  to  natives, 
who  not  infrequently  use  them  improperly.  The  grammars, 
too,  are  not  always  correct.  The  participles  are  perhaps 
correctly  used  only  in  Delhi  and  Lucknow. 

2.  The  Present  Participle  is  used  as  a  noun  or  a  verbal 
noun.      If   a   preposition   be   added,   hii,d  must  be  omitted. 

Examples — Sole    se,    '  from    sleep,'    '  from    sleeping  ; '    din 
charhte  charhte  =  din  charhne  Jce  ivaqt,  '  about  7  or  8  o'clock ' 
(i.e.  while  the  sun  was  on  its  upward  course  and  not  crossing 

the  sky  ])  ;    din  dubte  dubte,  '  before  sunset ; '  sunte  ke  sdth 
=  sunte  hi  =  sunne  ke  sdth,  '  immediately  on  hearing  this ; ' 
mere  hote  (hii,e},  '  while  I  am  here,'  or  '  while  I  am  living  ' ; 
mere  rahte  (not  hil,e)  tak,    l  as  long  as   I   am   here ; '    hdth 

pd,on  ke  hote  (or  rahte),  '  whilst  in  the  possession  of  hands 
and  feet.' 
REMARK. — In  such  sentences  as  Martd  (hu,d)  kyd  na- 

kartd  ?  '  what  will  not  a  dying  man  try  ? '  marta  is  an 

adjective,  agreeing  with  ddml,  '  understood  ; '  you  cannot  say 
marte  ne  kahd  ;  the  idiom  is  marne-wdle  ne  kahd. 

3.  (a)  The  inflected  present  participle  with  hi,  indicating 
simultaneity,   is   sometimes  called   the   adverbial   participle. 
It  may  have  the  same  or  a  different  subject  from  the  finite 
verb,  and  may  itself  be  either  a  substantive  or  a  verb,  as : 

Hulcm  milte  hi  main  rawdna  hu,d,  '  I  started  as  soon  as  I  got 
the  .order ; '  Mere2  hukm  dete  hi  wuh  chald-gayd,  '  as  soon  as 
I  gave  the  order  he  went  away  ; '  Mujhe,  sunte  hi,  yih  khiydl 

dyd  ki — ,  '  as  soon  as  I  heard  this,  this  thought  came  into 
my  mind  that — ; '  Mere  jdgte  hi  pdnl  khul-gayd,  '  as  soon 
as  I  awoke  the  rain  stopped ; '    Mere   (iisko)  dekhte  hi  wuh 

1  Compare  do  bajte  bajte,  '  by  the  time  it  is  2  and  not  after  that. ' 
2  This  might  also  mean  '  as  soon  as  he  gave  me  the  order  he  went 

away '.     In  mujhe  hukm  dete  hi  there  is  no  ambiguity. 
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uth-bn i thd ,  '  as  soon  as  I  saw  him  he  sat  up  ; '  Mujhe*  dekhte 

hi  chor  bhdg-ga,e,  '  as  soon  as  the  thieves  saw  me  they  fled.' 
(b)  The  hi  is  sometimes  omitted,  as  :   Main  ne  usko  dekhte 

(hi)  kahd  ki  yih  ddml  bad-mil,1  ash  hai,  '  as  soon  as  I  saw  him 
I  said  he  was  a  blackguard.' 

(c)  This  adverbial  participle  with  the  Future  Tense  signifies 

'  gradually ',  as :  Yih  blmdrl  jdte  hi  jd,egl,  '  this  disease  will 
go  away  gradually  '  =  jdte  jdte  jd,egl. 

(d)  Chhfitte  hi  is  an  idiom  for  '  all  of  a  sudden '. 
(e)  In  the  following  similar  idioms  the  hi  does  not  express 

simultaneity :  Mere  dekhte  hi  dekhte  wuh  paidd  bhl  hu,d, 

jawdn  bhl  hu,d,  auldd-wdld  bhl  hil,d,  aur  rnard  bhl,  '  during 
my  memory  he  was  born,  grew  up,  became  a  father,  and  died ; ' 
dekhte  hi  dekhte  expresses  continuity. 

REMARK. — The  emphatic  particle  hi  can  of  course  follow 
the  present  participle  when  used  as  an  ordinary  adjective  in 

apposition,  etc.,  as :  Usko  sotd  hi  chhor  do,  'leave  him  just  as 
he  is,  asleep.' 

4.  When  the  present  participle  is  a  qualify  ing  adjective 
and  precedes  its  noun  (not  when  it  is  in  apposition  to  a  no.m 
or  expresses  state),  it  agrees  with  its  noun  in  gender  and 
number.     Hii,d  can   be   added,  except  in  certain  idiomatic 

phrases.     Chaltd  (hil,d)   kdr-khdna,  'a  thriving   business;' 
bhdgtl   (hii,l)  fauj,  '  a  fleeing  army ; '    boltl   hu,l   toil,   '  a 
talking  parrot ; '  marte  dam  tak,  '  till  my  dying  breath,'  '  till 

I  die.' 
REMARK.  —  Sometimes  the  substantive  is  understood,  aa 

rdh-chaltd,  '  a  wayfarer,'  for  rdh  chaltd  hu,d  ddml :  Larton 

ke  plchhe  bhdgton  ke  age  (of  a  coward),  '  in  the  rear  of  the 
fighters,  in  the  van  of  the  fleers,  a  laggard  in  fighting,  a  loader 

in  flight ; '  vide  Remark  to  2. 
5.  With   transitive   verbs   always,   and   with    intransiLi/o 

sometimes,  the  noun  of  agency  takes  the  place  of  the  presaut 

participle  when  used  as  a  noun,  as:  Mere  ihsan  karnc-wdh 
1  Mujhe  is  the  object  of  dekhte. 
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dost  ne  yih  mujh  se  kahd  thd — ,  'my  kind  friend  said  to 
me — ; '  Us  jane-wale  ddml  se  puchho  ki  kahdn  jdtd  hai, 

'  ask  that  passer-by  where  he  is  going  to.' 
EEMAKK. — Marne-wdld  (Rdjd)  idiomatically  means  the 

'  late,  deceased  (Eaja,  etc.) ; '  but  jdn  ba-lab  Edjd  or  Rdjd  jo 
gor  men  pd,on  latkd,e  hii,e  hai,  '  the  dying  Raja,'  or  vulgarly 
with  Rdjd  jo  dam  tor-rahd  hai  or  jo  marne  kindre  (or  marne 
ke  kindre)  hai. 

6.  As  adverbs1 :  Hole  hole,  '  gradually  ; '  subh  hote  (or  hole 
hi),  '  at  dawn,'  '  as  soon  as  it  was  morning  or  dawn.' 

7.  Up  to  the  present  this  participle  has  presented  little 
difficulty.     The  difficulty  of  the  participles,  past  and  present, 
lies  in  their  participial  use  when  they  express  the  state  of  the 

subject  or   object   and  have  the  force  of  verbs.      In    '  that 
singing   woman  ',    '  singing '   is  an  adjective  ;    but   in    '  that 
woman,    singing   as   she   went ',    or   '  that   woman   departed 
singing ',  the  participle  '  singing '  has  all  the  force  of  a  verb. 

8.  (a)  When  the  present  participle  is  repeated  for  emphasis, 
etc.,  it  is  inflected,  i.e.  constructed  adverbially  or  absolutely, 
and  hu,e  cannot  be  added,  as :  Darte  darte  pas  gayd  (or  dartd 

hu,d  pas  gayd),  '  I  approached,  fearing  the  while  ; '    Shikar 
khelte  khelte  thak-gayd,  '  I  got  tired  with  continuous  hunting, 
shooting,'  etc. ;    Koshish  karte   karte  thak-gayd,  '  I   became 
wearied  with  my  continuous  efforts ; '  but  Koshish  kar  kar  ke 

thak-gayd,  'I   became  wearied  by  my  continual  efforts  (on 
different  occasions)  ; '  Mere  sura-e  Yd  Sin  parhte  hi  parhte 

uskd  dam  nikal  gayd,  '  while  I  was  still  repeating  the  chapter 
Yd  Sin  he  died.' 

(b)  Sometimes  a  verb  is  used  with  a  cognate  participle 
present  repeated,  as  :  Main  pahdr  kl  chontl  tak  charte  charte 

charh-gayd,  '  going  on  ascending  I  at  last  reached  the  hill- 
summit  ; '  Kishtl  diibte  dubte  dilb-ga,l,  '  the  ship  sank  by 

degrees.' 
1  '  Laughingly '  and  '  distractedly '  are  examples  of  participle 

adverbs  in  English. 
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(c)  If,  however,  the  present  participle  is  not  repeated  and 
refers  to  the  subject  of  an  active  verb,  not  being  the  agent 
with  ne,  it  agrees  with  its  subject,  and  hu,d  should  be  added, 

as  :  Main  shahr  men  hanstd  hu,d  pahunchd,  '  I  arrived  in  the 
city  laughing; '  but  Main  hanste  hanste  shahr  men  pahunchd, 
'I  arrived  with  ease  at  the  city  ; '  Shikar  kheltd  hil,d  shahr  men 

pahunchd;  Yih  kahtl  hu,l  chall  ga,l,  'she  went  away  saying 
this  ; '  but  Yih  kahtl  chall  ga,l,  '  she  went  on  saying  this/ 

(d)  If,   however,   the    finite   verb   be  in   the  passive,  the 
participle  may  agree  either  with  the  grammatical  subject  or 
the  logical  subject,  as :  Main  ruplya  churdtd  (hu,d)  pakard 

gayd,  '  I  was  caught  while  stealing  money,'  or  Main  ruplya 
churdte  (hil,e)  (men)  pakard  gayd,  '  I  was  caught  in  the  act  of 
stealing  money.' 

9.  (a)  When  the  present  participle  indicates  the  state  of 

the  object,  the  object  will  usually  be  followed  by  the  post- 
position ko,  and  one  would  expect,  therefore,  that  the  rules 

for   the   concord   of   adjectives  in  such  cases   would   apply. 
This,  however,  is  not  the  case. 

(6)  When  the  present  participle  indicates  state  and  refers 
to  a  direct  object  with  ko,  it  may  either  be  constructed 
absolutely  with  or  without  hil,e,  or  it  may  follow  the  rule  of 
the  concord  of  adjectives  and  be,  with  or  without  hil,d,  in  the 
masculine,  as :  Main  ne  us  ko  daurte  (hii,e)  dekhd  or  main 
ne  us  ko  daurtd  (hu,d)  dekhd.  But  with  some  verbs  the 
inflected  form  only  is  used,  as  after  sunnd. 

(c)  If,  however,  the  object  is  not  followed  by  ko,  the 
participle  may  either  agree  with  it  or  be  constructed  absolutely, 
as :  Main  ne  us  basti  men  bijll  girtl  (hu,l)  dekhl,  or  girte 

(hu,e)  dekln,  '  I  saw  a  thunderbolt  fall  in  that  village.' 
10.  When  the  Present  Participle  predicates  something  of  an 

agent  with  ne,  it  must  be  constructed  absolutely  with  hu,e.     lA 
such  cases  special  attention  must  be  paid  to  the  position  of  the 

participle,  otherwise  it  may  not  be  clear  whether  the  participle 

1   Yih  kahkar  chall  ga,l  =  '  she  said  this  and  then  went  away '. 
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refers  to  the  agent  or  to  the  object.  If  the  participle  refers 
to  the  agent  it  is  better  to  place  it  before  the  agent,  and  hu,e 
must  be  added.  If  it  refers  to  the  object  it  should  follow  the 

object,  and  hu,e  may  be  omitted.  'Aurat  ne  chalte '  hu,e 
kahd  ki — ,  '  the  woman  said  on  departure —  '  (but  Chaltl 
hu,l  *  'aurat  ne  kahd — ,  '  the  moving 2  woman,  the  woman 
moving  about,  said —  ')•  In  the  preceding  there  can  be  no 

ambiguity,  but  Chalte  hu,e  'aurat  ne  mujh  se  kaha  may  mean 
either  the  '  woman  said  on  her  'or  'on  my  departure';  'Aurat 
ne  chalte  hu,e  mujh  se  kaha  would  generally  mean  '  the  woman 
as  she  was  departing  said  to  me —  '. 

Main  ne  jdgte  hil,e  dekhd  may  mean  (l)  '  I  saw  him  while 
/  was  awake',  (2)  '  I  saw  him  while  he  was  awake',  (3)  '  I  saw 
him  waking  up '  ;  but  main  ne  jdgte  dekhd  can  have  the  last 
two  meanings  only.  In  main  ne  us  ko  daurte  (hu,e)  dekhd  the 
position  of  the  participle  shows  that  it  refers  to  the  object, 
but  main  ne  daurte  hil,e  us  ko  dekhd  is  ambiguous,  as  the 

participle  may  refer  to  either  the  agent  or  the  object,  but  in 
daurte  hu,e  main  ne  us  ko  dekhd  the  participle  can  refer  only 
to  the  agent. 

11.  If  the  participle  can  agree  neither  with  the  subject  nor 
the  direct  object  it  is  constructed  absolutely,  as :  Mujhe  is 

ghar  men  rahte  (hu,e)  (or  d,e  hu,e)  do  sal  guzre,  '  I  have  been 
in  this  house  now  two  years ; '  Mujhe  sard  din  taldsh  karte 

guzrd,  '  I  spent  the  whole  day  looking  for  it ; '  Mujh  ko  khdnd 

pakdte  ek  ghantd  hu,d  (or  guzrd),  '  I  have  been  cooking  the 
meal  for  an  hour  past ; '  Ap  ko  hamesha  shikar  khelte  rahnd 

achchhd  nahln  hai,  '  you  should  not  spend  all  your  time  in 

sport.' 12.  (a)    The   inflected  present  participle  before   darnd  is 
idiomatically   used  for  the  Infinitive  in  English,   as:    Jdte 

(hu,e)  dartd  hiln,  '  I  am  afraid  to  go  there.' 
1  'Aurat  ne  chalte  kaha  would  mean  'aurat  ne  chalte  hi  kaha. 

2  Idiomatically,  however,  chalta  hu,a  means  'artful',    'cunning', 
and  not  '  moving' '. 
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be  afraid,'  the  participle  may  have  two  significations,  as : 

Mujhc  wahdn  jdte  (hil,e)  dar  lagta  hai,  '  I  am  afraid  to  go 
there,'  or  '  I  fear  while  or  when  going  there'. 

18.  The  following  are  idioms:  Yih  kdm  hold  nazar  nahin 

dtd,  '  this  is  not  likely  to  be  done  ; '  Mujhe  yihl  kahte  (hu,e) 
ban-dtd  hai  ki  tcuh  rdlil  kd  patthd1  hai,  'I  cannot  help 
saying  he's  an  ass  '  (lit.  '  a  young  owl '). 

14.  For  the  idiomatic  uses  of  the  Present  Participle  prefixed 
to  jdnd,  vide  verbs  compounded  with  participles,  XLIX,  8. 

15.   Examples — 
(1)  You  came  home  while  I 

was  awake. 

(2)  After     lying     awake     a 
long   time   I   at    last    fell 
asleep. 

(3)  Fatima  returned  by  way 
of  the  bazar. 

(4)  I  saw  the  woman  in  the 
act    of  waking    up   (or  I 
saw  the  woman  awake,  not 
asleep). 

(5)  She  was   afraid    to   say 
this. 

(6)  She  ran  off  while  saying 
this. 

(7)  While    I'm    still    living 
(or  am  here)  why  should 

you  look  for  others'  favours 
(or  be  dependent  on  others)  ? 

Merejdgte  (hu,e)  men  tumghar 

d,e. 
Jdgte  jdgte  akhir  so-gayd. 

Fdtima2  bazar  (se)  hotl  hu,l 
wdpds  d,l. 

Main  ne  'aurat  ko jdgte  dekhd. 

Yih  kahte  (hti,c)  dan. 

Wuh  yih  kahtl  hil,l  bhdgi. 

Mere  rahte  turn  kyiln  diisron 

ke  dast-nigar  hone  lage  ? 

1  Pa^hd,  m.,  and  patf.hl,  f.,  generally  the  young  of  pigeons  and 
fowls  ;  squab,  pullet. 

2  Fattu  is  a  corruption  for  Fatah  Muhammad  or  Fdtima.     In  the 
Panjab  the  latter  is  sometimes  Fata. 
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(8)  I  am  afraid  to  tell  you. 
(9)  I  saw  a  flock   of   cranes 

grazing  in  a  field. 

(10)  I  saw  a  jackal  run  into 

that  sugar-cane  khet. 

(11)  I  saw  a  jackal  running 

about  in  the  sugar-cane. 

(12)  I  saw  a  singing  woman 

dancing,  singing,  and  play- 
ing a  guitar. 

(13)  He   has   never   seen    a 
horse  shod. 

(14)  Don't  you  feel  ashamed 
to  do  this  ? 

(15)  Are  you   not  afraid  to 
go  up  in  a  balloon  ?  (also 
are   you  not   afraid  while 
up  in  a  balloon?). 

(16)  As  far  as  I  know. 

(17)  As  far  as  I  am  able. 

Kahte  (hu,e)  dartd  hiln. 
Main  ne  ek   kulang  kd  ghol 

khet     men     charte     (hu,e) 
dekhd. 

Main  ne  ek  gidar  ko  us  ganne 

ke  khet  men  daur-kar  jdte 

(hu,e)  dekhd. 
Main  ne  dekhd  ki  ek  gldar  us 

ganne   ke   khet  men  daurd 

jd-rahd  hai.1 
Main  ne   domnl 2   ko  ndchte, 

gate  aur  tdrd  bajdte  (hii,e) 3 dekhd. 

Us   ne   kabhl   ghore   kd  na'l 
bandhte  (hu,e)  (or  bdndhte) 4 nahln  dekhd  hai. 

Turn  ko  yih  kdm  karte  (hu,e) 
sharm  nahln  dtl  ? 

Turn  ko  ghubdre  par  urte  dar 
nahln  lagtd  ? 

Merejdnte-bhar  (vulg.)  or  mere 

jante  men. 
Mere  bhar-sak 5  (vulg.  for  apne 

maqdfir  bhar)'. 

1  Daurta  hai  would  signify  daurd-phirta  hai,  '  running  hither  and 
thither. ' 

2  Domnl  also   means   a  woman  of  the  Dom  tribe,   an  aboriginal 
Hindu  tribe  something   like  the  gypsies.      The   Muslim   Doms  are 
singers. 

3  Note  that  with  several  participles,  hu,d  or  hu,e,  if  added,  is  added 
to  the  last  only.  . 

4  If  bandhte  (hu,e)  is  used  kisl  ko  is  understood,  but  with  bandhte 
(hu,e)  there  is  no  omission. 

5  Mere  sakte  bhar  appears  to  be  -obsolete  or  local. 
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(IK)  Come  to  me  to-morrow  Kal  bdrah  baje  men  (or  vulg. 

at  ten  minutes  to  12.  ko)  das  minat1   rahte  hu,e 
mere  pas  d,o. 

(19)  The   weakness   will  go  Z'uf  jate   hi  jd,egd  (or  jate 
away  gradually.  jate  jd,egd). 

(20)  Though  in  the  possession  Ankhon   ke*    hote  (or   rahte) 
of  eyes  you  were  blind  (or  turn  andhe  ban-ga,e. 
else   you  pretended  to  be 
blind). 

XLVIII.     PAST  PARTICIPLE 

1.   It  is  used  as — 

(a)  A  noun :  Kahe  se,  '  by  order ; '  jawdn  hu,e  par,  '  on 
growing  up ; '  munh  lagd,e  se  wuh  is  qadr  shokh  hu,d,  '  he 
has  become  so  impertinent  through  your  familiarity,'  '  through 
ytnir  being  so  familiar  with  him;'  mange  kd  tattft,  'a 

borrowed  pony.'3 
REMARK. — Mu,d  (hu,d),  '  dead,'  is  an  adjective  agreeing 

with  ddml,  understood  :  Soya  aur  mu,d  bardbar  hotd  hai, 

'  a  sleeping  and  a  dead  man  are  alike.'  Mu,d  is  only  a 
substantive  when  used  by  women  as  a  term  of  abuse,  as  : 

Us  mii,e  se  kaho  ki  yahdn  se  dilr  *  dafa'  ho-jd,e,  '  tell  that 
blackguard  to  quit.' 

(6)  With  the  prepositions  be,  baghair,  and  bin,  '  without,' 
the  inflected  past  participle  (with  or  without  hti,e)  is  used 
without  ke,  as :  Baghair  marlz  ko  dekhc  (hil,e),  or  man?  ko 

dekhe  (hu,e)  baghair  (  =  marlz  ko  dekhne  ke  baghair),  '  without 
seeing  the  patient.' 

(c)  It  will  be  seen  that  the  Infinitive  can,  in  such  cases,  be 

1  In  the  Panjab  das  minat  kam  bdrah  baje. 
2  Or  Ankhen  hote. 

3  Mangu  hn,d  is  not  the  idiom. 

4  Hence  the  vulgar  verb  durdurdnd,   '  to  say  dur  ho-jd,o ' :  Main 
itxthdn    gayd    lekin  us-ne  mujhe    durdurd-diyd,   for  dhatd  batdnd  or 
dhutkdr  dend. 
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substituted  for  the  participle :  Adhl  rat  guzre  taJc,  '  till  mid- 
night,' is  the  same  as  ad  hi  rat  ke  guzarne  tak. 

EEMARK. — When  the  past  participle  takes  the  place  of  an 
infinitive,  hii,e  cannot  be  added,  except  after  or  before  baghair, 

etc.  In  mujhe  (not  mere ')  d,e  hii,e  ek  ghantd  hu,d  the 
participle  is  not  a  noun. 

2.  (a)  As   an  adjective,  qualifying  or  predicative :    Dabe 

pd,on  (se), '  with  silent  footfall ;  '  dabl  zabdn  (se),  '  with  bated 
breath,1  i.e.  '  fearfully  ' ;  ulte  pd,on  (se)  phird,  '  he  retraced 
his  steps ; '  d,e  din  kd  kdm,  '  the  work  that  comes  every  day,' 
'  daily  work  ; '  dastar-khwdn 2  bichhd  (hii,d)  thd,  '  the  table- 

cloth was  spread  ; '  saJin  men  bahut  se  patte  pare  (hu,e)  hain, 
'  the  courtyard  is  full  of  leaves.' 

(b)  As  a  rule  hu,d  can  be  added  (except  in  adverbial  phrases 

like  the  above),  as :  T)ubtl  (hu,i)  kishti,  '  the  sinking  ship ; ' 
dnkhon  (kl3)  dekhl  (hu,l)  bat,  '  an  eye-witnessed  matter.' 

3.  (a)    When    the    past    participle    of    a    transitive   verb 
expresses  state,  it  is  always  constructed  absolutely,  with  or 

without  hu,e,  as :  Kuril  pahne  (hu,e)  d,l,  '  she  came  wearing 
a  jacket ; '  Mujhe  roil  khd,e  (hu,e)  tin  din  guzre,  '  I  have  not 
eaten  for  three  days ; '   Wuh  balidna  kiye  hu,e  thd,*  '  he  was 
pretending  all  that  time ; '    Wuh  hathkarl 5  $ahne,  hu,e  (or 

pahnd,e  hu,e6)  pesh  kiyd  gay  a,  'he  was  produced  handcuffed.' 
(b)  The  conjunctive  participle  indicates  that  an  act  was 

completed,  as  :  Kuril  pahin-kar  a, I,  '  she  first  put  on  a  jacket 
and  then  came ; '  but  the  past  participle  indicates  a  state, 

1  Mere  d,e  hu,e,  though  sometimes  used,  is  incorrect. 
2  Dastar-khwdn  in  Urdu  is  an  ordinary  tablecloth,  but  in  Persian 

sufra  is  an  ordinary  tablecloth. 
3  After  dnkhon,  kl  or  se  is  understood.      Ankhon,  dekhne-icale  kd 

bay  an,  '  the  report  of  an  eye-witness  ; '  Ankhon  dekhi  bhat  pare,  main 
ne  kdnon  sum  thi,    'eye-witness   be  d — d,   I've   heard  it'  (said   of 
a  credulous  man). 

4  For  compound  verbs  of  this  description  vide  XLIX,  7. 
5  Or  hathkariydn. 
6  Causal,  '  having  been  made  to  wear. ' 
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as:  Kurtl  palme  hii,c  d,i,  'she  came  in  a  state  of  wearing 

a  jacket ; '  but  Kurtl  pahintl  hu,l  d,i,  '  she  came  while  in  the 
act  of  putting  on  her  jacket.1  Sometimes  the  conjunctive 
and  the  past  participles  are  interchangeable,  as  :  Pa,on 

phaild-kar  sond  orpd,on  phaild,e  (hii,e)  sond,  'to  sleep  at  ease.' 
REMARK. — It  will  have  been  noticed  that  the  uninflected 

past  participles  of  transitive  verbs  have  sometimes  a  passive 

sense,  as :  Merd  kiyd  (hu,d),  '  what  has  been  done  by  me ; ' 
us  kd  bandyd  (hu,d),  '  made  by  him  ; '  but  liye  hti,e,  trans., 
'  taking.' 

4.  (a)  When  the  past  participle  of  an  intransitive  verb  is 
repeated  for  emphasis,  etc.,  it  may  be  inflected  as  in  the  case 
of  the  present  participle,  or  may  not  be:   Main  dhup  men 

baithe  baithe  (or  baithd  baithd)  garmd-gayd,1  '  I  sat  in  the 
sun  till  I  became  warm.' 

(6)  The  following  are  idioms :  Turn  do  baras  ke  ga,e  ga,e 

dj  mujh  se  inline  d,e  ho,  '  after  having  absented  yourself  two 
years  you  have  to-day  come  to  see  me ; '  but  Main  do  baras 
kd  gayd  gayd  (not  ga,c  ga,e)  kal  is  slialir  men  dyd  hiin.  Yih 

'auraten  do  baras  kl  ga,l  ga,l — .  It  will  be  noticed  that  in 
these  examples  gayd  is  not  used  in  its  literal  sense. 

5.  If  the  subject  of  a  finite  intransitive  verb  and  of  a  past 

participle  is  the  same,  the  participle  with  or  without  hu,d 
agrees  with  the  subject,  as :  With  larkd  apne  naukar  ke  kandhe 

par  baithd  (hu,d)  dyd,  '  the  boy  was  brought  mounted  on  his 
servant's  shoulder ; '  Larkl  chdr-pd,l  par  letl  (hu,l  *)  la,l  ga,i, 

'  the  girl  was  brought  stretched  on  a  charpa,e.' 
6.  If  an  intransitive  past  participle  refers  to  the  agent  with 

ne,  it  is  inflected,  and  hii,e  must  be  added,  as :  Main  ne  lete 

hu,e  turn  ko  yih  kkatt  likhd  =  main  ne  lete  lete  yih  kJiatt  turn 
ko  likhd. 

REMARK.  —  The  past  participles  of  transitive  verbs  are 
always  inflected,  vide  8. 

1  Garmarul  better  than  garm  hand  for  the  sun. 
2  Better  to  insert  hu,l. 
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7.  (a)  If  the  participle  is  intransitive  and  refers  to  an  object 
with  the  postposition  ko,  it  follows  the  rule  of  adjectives  and 
is  in  the  masculine  uninflected  form,  and  hil,d  may  be  added 
or  omitted,  as :   Main  ne  us  ghore  ko  mard  (hii,d)  pdyd, 

1 1  found  the  horse  dead.' 
(b)  If  the  object  is  without  ko  the  participle  will  agree  with 

its  noun  as  in  the  case  of  ordinary  adjectives,  as :  Main  ne  ek 

chiryd  marl  hii,l  dekhl,  '  I  saw  a  bird  dead ; '  Main  ne  ek 
do-annl  part  (hu,l)  pd,l,  'I  found  a  two-anna  bit  lying  on 

the  ground.' 
EEMARK. — If  the  participle  is  transitive  it  will  be  con- 

structed absolutely,  vide  3,  as :  Main  ne  usko  kurtl  pahne 
(hu,e)  dekhd ;  main  ne  ek  larkl  wuh  kurtl  pahne  hil,e 
dekhl. 

8.  Examples — 
(1)  Without   going    upstairs. 
(2)  Without    going    on    the 

roof    of  the   mosque,  you 

won't  be  able   to  see   the 
new  moon. 

(3)  He    is     not    under    my 
control. 

(4)  You    had     only    left    a 
short  time  when  my  house 

caught  fire. 
(5)  His  deeds  will   one  day 

rise  up  and  oppose  him. 
(6)  In  time  of  needing,  when 

he   has  anything   to  gain 
by    it,    he    will    become 
friendly. 

(?)  Why  do  you  want  to  go 
home  so  early  in  the  day? 

1  Not  used 

Be  upar  ga,e  (hu,e). 
Be  masjid  kl  chhat  par  ga,e 

(hii,e),  turn  chdnd  na-dekh- 
sakoge.    . 

Wuh  mere  kahe  (or  kahne)  men 
nahin  hai. 

Tumhen  ga,e  (hil,e)  (or  tum- 
hdre  jdte)  der  na-hu,e  ihl  ki 
mere  makdn  men  dg  lagl. 

Uskd  kiyd1  uske  age  d,egd. 

Waqt  pare  par,  wuh  dost 
ban-jd,egd. 

line,  din  rahe  turn  kyun  ghar 

3 and  chdhte  ho  ? 

in  plural. 
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(8)  I  have  been  sitting  here 
since  about  9  p.m. 

(9)  Unless  I  come  myself  it 

won't  be  done  properly. 
(10)  I  have  been   mistaking 

Zaid    for    Bakr    (up    till 
this     moment     or      that 
moment). 

(11)  The    girl     has     eaten 
nothing    since    this    time 

yesterday. 
(12)  Great  or  small,  none  has 

eaten  anything  since  this 
time  yesterday. 

(18)  How  long  have  you  been 
here? 

(14)  It  began  to  rain  a  short 
time  before  morning. 

(15)  I  started  on  my  journey 
a  little  before  dawn. 

(16)  He  was  drunk. 
(17)  However  much  I  reason 

with   him  he  won't  listen 
to  reason. 

Pahar  rat  ga,c  se  main  yahdn 
baitJid  (h/l,d)  hiln. 

Be  mere  d,e  (hu,e)  kdm  na- 
niklegd. 

Main  Zaid  ko  Bakr  samjhe 

1ul,c '  thd.1 

Larkl  kal  is  waqt  kd3  khd,e 
hil,e  hai. 

Chhote  bare  kal  is  waqt  kd3 
khd,c  hu,e  hain. 

Turn  ko  yahdn  d,e  hil,e  kitnl 
der  hil,l  ? 

Kuchh  rat   rahe    (se*)    pdni 
barasnd  shuru  hil,d. 

Kuchh  rat  raJie  (not  se  4)  main 
apne    safar    par     raivdna 

Wuh  shardb  plye  hfi,e  thd. 
Mere  samjhd,e   [se]   wuh  kisl 

tarah  nahln  samajhne  kd. 

1  Or  samjlul  hil,d,  as  samajhiul  is  both  transitive  and  intransitive. 
If  hu,e  were  here  omitted,  the  verb  would  be  identical  in  form  with 

the  obsolete  form  of  the  Imperfect.     Formerly  the  Aorist  was  identical 
with  the  Present ;  then  the  Present  was  formed  by  adding  hai,  etc. , 
to  the  Aorist,  and  the  Imperfect  by  adding  thd,  etc. 

2  Samujhii'i  tlul  would  refer  to  a  particular  time. 
3  The  word  khdiid  is  understood. 

4  In  the  first  example  se,  if  inserted,  indicates  the  point  of  time 
from  which  the  rain  started  and  continued,  but  in  the  second  example 
se  cannot  be  used  :  compare  do  baje  se  pdnl  barasne  laijd  and  do  baje 
main  apne  safar  par  rawdnn  hfi,il. 

a 
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(18)  The  doctor  left  without  Mariz  ke  dekhe  (ke)  ba-ghair 
seeing  the  patient.  ddktar  chald-gayd. 

(19)  He  left  without  saying  Wuh  mujh  se  be  kahe  sune 1 
good-bye    (or   asking    per-  chald-gayd. 
mission  to  go). 

(20)  Unless  I  come  that  can-     Be  mere  d,e  (hti,e  '}  wuh  kdm 
not  be  managed.  na-ho-sakegd. 

(21)  He  has  become   imper-     Tumhdre  munh  lagd,e  se  wuh 
tinent  by   your    being    so         bahut  shokh  ho-gayd  hai. 
familiar  with  him. 

(22)  Why  have  you  come  so     Itnl  rat  ga,e  (par)  kyiln  d,e  ? 
late  at  night  ? 

9.  By  the  rules  given  explain  the  following  four  sentences, 

which  are  all  correct  and  have  the  same  meaning : — 

(1)  Ham  usko  apne  sdth  lete 

d,e  hain. 
(2)  Ham  usko  apne  sdth  liye 

(hil,e)  d,e  hain. 
(3)  Main  usko  apne  sdth  letd 

dyd  hun. 
(4)  Main  usko  apne  sath  liye 

hu,e  dyd  hun. 

For,  '  We  are  on  the  point  of     Ham   haldk   hu,e   jdte    hain 
perishing.'  (vide  X,  2). 

XLIX.     COMPOUND  VERBS  (WITH  PARTICIPLES) 

1.  There  is  another  class  of  not  very  common  compound3 
verbs  formed  by  prefixing  an  inflected  past  participle  of 
a  transitive  verb  (without  hu,e)  to  dend,  lend,  ddlnd,  and  3  and. 

1  Sund,  p.p.  of  sunna. 
2  Hu,e  can  be  added  to  the  past  participle  of  either  transitive  or 

intransitive  verbs  when  be  or  ba-ghair  precedes  the  participle. 
3  Most  of  these  compounds  are  not  used  at  all  in  Bengal,  and  their 

use  is  perhaps  confined  to  Hindustan,  i.e.  the  United  Provinces. 
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2.  With  past  participles  of  transitive  verbs  prefixed  to  dend 
or  lend,  the  usual  signification  is  to  be  on  the  point  of  doing 

a  thing,  as  :  Khdnd  ld,e  detd  hun,  '  I  am  now  just  going  to 
bring  dinner,'  but  Khdnd  Id-detd  hun,  '  I'll  go  and  get  the 
dinner ; '  Jo  bdten  ivahdn  hii,l  hain,  main  turn  se  kahe-detd 

hun,  '  I  will  now  just  tell  you  what  happened  there,'  but 
Main  turn  se  kah  detd  hun  ki  uskl  dostl  par  bharosa  na- 

karnd,  '  I  tell  you  once  for  all  not  to  trust  his  friendship.' 
8.  With  past  participles  of  transitive  verbs  prefixed  to 

ddlnd,  the  signification  or  the  meaning  is  either  to  be  on  the 
point  of  doing  or  sometimes  to  be  continually  doing,  as : 

Ghord  rassl  tore-ddltd  hai,  'the  horse  threatens  every  moment 
to  break  its  rope.' 

4.  With  past  participles  of  transitive  verbs  prefixed  to 

jdnd,1  the  sense  is  properly  continuous  action,  as :  Jab  tak 
turn  yahdn  baithe-raho1  ko,l  na-ko,i  kitdb  parheja,o  (  —  parhte 

raho,  vide  8) ;  but  parhte  jd,o,  '  continually  read,'  i.e.  '  while 
you  remain  here  keep  yourself  continually  amused  by  reading 

something '  ;  Is  kitdb  ko  parhd  karo  =  '  read  this  book  often, 
continually,'  but  Is  kitdb  ko  parhe-jd,o,  or  parhte  raho,  '  read 
this  book  continuously,  without  a  break  ; '  Is  dawd  ko  do  dafa 

roz  pildyd  karo,  '  give  this  medicine  twice  daily '  (every  day 
as  a  habit),  but  Adhe  ddhe  ghante  par  dawd  pild,e  jd,o,  'keep 
on  giving  this  medicine  every  half-hour'  (perhaps  only  for 
one  day). 

REMARK. — It  will  thus  be  seen  that  parhe-jdnd  and  parhte- 
jdnd  differ  slightly,  but  that  parhe-jdnd  and  parhte-rahnd  are 
the  same.  In  pild,e-jdnd  it  is  obvious  that  the  meaning 

cannot  be  '  giving  to  drink  without  any  break ',  so  the  verb 
means  '  in  quick  succession' . 

5.  The  Past  Participle  of  rahnd,  with  or  without  hu,d  or 
hft,e,  may  be  added  to  .transitive  or  intransitive  verbs ;  but 
with  transitive  verbs  the  participle  is  inflected  and  with 

1  This  compound  is  common  everywhere. 
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intransitive  not  inflected  (except  in  the  plural,  etc.),  as :  Jab 

tak  main  laut  na-dyd  wiih  mere  ghore  kl  lag  am  pakare  (or 

pakare  hu,e)  rahd,  '  he  continued  holding  my  horse's  bridle 
till  I  returned ; '  Wuh  mere  intizdr  men  do  ghante  tak  baithd 

(or  baithd  hii,d  raha),  '  he  remained  waiting  for  me  two 

hours.' 
6.  Similarly,  to  rakhnd  (the  transitive  of  rahnd),  when 

used  as  a  servile  verb,  an  inflected  past  participle,  with  or 

without  hu,e,  may  be  prefixed,  as :    Boke-rakhnd  or  roke  hu,e 

rakhnd,  '  to  continue  to  keep  in  control '  (of  one  already  in 
control),  but  roke-rahnd  or  roke  hil,e  rahnd,  'to  check,'  'keep 
in  check'  (one  who  may  or  may  not  already  be  under  control), 

and  rok-rakhnd,  '  to  stop,'  'not  to  allow  to  go.' 
7.  Rakhe-rahnd  (or  rakhe  hil,e  rahnd),  'to   continue  to 

keep,'  is  transitive,  but  rakhd-rahnd  (or  rakhd-hu,d  rahnd), 
1  to  remain  continually,'  is  intransitive. 

REMARK. — The  past  participle  can  also  be  prefixed  to  the 
substantive  verb  to  indicate  continued  state ;  if  the  verb  is 

transitive  the  participle  is  inflected,  if  intransitive  it  is 
uninflected,  as  :  Wuh  hdth  men  ek  kitdb  liye  hil,e  thi,  she 

had  a  book  in  her  hand,'  '  she  was  in  a  state  of  carrying 
a  book ; '  Main  soya  hu,d  thd,  'I  was  in  a  state  of  sleeping '  = 

the  Imperfect  in  one  of  its  senses  only  ;  Wuh  'aurat  so,l  hu,l 
thl.  As  samajhnd  is  both  transitive  and  intransitive,  main 
samjhd  hil,d  thd  and  main  samjhe  hil,e  thd,  etc.,  are  both 
correct. 

8.  The    present    participle    prefixed     to    jdnd     signifies 
(1)  continually   doing,   doing   on   and   off ;    (2)    or,  in    the 
Imperative,  beginning  to  do,  of  a  number ;   (3)  or,  it  gives  the 
force  of  the  Conjunctive  Participle,  as  :  (l)  Jab  tak  buklidr 

rahe,  do  do  ghante  par  yih  dawd  pildte  jd,o,  '  as  long  as  the 
fever  lasts  continue  to  give  this  medicine  every  two  hours  ; ' 
(2)  Ab  khdnd  khdte  jd,o,  '  now  all  of  you  begin  to  eat ; ' 

(3)  Daftar  jdte  hil,e  mujh  se  milte  (or  milkar)  jd,o,  '  see  me, 
call  on  me,  on  your  way  to  office.' 
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It  indicates  either  progressive  increase  or  the  concomitance 

of  two  acts.  You  cannot  say,  Yih  kitdb  har  waqt  parhte-jd,o ; 
for  parhte-ja,o  substitute  parhte-raho.  But  it  would,  how- 

ever, be  right  to  say,  Kitdb  parhte-jd,o  jab  tak — .  Vide 

also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  12,  b,  and 
Lesson  14,  b. 

Before  jdnd  and  rahnd  the  present  participle  of  a  transitive 
verb  is  inflected,  but  of  an  intransitive  uninflected,  as  : 

Khildte-jdnd  or  khildte- rahnd,  'go  on  feeding  at  stated 
intervals,'  i.e.  with  breaks  (but  usually  the  difference  between 
jdnd  and  rahnd  in  such  verbs  is  that  the  former  signifies 

continual  action  with  breaks,  but  the  latter  generally  con- 
tinuous action  without  a  break ;  in  such  a  verb,  however, 

as  khildte-rahnd  it  is  obvious  that  the  latter  meaning  is 
inadmissible). 

Sotd-jdnd  and  sotd-rahnd,  '  to  continue  sleeping.' 
Chald-jdnd  is  '  to  go  away  ',  but  chale-jdnd,  '  to  go  along 

with.'  Chale-jd,o  may  be  imperative  of  either  of  these  two 
verbs.  Char  char  ghante  tak  bardbar  chale-jdnd  dsdn  nahln 

hai,  '  to  keep  on  travelling  for  hours  at  a  stretch  is  no  easy 

matter,'  but  Turn  ko  yahdn  se  chald-jdnd  chdhiye,  '  you  must 

go  away  from  here.' 
REMARK. — As  the  Infinitive  when  used  for  an  Imperative  is 

polite,  it  is  considered  a  plural;  thus, chale-jdnd  would  in  this 
case  be  used  for  either. 

9.  Vide  also  XLI,  10,  11. 

10.  Examples — 
(1)  This    anxiety    threatens  Is   bat   kl  fikr    mujJie    mare 

to  kill  me.  ddltl  hai. 

(2)  This  house   threatens  to  Yih  ghar  mujhe   kdte-khdtd 
overwhelm  me  with  gloom  hai. 
(lit.  threatens  to  bite  me). 

(8)  Her     dead      memory     Us  kl  ydd  mujJie  mdre-ddlti 
threatens  to  kill  me.  hai. 
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(4)  I  am  just  about  to  erase 

this    word    now    in    your 

presence. 

(5)  The  stabbing  pain  in  my 

swollen     foot     is     nearly 

driving  me  mad. 

(6)  I'm  just  going  to  give  it 
to  him. 

(7)  I'm  just  going  to  take  it 
from  him. 

(8)  I'm  just  going  to  eat  it. 
(9)  My  book  remained  lying 

on  the  table  for  two  days. 

(10)  He  kept  his  hand  placed 
on  the  table. 

(11)  Keep  your  finger,  with- 
out  removing    it,    on  this 

spot,  on  the  vein. 

'  (12)  Please  begin  to  come 
inside  (to  a  number  of 

guests). 

11.  Another  class  of  compounds  is  formed  by  prefixing  the 

uninflected  past  participle  of  an  intransitive  verb  to  a  servile 

intransitive  verb.     In  some  cases  hu,a  can  be  added  to  the 

participle  and  in  some  cases  not,  and  the  past  participle  has 

the  signification  of   an  English   present  participle,  but  this 

form  of  compound  is  not  always  admissible. 

12.  Verbs  with  parnd  as  a  servile,  and  the  following,  do 

not  admit  of  hu,d  being  added.     Parnd,  with  an  uninflected 

participle,  is  intransitive  and  has  the  same  signification  as  the 

transitive  ddlnd  with  the  inflected  participle,  vide  3. 

1  Rakhe  is  not  here  inflected  as  a  plural  to  agree  with  turn,  as  it 
would  be  in  the  case  of  an  intransitive  verb  :  turn  so,e  raho,  pi., 

'  sleep  on  ; '  tu  soya  rah,  sing. 

Is  lafz  ko  clihile-detd  hiin. 

Pdnw   ke   warm   ki   tls  hosh 

urd,e-detl  hai. 

Main  yih  chlz  use  abhl  diye- 
detd  hun. 

Us  se  liye-letd  hun, 

Is  ko  abhi  khd,e-letd  him. 
Men  kitdb   do   din   tak   mez 

par  rakhl-rahl. 
Wuh    apnd    hdth    mez    par 

rakhe-rahd. 
Turn  apnl  ungll  is  jag  ah  rag 

par  rakhej-raho. 

Ab  dp  log  andar  dte-jd,iye. 
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To  run  about,  wander  about 
running. 

To  go  away. 
To  come  along. 
To  wander  aimlessly. 
To  fly  round,  fly  about,  circle 

in  the  air. 
To  threaten  to  fall. 

To  threaten  to  jump. 
To   threaten   to   overflow  or 

spill  (not  to  boil  over). 
The  river  is  rising  up,  in  a 

state l  of  flood. 
My  heart  is   overflowing,  in 

a  state !  of  overflowing. 

Daurd-phiniii. 

Chald-jdnd. 
Chald-dnd. 
Mdnl-phirnd. 
Urd-phirnd. 

Gird-parnd. 
Kudd-parnd. 
Ubld-parnd. 

Daryd  charhd-dtd  hai. 

Herd  dil  umdd-dtd  hai. 

18.  Mdrd-parnd,  'to  be  ruined,  undone,'  is  an  exception; 
the  participle  is  from  a  transitive  verb,  and  parnd  gives  some 

idea  of  threatening.  Pard-rakhnd,  'to  keep  in  a  lying  down 
state,'  is  also  an  exception. 

14.  The  uninflected  past  participle   (hu,d  not  admissible) 
sometimes  gives  the  idea  of  continuance,  as  :  Main  is  bojh  se 

dabd-jdtd  kiln,  '  I  am  being  slowly  crushed  by  this  load  ; ' 
Herd  dil  nd-ummedl  se  baithd-jdtd  hai,  '  my  heart  is  sinking 
from  despair.'     Compare  jdnd  in  4  and  8. 

15.  With    another    class   of    compounds    hu,d    may    be 

added,  as — 

To  run  (willingly). 
To  run  (unwillingly). 

To  go  running  (merely  indi- 
cates state). 

A  dog  is  running  (willingly) 
after  a  man. 

Daitrd  (hu,d)  jdnd. 

Daurtd-jdnd. 
Daur-kar  jdnd. 

Ek  admi  he  plchhe  ek  kuttd 

daurd-jdtd  hai. 

In  daurti-dna,  vide  5,  and  gives  the  idea  not  of  state  but  of  coming. 
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A  man  was  chasing  (un- 
willingly) a  loose  horse. 

To  come  running,  to  run 
towards  one. 

To  remain  stuck,  remain 

engaged  in. 
To  remain  turned. 

To  remain  open. 
To  remain  in  a  fallen  state. 

To  remain  sitting  or  seated. 

Ek  admi  ek  chhilte  hil,e  ghore 

keplchhe  daurtd-jdtd  thd. 
Daurd-dnd. 

Lagd l  (hil,d)  rahnd. 

Phird  (hu,d)  rahnd. 
Khuld  (hft,d)  rahnd. 
Gird  (hil,d)  rahnd. 
Baithd  (hii,d)  rahnd. 

16.    With  some  compounds  either  the  present  or  the  past 
participle  can  be  used,  with  others  not,  as — 

To  remain  sleeping,  to  sleep     Soyd-rahnd  or  sotd-rahnd. 
on. 

To  flow  on. 

To  remain  safe,  to  be  kept  in 

reserve,  but — 
To  avoid  or  shun  always. 
Avoid  sinning. 
A  hundred  rupees  is  always 

kept  in  the  chest  in  reserve. 
To  get  at  stated  intervals. 

Bahtd-rahnd  (but  not    bahd- 
rahna). 

Bachd-rahnd,  but — 

Bachtd-rahnd. 

Gundh  se  bachte-raho. 

Khizdne  men  sou  rilpiya  bachd- 
rahtd  hai. 

Miltd  jdnd  or  mild-jdnd. 

L.  THE  PEESENT  POTENTIAL  (PLATTS),  OR 
THE  PRESENT  DUBIOUS  (HOLROYD) 

1.  Girtd  ho,  '  may  be  falling.'  The  Present  Dubious  is 
formed  by  substituting  the  Aorist  of  hond  for  the  substantive 

verb  of  the  Present  Indicative,  as :  Girtd  ho,  '  he  may  be 
falling.'  This  tense  indicates  doubt  or  the  Subjunctive 
Mood,  and  is  used  only  in  dependent  clauses.  Sometimes 

1  Lagd-rakhnd,  'employ  in  now,'  'to  keep  applied  to  beforehand,' 
is  for  lagd-kar-rakhnd.  Wuh  har  waqt  baton  rrien  laga-rahta  hai,  '  he 

is  always  talking. ' 
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the  Aorist  can  be  substituted  for  it,  but  the  former  gives  the 
idea  of  continuousness. 

REMARK. — The  1st  person  of  the  Aorist  of  hond  (kiln, 

'  I  may  be ')  is  identical  in  form  with  the  1st  person  of  the 
substantive  verb  (htln,  '  I  am  '),  consequently  girtd  him  may 
be  either  Present  or  Present  Dubious. 

2.  It  is  sometimes  used  instead  of  the  '  Future  Imperfect ' 
of  Platts,  girtd  hogd,  '  will  be  or  must  be  falling,'  as  :  Shayad 

wuh  is  waqt  khdnd  khdtd  ho  or  khdtd  hogd,  '  perhaps  he  may 
be  eating  his  dinner.' 

8.  It  can  also  refer  to  past  time  as  well  as  to  present  and 
future,  as :  Jis  ivaqt  turn  wahdn  ga,e  the,  shdyad  wuh  sotd  ho 

(or  hogd),  '  when  you  went  there  perhaps  he  was  asleep, 
may  have  been  sleeping.'  The  Imperfect  Indicative  is 
sometimes  incorrectly  substituted  for  it,  but  indicates  more 
certainty,  vide  last  example  in  5. 

4.  For  the  Present  Dubious  after  an  indefinite  antecedent 

vide  VII,  Relative  Pronoun,  8. 

5.  Examples — 
(1)  Is  there  anyone  here  who  Yahdn  ko,l  hai  jo  Turkl  jdntd 

knows  Turki  ?  ho  ?  (not  jane}. 

(2)  Scarcely    a    day    passes  Ko,l  din  aisd  nahin  hotd  ki 
without  the  post  bringing  doston  ke  do  char  khatt  na 

two  or  three  letters  for  me  d-rahte  l  hon  (not  hain). 
from  friends. 

(3)  I  am  not  your  Mir  Mahdi  Main   Mir  Mahdl    nahln   ki 
that  I  should  be  dying  of  MintnSdhibparmartdhun 

love  for  Miran  Sahib.  (or  raarfiw1). 
(4)  He  never  stirred  out  of  Wuh  hamesha  ghar  men  rahtd 

the  house  unless  forced  to  thd    siwd,e   is    ke   ki    ko,l 
do  so.  Ma?-?  zanirat  us  ko  bdhir 

jane  par  majbur  kartl  ho 
(or  kare). 

1  Or  d-jdte  hon,  nob  continuous,  which  would  be  ate  rahte  hon. 

•  Or  marun,  'that  I  should  die.' 
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(5)  Though  these  apes  may  not  In    bandar  on     men     agarchi 
possess  the  gift  of  human  insdn    ki    tarah    bolne    ki 

speech,  still  they  must  be  quvvat  na-hoti  ho '  lekin  dil 
able  to  communicate  their  ki  bdten  ek  dilsre  par  kisi 
wants  to  each  other  by  some  na  kisl  tarah  zarnr  zdhir 
means  or  other.  karte  honge. 

(6)  He  may  be  going  to  Paris,  Shdyad  Paris  jdtd   ho  lekin 

but  I  don't  think  so.  mujhe  to  qarlna 2  nahin. 
(?)  I  didn't  find  him  at  home;  Main  ne  us  ko  ghar  men  na- 

perhaps  he  was  playing  pdyd,  shdyad  wuh  maiddn 
cricket  in  the  maidan.  men  us  waqt  kirkitkheltd  ho. 

(8)  Two  hours  ago  there  was  Do  ghante  hu,e  thandi  hawd 
a  cool  breeze ;  probably  it  chalti  thi,  taajjub  nahln  us 
was  then  raining,  or  it  may  waqt  kahin  pdni  barstd  ho 

have  then  been  raining.  (or  kahin  pdni  barastd  thdA) . 

LI.     THE  FUTURE  IMPERFECT  (PLATTS),  OR  THE 

PRESENT  DUBIOUS,  SECOND  FORM  (HOLROYD) 

1.  Girtd  hogd,  '  must  be  falling.'  This  tense  has  much 
the  same  force  as  the  Present  Dubious,  but  it  can  be  used  in 

the  principal  clause,  as :  Tumhdrd  bhd,i  raste  men  did  hogd 

(not  did  ho),  '  your  brother  must  be  on  his  way  here,'  '  your 
brother  must  be  coming  along  the  road  here,'  but  Taajjub 
nahln  ki  tumhdrd  bhd,i  raste  men  did  ho  (not  did  hogd), 

'  your  brother  may  be  on  his  way  here,  may  be  coming  along 
the  road  here ; '  Wuh  is  waqt  sotd  hogd,  '  he  must  be  now 
sleeping  ; '  Shdyad 4  wuh  is  waqt  sotd  ho. 

1  Here  hotl  ho  is  better  than  ho,  as  it  indicates  a  general  truth,  vide 
H.S.S.,  \,g. 

2  Qarlna,  '  likelihood,  context ;  symmetry,  order; '  qarlne  se  baitho, 
'  sit  up,'  '  sit  properly  '  (to  a  lounging  schoolboy). 

3  The  use  of  the  Imperfect  here  is  colloquial  and  not  quite  correct ; 
vide  Future  Imperfect,  LI,  2,  Remark. 

4  Shdyad  =  mumkin  hai  ki —  and  therefore  corresponds  to  a  principal 
clause. 
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2.  Like  the  IV-i  nt  Dubious,  with  which  it  is  in  sub- 
ordinate clauses  interchangeable,  it  can  be  used  for  past, 

present,  or  future  time;  vide  Present  Dubious,  8.  It  can 
also  sometimes  take  the  place  of  the  Imperfect  Indicative, 
as  :  Do  ghante  hil,c  thandl  hawd  chaltl  tlii,  shdyad  us  waqt 
ka  Inn  panl  Imnintd  hogd  (or  ho)  or  barastd  thd. 

HKMAKK.  —  After  taajjab  nahln  the  tense  should  be  barastd 
ho  and  not  bantatd  hogd,  but  after  shdyad  it  may  be  (l) 
barastd  ho,  or  (2)  barastd  hogd,  or  (8)  barastd  thd.  After 
slid  i/ad,  Nos.  (l)  and  (2)  are  identical,  and  No.  (3)  expresses 
more  certainty.  If  shdyad  be  omitted,,  the  only  tense  that 
can  be  used  with  the  same  meaning  is  No.  (2). 

8.   Examples  — 
(1)  What  sort  of  a  man  can     Wuh    kaisd    ddml    hogd    jo 

he  be  that  refuses  to  eat         namak  nahln  khdtd  ho  ?  (or 

salt  ?    (indef.,    no    special         hogd}. 
man  intended). 

But— 
(2)  What  sort  of  a  man  is  he     Wuh  kaisd  ddml  hai  jo  namak 

(referring     to     a      special         nahln  khdtd  hai  ? 
man)  who   refuses   to  eat 
salt? 

(8)  I  could  not  tell  from  his  Qiydfe  se  uske  yih  il.itimdl  na- 
face  that  he  was  in  the  thd  ki  wuh  fareb  detd  hogd 

habit  of  deceiving  people.  (but  wuh  mujhc  fareb  degd, 

'that  he  would  deceive  me'). 

LII.  THE  PAST  PERFECT  CONTINUOUS,  SUB- 

JUNCTIVE (PLATTS)  ;  OR  THE  PAST  CON- 
DITIONAL,  FIRST  FORM  (HOLROYD) 

Girtd  hotd,  'had  he  been  falling.'  This  tense  refers  to 
time  either  past  or  present,  but  not  future,  and  is  often 
interchangeable  with  the  Past  Conditional,  but  with  a  slight 

change  of  meaning  (vide  XLIV)  — 
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Had  he  drunk  wine  he  would 

have  given  you  some  (or 
were  he  to  drink  wine  he 

would  give  you  some). 
Had  he  been  drinking  wine 

he  would  have  given  you 
some  (or  he  would  have 
been  giving  you  some). 

Had  he  been  selling  (i.e.  will- 
ing to  sell)  the  horse  he 

would  certainly  have  in- 
formed me. 

Were  he  to  sell  the  horse  he 

would  certainly  tell  me  (or 
had  he  sold  the  horse  he 

would  certainly  have  told 
me). 

I  ought  to  have  thought, 
before  borrowing,  of  how 
I  could  repay  the  loan. 

My  object  would  have  been 
fulfilled  (i.e.  I  would  have 
thanked  God)  if  instead  of 
a  daughter  a  son  had  been 
born  to  you  (would  have 
been  born). 

Agar  ivuh  shardb  pita  to  turn 
ko  bhi  pilatd. 

Agar  wuh  shardb  pita  hotd  to 
turn  ko  bhl  pilatd  (or  pildtd 
hotd). 

Agar  wuh  ghord  bechtd  hotd 
to  zarur  mujhe  khabar  detd 
(not  detd  hotd}. 

Agar  wuh  ghord  bechtd  to 
zarur  mujhe  khabar  detd. 

Qarz  lene  ke  pahle  yih  to  * 
sonchd  hotd  ki  kahdn  se  add 
karilngd. 

Merl  murdd  to  tabhl  bar  dti 

ki  jab  tumhdre  ghar  men 
betl  ke  badle  beta  paidd  hu,d 
hotd. 

LIIL     THE   PAST   POTENTIAL    (PLATTS),   OR   THE 

PAST    DUBIOUS,    FIRST    FORM    (HOLROYD) 

1.  Wuh  gird  ho,  'he  may  have  fallen.'  This  tense  is 
interchangeable  with  the  Future  Perfect  of  Platts,  the  Past 
Dubious,  second  form,  of  Holroyd  ;  i.e.  with  wuh  gird  hogd, 

'  he  will  or  shall  have  fallen,'  when  it  refers  to  past  time. 
1  Main  ne  understood  after  to. 
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It  can  only  be  used  in  dependent  clauses,  whereas  the  Future 
Perfect  or  Past  Dubious,  second  form,  can  be  used  in  principal 
clauses ;  compare  two  forms  of  Present  Dubious,  L  and  LI. 

2.   Examples — 
Perhaps  he  may  have  gone  by 

that  road. 

I  should  not  wonder  if2  he 
has  deceived  you. 

What,   have  you   not    done 
this? 

It  is  unlikely  that  you  have 
not  done  this. 

Amongst  gentlemen  the  send- 
ing  of    little    presents    is 

the   foundation  of  mutual 

liking,  especially  so  when 

the  parties  have  held  con- 

Shdyad*  bhulkc  us  raste  se 
gay  a  ho  (or  hogd). 

'Ajab  kyd  hai  ki 2  tujhe  fareb 
diyd  ho. 

Kyd  turn  ne  is  kdm  ko  nahin 

kiyd  ? 
Kyd  turn  nc  is  kdm  ko  na-kiyd 

hogd  ? 
Sharif  on  men  tulifa  dcnd  mu- 

habbat  hai  anr  phir  aisl 
ltdlat  men  jab  ki  dpas  men 

guft  o  cju,  baghl-glrl  aur 
shi' r-ljliictl.nl  hfi,l  ho. 

verse  together,  embraced 
each  other,  and  read  poetry 

together. 

LIV.      THE    FUTURE     PERFECT     (PLATTS).      THE 
PAST   DUBIOUS,  SECOND   FORM  (HOLROYD) 

1.  Wuh  gird  hogd,  'he  will  or  shall  have  fallen.'     This 
tense  can  be  used  either  in  subordinate  or  in  principal  clauses, 
and  refers  to  either  past  or  future  time.     It  is  only  when  it 

refers  to  past  time  that  it  can,  in  dependent  clauses,  be  sub- 
stituted for  the  previous  tense. 

2.  The   Future   Perfect   in   Hindustani   always   indicates 
a  doubt.     If  there  is  no  doubt  in  the  case,  the  English  Future 
Perfect  will  be  rendered  by  the  simple  Future.     Agle  sal  ke 

Disambar  men  men  shddl   hii,e   do  mahlne   ho-ga,e   honge, 

1  \'iil<:  n.  4  to  1,  Future  Imj>erfect,  LI. 
2  A"/  and  not  agar,  as  there  is  no  condition. 
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'  by  December  next  year  I  shall  have  been  married  two 
months,'  might  be  said  by  a  man  not  married,  but  who  was 
about  to  be  married ;  if,  however,  he  were  already  married  he 
would  say,  Agle  sal  ke  Disambar  men  merl  sliddl  hu,e  do 

baras  ho-jd,enge.  Vide  also  XXXVII,  7,  8. 

3.  Examples — 
I  must  have  lost  it. 

My  foot  must  have  slipped. 
The  boat  must  have  reached 

by  now. 
By  the  breaking  of  such  and 

such  a  bank  many  people 
must  have  suffered  great  loss . 

When  you  went  there  (lit. 
when  you  must  have  gone 
there)  he  must  have  risen 
to  his  feet  on  seeing  you. 

I  shall  be  dead  by  the  time 

you  arrive. 
By  December  next  year  I  shall 

have  been 5  in  this  house  ten 

years. 

I  strongly  suspect  that  he  also 
was  mixed  up  with  you  in 
this  dacoity. 

Ham   se  gum   ho-gayd  hogd : 
(or  ham  se  kho-gayd  hogd). 

Herd  panw  phisal-gayd  hogd. 
Ab  tak  jahaz  tvahdn  pahunch 

gayd  hogd. 

Fuldne  'bank1  ghar  ke  diwdla 

nikalne  se  bahut  logon  kd 2 

nuqsdn  hil,d  hogd.3 
Jab  (or  agar)  turn  wahdn  ga,e 

hoge 4  tvuh  tumhen  dekh-kar 
khard  hii,d  hogd. 

Jab  tak  turn  d,oge  main  us 

waqt  tak  mar-gayd  liungd. 
Agle  sal  ke  Disambar  men 
mujhe  is  ghar  men  rahte 

hil,e  pure  das  sal  ho- 

jd,enge5  (not  ho-ga,e  lionge). 
Miijlie  gumdn-i  ghdlib  hai  ki 
wuh  bhi  is  ddke  men  terd 

shdmil-i  hdl  hu,d  hogd  (or 
thd). 

1  Gum-jana  is  Calcutta  Hindustani. 
2  Kd  more  idiomatic  than  ko. 
3  Here  hil,d  hogd  and  not  hogd,  as  the  speaker  is  stating  a  presumption. 
4  Here  the  Future  Perfect  indicates  doubt  about  the  going ;  if  there 

were  no  doubt  the  Pluperfect  would  be  used,  as  :  Jab  (or  agar)  turn 
ivahdn  ga,e  the  imili — . 

5  Simple  Future  in  Hindustani  and  not  Future  Perfect,  as  the  owner 
is  already  living  in  the  house  and  the  statement  is  a  certainty  ;  vide  2. 
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He  could  not  have  gone  five  Pdnch   cMia   qadam  na-gayti 
or  six  paces  when — .  hogd  ki — . 

Perhaps   I  (may)  have   for-  Shdyad  main  bhuld  hungd  (or 
gotten(or — have  forgotten).         — bhuld  hun). 

LV.    THE  PAST  PERFECT,  SUBJUNCTIVE  (PLATTS). 

THE  PAST  CONDITIONAL,  SECOND  FORM  (HOLROYD) 

Agar  wuli  gird  liotd,  '  had  he  fallen.'  This  tense  only 
refers  to  past  time.  With  transitive  verbs  it  requires  ne.  It 
is  always  interchangeable  with  the  Past  Conditional  (girta) 
when  the  latter  refers  to  past  time.  Vide  also  Conditional 
Sentences,  LVI. 

Had  he  come  in  time  I  should  Agar  wuh  waqt  par  dyd  hold 

not  have  been  annoyed.  (or  dtd]  to  main  nd-rd%  na- 
hu,d  hotd  (or  na-hotd). 

LVI.      OPTATIVE,    CONDITIONAL,    CONCESSIONAL, 
AND  ASYNDETIC   SENTENCES 

1.  The  tense  girta  or  kartd  (called  by  Forbes  and  Holroyd 

the  '  Indefinite '  and  by  Platts  and  by  Eempson  the  '  Past 
Conditional  or  Optative ')  may  refer  to  time  past,  present,  or 
future,  but  is  rarely  used  for  anything  but  past  time ;  it  is 
only  used  for  a  future  when  it  is  assumed  tJte  event  will  not 

take  place. 
2.  Optative  clauses   are   introduced   by   kdsh  or  kdshke, 

1  would  that,'  or  by  some  such  phrase  as  '  God  grant  that '  or 
'  how  nice  if  — ,'  as  :  Kdsh  wuh  manjud  ho,  '  I  wish  he  were 

present,'  or   kdsh  wuh  maujud  hotd,  '  I  wish  he  had  been 
present,  or  were  present  now.' 

8.  The  prostasis,  or  if-clause,  of  conditional  sentences  is 

introduced  by  'if  (jo  or  agar)  or  '  when '  (jab),  and  the 
consequent  proposition  or  main  clause,  the  apodosis,  is 
usually  preceded  by  the  correlative  to. 
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4.  Conditional  sentences  may  conveniently  be  classed  under 

three  heads — (l)  possible  conditions,  i.e.  those  that  may  be 
realized,  or  those  that  may  have  been  realized;  also  those  in 

which  the  prostasis  only  is  hypothetical ;    (2)  impossible,  or 
those  that  were  not   realized ;    (3)  conditions  in  which  the 

apodosis  or  if-clause  is  understood  ;  these  belong  partly  to 
(l)  and  partly  to  (2). 

EEMARK. — The  '  if  '  is  sometimes  idiomatically  understood, 
vide  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  29,  e.  Often 
the  correlative  to  may  also  be  omitted. 

5.  (a)  First,  No.  (l)  or  possible  conditions.    In  ihe  prostasis 
usually  the  Aorist  or  Present  Subjunctive,  or  the  Future  is 
used,  or   sometimes  the  Present,  etc.,  Indicative,  as  :    Agar 

tujhe  apnl  join  fazlz  hai  to  meri  bat  sun,  '  if  you  value  your 
life   (as  of  course  you  do),  then  listen  to  me ; '  Agar  tujhe 

apnl  jdn  'azlz  ho  to  ivahdn  na-jd,  '  if  you  value  your  life  (as 
you  don't),  or  were  you  to  value  your  life,  then  don't  go  there ; ' 
Agar   sund  chdhe  to  main  apnl  sar-guzasht   baydn   karfm, 

1  if  you  wish,  I   will  now,   let   me   now,  relate  to  you  my 
adventures  ; '  for  karun  substitute  karungd,  and  the  meaning 

is    '  I   will   at   some   future   time   relate '  ;    country    people, 
however,  use  karilngd  in  both  cases.     After  ummedwar  Tiiln 

ki — ,  '  I  hope  that  you  will — ,'  it  is  usual  to  use  the  Future, 
as  it  is  more  polite  than  the  Aorist ;  vide  example  below. 

(b)  Sometimes   the   condition   is   assumed   to   have   been 
realized,  and  in  this  case  the  Past  or  Preterite  Tense  is  used, 

as :  Agar  (or  jo)  turn  ne  merd  kahnd  na-mdnd  to  main  tumhen 

sazd  diingd,  '  if  you  don't  listen  to  what  I  say  I'll  punish  you.' 
REMARK. — After  jis  waqt  the  Preterite  can  be  similarly 

used  in  a  future  sense,  but  not  after  jab  :  Wuh  jis  waqt  (not 

jab)  dyd  main  usl  waqt  chald-jd,ungd,  '  I  will  go  as  soon  as 
he  arrives.' 

(c)  In  Agar  bhfd  se  qusur  hil,d  ho  ummedwar  hiin  use  mu'af 
farmd,o  (or,  better,  farmd,oge)  the  meaning  is  '  if  I  have  by 
any  chance  committed  a  fault  I  hope  you  will  pardon  me '. 
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6.  There    are    thus    four    ways    of    expressing    a 

condition  with  shades  of  difference  in  meaning:  'It  will  \v 
a  terrible  thing  if  there  is  a  famine  next  year  '- 

(1)  Agar  qnht  mill  ho  to  bara  ghazab  h< 

(2)  „         „        hogl        „         „       hotjii. 

(8)       ,-,         „        hil,l        „         „       hofja. 
(4)       „         „        hu,i        „         „       hi 

In  (l)  the  doubtful  ho  indicates  that  the  famine  is  not 

expected.  In  (2)  the  future  hogl  is  simply  conditional  and 
leaves  the  matter  open.  In  (8)  and  (4)  it  is  assumed  that 
a  famine  will  take  place.  In  practice,  however,  these 
distinctions  are  often  neglected. 

7.  Examples  of  '  possible  '  conditions,  etc. — 
(l)  If  you  were  to  ask  me  I     Sack  puchhiye  to  kali-dun  ki 

would  tell  you  plamfy  that 
he  was  a  fool. 

(2)  If   you   want   to   be   re- 

spected don't  serve  him. 

(B)  When3  the  horse  arrives 
you  must  tell  me. 

(4)  If  you  turn  soldier  what 
good  will  that  do  you? 

(5)  If    my    successor  arrive 
even  as  late  as  to-morrow 
I  could  still  start  and  reach 
in  time. 

'  iruh  ahmaq  hai.'  ' 

Apnl  'izzat  agar  iiianziir  hai* 
to  us  kl  naukarl  na-karo 
(vide  8). 

Jab3  ghord  d-jd,e  to  mnjhc 
khabar  dcnl  chdhiye. 

Agar  sipdhl  hoge  (or  banoge) 
to  kijd  (hogd)  / 

Men  bd(Hl  kti  ad  ml  (or'iwazi) 

agar  kal  tak  blii  d-jdtd*  (or 
a-j(~t,c')  main  chal-saktd  nur 
waqt  par  pahitnchtd  (or 

pahnnch-saktd). 

1  Direct  narration  after  '  say '. 

1  Hai  and  not  ho,  as  it  is  taken  for  granted  that  a  man's  • 
dear  to  him. 

3  '  When, './"'',  is  often  regarded  as  a  conditional  particle. 

4  A-jdtti  implies  that  he  cannot  arrive,  and  </./''.'  ll';lt  tlu-iv  i* 
of  his  coming. 

ii 
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(6)  If  sanction  for  my  leave 
arrive  as  late  even  as  the 

end  of  next  month,  I  can, 
or  could,  still  start  in  the 

'  Calcutta  '. 
(?)  Were  the  village  head- 

man here  (as  he  is  not) 

he  would  certainly  pro- 
cure coolies  (or  had  the 

lambardar  been  here  he 

would  certainly  have  pro- 
cured coolies). 

(8)  I  wish  it  may  be  so  ! 
(9)  God   grant    my    brother 

will  soon  come  to  see  me ! 

(10)  God  grant  I  may  soon 
find  my  (lost)  brother ! 

(11)  I    wish    thou    wouldst 
inquire  what  is  the  matter 
with  me  (said  by  a  sighing 
lover). 

(12)  I  wish   he  would  come 
(or  I  wish  he  had  come). 

(18)  I  wish  he  had  come. 

Jo  agle  mahlne  ke  dkkir  tak 

bht  rukJ±sat  kl  manzuri  pa- 

hunchti  to  main  ' Kalkatta' 
ndm  Tcishti  par  raivdna  ho- 
saktd. 

Agar  lambar-ddr  yahdn  hotd 
to  zarur  qull  paidd  kartd. 

Kdsh  yih  bat  ho  ! 
Khudd  kare  merd  bhd,l  jald 

inujh  se  mil-jd,e ! 
KJiudd  kare  merd  bhd,l  jald 

mujhe  mil-jd,e  ! 
Kdsh  pftchho  ki  terd  Jidl  kyd 

hai. 

Kdsh  did. 

Kdsh  dyd  hotd. 

8.  Conditional  sentences  in  which  the  prostasis  only  is 
hypothetical  present  little  difficulty.  An  Imperative  may 
occur  in  the  apodosis.  The  following  examples  should  be 

studied : — 

(1)  If  he  is  sleeping  (as  he  pro- 

bably is)  don't  wake  him  up. 
(2)  Should  he  happen  to  be 

sleeping     (I     don't    know 
whether  he  is  or  not)  don't 
wake  him  up. 

Agar  wuh  sotd  hai  to  (usko) 
na-jagd,o. 

Agar  w^lh  sotd  ho  to  usko  na- 

jagd,o. 
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(8)  If  he  wishes  to  t-uine  (as 
he  prol-alily  does)  let  him 
come. 

(4)  If     he    was    desirous   of 

going,  why  didn't  you  stop 
him? 

(5)  If  I  find    him    reading 
(when  I  get  there  ;    future 

time)  I  won't  speak  with 
him. 

(6)  If  he  has  committed  this 
fault   (as  I  think  he  has) 
I  will  punish  him. 

(7)  If  he  has  done  this  fault 

fan  open  question)  I  will 
punish  him. 

(8)  If    he    had3   committed 
this  fault  why  did  you  not 

punish  him  ? 
(9)  If  he  did  call  you  a  fool 

what  harm  did  he  do  ? 

(10)  If  you  order  me  I'll  go 
(=1  am  merely  waiting  for 
the  order  to  start). 

(11)  If  it  is  your  order,  well, 
I'll  go. 

(12)  If  I  get  the  order  (hut 

I   don't    know  whether  I 

shall  get  it  or  not)  I'll  go. 

Agar  with  and  chdhtd  Jiai  to 

dne  <!•>. 

Agar  with  jdnd  chdhtd  thd  to 

turn  ne  us  ko  kijun  na-rokd? 

Agar  wuh  parhtd   hogd  '    to 
main    us    se    kuchh 
bolilngd. 

Agar  us  ne   yih  qufiir   I 
hai  to  use  sazd  dungd. 

Agar  us  ne  yih  quxur  kiyd 
hogd  to  use  sazd  dungd. 

Agar  us   nc   yih  qu*ur   kiyd 
thd  '    to   turn  ne  use   sazd 

kyitn  na-dl  ? 
Agar  us   ne   tujhe    be-wuquf 

kahd  to  kyd  burd  ki: 

Agar  hukm  ho  main  ja,iin  (or 

jd,ungd*). 
Agar  hukm  hai  main  jd,umjd 

Agar    hukm    hogd    to    ?/. 

jd,u  ngd. 

?,  simple  condition,  lra\r-  tin-  m.-itt.-r  njion  ;  A«  (.MIU  M  not  be 
used,    as    tin-    as  Hit nre  (and    not    IinjKi.r  '>t,l  ho 

signifies  •  >houlil  !»•  mulinjr  now  '. 
•  !!.•!.•  the  Iml.tini!  i M  not  be  used,  as  the  ap<> 

hy|>cithctieal. 

;)  Ji'i,rin</'i  indicates  U-s.s  n  '  luin  j<~i, i'tn. 
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(IS)  It  would  be  better  for  Agar  d,o  to  achchhd  hai l  (or 
you  to  come.  hogd). 

(14)  Warm  a  little  water  for  Thord  pdni  garni  karo  to  main 

me  (=  if  you  warm  some  nahd,un. 

water  for  me),  I'll  bathe. 

(15)  Promise  and   then   I'll     Wa'da      karo     jabhi     mam 
go  (=  if  you  promise,  I'll        ja,unga. 
then  go). 

(16)  If  (or  when)  I  find  any  Agar    (or  jab)    tarjamc    men 
mistake  in  the  translation  main  ko,l  ghalatl  paid  htin 
I  correct  it.  to  us  ko  durust  kar-detd  him. 

9.  As  stated  in  1,  the  'indefinite'  Tense  may  refer  to  any 
time :  Agar  dj  ghord  tvahdn  pahunchtd  to  kyd  khilb  hot  a  may 

mean  either  '  if  the  horse  has  already  arrived  there  to-day ' ' 
or  '  if  it  arrives  to-day  later  on  ' ;  but  Agar  dj  ghord  palnmche. 
to  kyd  khfib  ho,  or  hogd,  '  if  the  horse  arrives  to-day  later  on;' 
Agar  main  tumharl  jagah  hotd — ,  '  if  I  were  you  or  had 
I  been  you  (as  I  am  or  was  not).' 

10.  Precative     or     optative    clauses    can    sometimes    be 
expressed  as  conditional  clauses  and  vice  versa,  as  :  Kyd  kjnlb 
ho  ki  (or  agar)  barsdt  shuru  ho,  or  kyd  khab  hotd  ki  (or  ar/ar) 

barsdt  shuru    hotl,  'how  nice  if  the  rains  have  commenced 
now ; '  but  Kdsh  barsdt  shuru    ho,  or  hotl,  '  would  that,  if 
only,  the  rains  would  commence'  (as  they  have  not  commenced, 
and  it  is  not  the  time  for  them  to  commence). 

11.  In  the  second  class,  i.e.  the  impossible  or  unrealized 
conditions,  the  Indefinite  Tense  (girtd)  or  its  two  allied  forms 

(gird  hotd  or  girtd  hotd,  '  might  have  been  falling ')  may  be 
substituted ;  but  while  the  first  and  third  forms  may  refer  to 
past  or  future  time  (vide  XLIV  and  LII,  l),  the  second  can 
refer  only  to  past  (vide  LV). 

1  The  Present  Tense,  to  indicate  certainty ;  it  is  often  so  used  for 
the  Future. 

2  And  it  is  not  expected  to  arrive,  vide  1  ;   in  colloquial,  however, 
this  distinction  is  often  neglected. 
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EXAMPLE.  —  '  It  would  have  been  well  had  he  known  this,' 
agar  wuh  is  bat  ko  jdntd  (or  jdntd  hold,  '  had  he  been 

knowing  ')  to  achchhd  hotd,  or  agar  us  ne  yih  bat  j&nl 
hotl  to  —  . 

REMARK.  —  Girta  and  girtd  hotd  are  not  always  inter- 

changeable :  Agar  wuh  ghore  ko  bechtd  —  ,  '  had  he  sold 
the  horse  —  ,'  but  bechtd  hotd,  '  had  he  been  selling  the 

horse.' 
In  the  above  example  thd  can  be  idiomatically  substituted 

for  hotd,  but  this  peculiarity  of  tense  is  confined  to  the 
substantive  verb. 

12.  For  the  past  optative  either  of  the  first  two  may  be 

used,  as  :    Kdsh  main  wahdn  martd  or  mard  hotd,  '  would 
I  had  died  there  ;  '  but  martd  hotd  could  not  be  used  as  it 

would  signify  '  had  been  in  a  dying  state  '. 
13.  The  three  forms  of  the  Indefinite  may  also  be  used 

in  the  Optative,  which,  vide  10,  may  sometimes  be  converted 

into  a  condition  :  Kdsh  wuh  is  bat  ko  jdntd  or  jdntd  hotd,1  or 
kdsh  us  ne  is  bat  ko  jdnd  hotd. 

14.  Sometimes  in  the  apodosis  of  a  past  condition  the 
Pluperfect  is  used  to  give  force,  as  :   Agar  main  ne  dawd 

na-pl-hotl  to  main  mar-gayd  thd  (—  mar  gayd  hotd>=*mar- 
jdtd). 

15.  In  the  case  of  the  substantive  verb  only,  thd  can  be 
substituted  for  hotd  in  the  prostasis  of  a   condition  ;    ride 

Examples  (l)  and  (2)  in  16. 

16.  Examples  of  'impossible',  i.e.  unrealized,  conditions  — 
(l)  Had  he  come  last   week     Agar  with  ya,e   hafte  dtd  to 

it  would  have   been  well  ;         Mi'ib  hotd  (or  thd). 
or 

(2)  Were   he   to  come   here     Agar    wuh   dj   yahdn  dtd  to 

to-day  it  would  be  well.  Mw&  hotd  (or  thd),  or  —  d,e 
—  ho. 

1  Jdntd  hotd,  '  had  l>een  know 
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(3)  Had  we  lived  within  our 
means  we  would  not  have 

fallen  on  these  evil  days. 

(4),  If  I  had  had  the  power  I 
would  not  have  allowed 
him  to  do  so. 

(5)  I  could  have  sunk   into 
the  earth  from  shame  (lit. 

if   the   earth   had    opened 
I  would  gladly  have  been 
contained  in  it). 

(6)  He     kept     on     saying,1 
'Would   God  I   had   died 
for  thee.' 

(?)  Had  you,  Sahib,  not  come 
to  my  assistance  I  was  a 
dead  man. 

Agar  ham  apnl  bisdt  Ice  mu- 
wdfiq  chalte  (or  apne  maqdilr 
ke  muwafiq  kharcli  karte)  to 
yih  bum  din  dekhnd  na- 

partd. Mcrd  bas  chaltd  to  its  ko  aisd 

karne  na-detd. 

Agar  zamin  phat-ga,l  hotl  to 
main  us  men  samd-jdtd. 

Wuh  yih  kahtd  -  gay  a  (or 

-rahd),  'Kdsh  main  tujhpar 

field  ho-jdtd.' Agar  dp  men  madad  ko  na-dte 
to  iis  tie  mujhe  mdr-ddld  thd 
(=  mar  ddltd). 

17.  Class  3,  in  which  the  prostasis  or  if -clause  is  suppressed, 
is  puzzling  even  to  natives.  Special  attention  must  be  paid 
to  the  sequence  of  tenses. 

(l)  I  am  so  hungry  that  I 

would  prefer2  a  single  grain 
of  corn  to  this  pearl  (said 
by  a  starving  man  that 
lights  upon  a  pearl  in  the 
wilderness). 

1  fiatnd  or  rat-lagana  is  an  idiom  for  '  to  keep  on  saying  the  same 
thing ' ;  Us  kl  rat  se  merd  dimdgh  phir-gayd,  '  I  'm  quite  giddy  from  his 
ceaseless  repetition.' 

~  Some  such  phrase  as  '  if  I  had  the  choice '  is  understood. 
3  Note  the  ko  ;  always  kisi  chlz  ko — par  tarjlh  dend. 

4  Here  the  Present  Tense  hun  is  necessary  after  '  I  am  so  hungry 
that— '. 

Main  aisd  bhukd  hun  ki  jau 

ke  ek  ddne  ko 3  is  motl  par 
tarjiJi  detd 
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2)  A  youth  met  us  with 
a  voice  so  sweet  that  he 

witjht  have  culled  down1 
the  birds  from  the  sky. 

(8)  Hell  itself  would  be 

shocked  at  something  I  did. 

(4)  I  would  not  give  even  one 
rupee  for  it. 

(5)  The  faqir  had  nothing  to 
offer   (lit.  that  he    should 
have  offered  it,  or  that  he 
should  offer  it). 

(6)  I  would  risk  my  life  to 
serve  you. 

Ek  jail-tin  di/d  jix  ki  <??/••• 
xnrili  flu  ki  jHirindnn  ko 

hau-d  tie.  utdrtil  (or  utt'tr- 
saktd  tha). 

Main  nc.  to  with  kdm  kit/a  ki 

•/.•//   bhl  innjh  se  i>nnah 

mdngta  (or  main  ne—  kii/d 

lull   ki  —  mange,  or  -man- 

Main  to  is  ke  liye  ek  r/'/jnya 
bhl  na-dctd  (or  na-diin,  or 
na-dungui). 

Faqlr  ke  pas  kuchh  na-thd  jo 
pcshkash  kartd  (or  kare). 

Main  dp   kl   l&idmat-gug&ri 

men  jdn  lard-diinytl. 
18.    (a)  Concessional  clauses  are  allied  to  conditional, 

are    introduced    by    <t<j<irc)ii,    han-hand,    and  go   or   yo-ki, 

'although;'  and  mdnd*  ki,  'admitted  that,'  'granted 
I'd-icujfidc-ki,  '  notwithstanding, '  '  albeit.'      The  correlatives 
are  lekin,  mayar,  '  but ; '  and  tan  bhl,  td  ham,3  and  phir  bin, 
'  yet,'  '  still,'  '  nevertheless.' 

(b)  Hdl-dn-ki  (or  ydab,  vide  'Hindustani  Steppin 
Lesson    26,    d),   'whereas'    and   'though',4    introduces    a 
concessional4  clause  generally  when  it  follows  the  principal 
clause. 

(c)  For  'even  though'  vide  'Hindustani  Stepping  Sti 
Lesson  25,  c. 

1  '  Had  he  tried,'  or  '  had  he  sung  ',  understood. 
1  From  iiulniitl,  mnin  n<  understood. 

:    TII  hum  i^  Hindu-tutu  only,  and  is  not  understood  l>y  Per 
it  i-  Mppui-fntly  u  Persian  t ran-liition  of  tan  l>ln. 

4   llnl-nn-ki  is  an  adversative  as  well  as  a  concessional  conjunction. 
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19.    Examples  of  concessional  clauses — 
(l)  Although  I  reasoned  with     Har   chand   main   ne   us 

ko 

him,  nay,  even  abused 
him,  (still)  he  remained 
obstinate. 

(2)  Although  you  have  dis- 
guised yourself  as  a  faqir, 

still  I  recognize  you. 

bahut  samjhdyd  balki  bum 
bhald  bhl  kahd,  (tau  bhl) 

wiih  apnl  ?idd  se  baz  na-dyd. 

Go  ki  (or  bd-wuji'cde-ki)  turn 
ne  apne  dp  ko  faqlron  ke 
bhes  (or  libds)  men  rakhd 
hai  (td  ham,  etc.)  main  ne 

turn  ko  pahchdn-liyd. 
Mdn-liyd  ki  dunyd  chiptl  hai 

td  ham — . 
Turn  shardb  par  marte  ho  hdl- 

dn-ki  Islam  men  hardm  hai. 

Man  ape  bare  bete  par  fid  a 
hai. 

(8)  Admitting  that  the  world 

is  flat,  still — . 
(4)  You  indulge  in  wine  to 

excess   though    it    is   for- 
bidden by  Muslim  law. 

(5)  The  mother  is  devoted  to 
her  eldest  boy. 

20.  A  form  of  compound  sentence  that  requires  notice  is 
the  asyndetic.  Urdu,  being  a  dramatic  language,  naturally 

employs  asyndeton.1  The  omission  of  the  'joints  and  hinges 
of  language  '  gives  to  a  sentence  force  and  hurrying  rapidity. 
Examples — 

(1)  Say  'sir'   to  others   and     Jl  kaho  ji  kahld,o  (proverb). 
'  sir '   will  be  said   to  you 
•(be  respectful    and   you'll 
be  treated  with  respect). 

(2)  Let  alone  seeing  him,  I     Main  ne   to   us   kd  ndm  bhl 

have  never  even  heard  his         na-sund,  dekhnd  dar  kindr 
name.  (or  dekhnd  to  malum] ;  or 

dekhnd  to  dekhnd,  main 
ne  us  kd  ndm  bhl  nahln 
sund. 

1  Asyndeton  is   a  figure  of  speech  (a  figure  of  syntax)  by  which 
connectives  are  omitted.     Macaulay's  style  is  habitually  asyndetic. 
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(s)  What     comparison     can     Kahdn  main,  kahdn  turn  ? 
there  be  between  us  two  ? 

(4)  I've  no  money  ;  how  can     Rapiya   nahin ;    guzdrd   kis- 
I  get  along  ?  taral.i  ho  ? 

(5)  Take  either.  Chdho  '  yih  lo  chdJio  wuh. 

REMARK. — In  the  following  there  is  merely  an  ellipsis  of 

'  and  ' :  Wuh  ate  jdte  Jiain,  '  they  come  and  go ; '  Main  ne 
khub  khdyd  piyd,  '  I  eat  and  drink  my  fill ; '  Wuh  ayd  jdyd 
ki,  '  she  was  in  the  habit  of  coming  to  and  fro.' 

LVII.     COLLOCATION 

1.  Inversion  and  emphasis.      In   Hindustani    the    most 
emphatic  place  in  a  sentence  is  near  the  end.     Main  ne  Zaid 
ko  mdra  has  no  emphasis,  but  Zaid  ko  main  ne  mdrd  has  and 

equals  '  I  killed  Zaid  ;  as  for  Zaid  I  killed  him  '.     English 
people  speaking   Hindustani   generally   place   the   emphatic 
word  in  the  wrong  place. 

2.  The   order   of   the   words   in    the  following  should  be 

carefully  studied  : — 

(1)  We    two   will    soon    be     Ham    donon,   qarlb    hai,    ki 
captured.  pakre  jd.en. 

Here  the  stress  falls  on  qarlb  hai. 

(2)  As  for  my  father,  he  died     Mere  icalid   ne,  muddat    hu,i 
long  ago.  ki  qazd  ki. 

(8)  As   for  the    Queen,   she  Malike  ne  pachas    baras   se 
ascended  the  throne  more  ziydda  guzre  honge  ki  julus 
than  fifty  years  ago.  farmdyd. 

(4)  It  is  impossible  that  he  7s  rah  se,  mumkin  nahin   ki 
should    have    escaped    by  wuh  nikld  hogd. 
this  roaiL 

(5)  How  can    I     tell     how     Kyd  kahun  jo  maza  mujh  ko 
much  I  enjoyed  it  ?  mild  ? 

1  Chdho  can  only  be  used  for  'either — or — '  with  the  'Jml  j>ers.  pi.; 
—  chahe  and  kyd — kyd,  etc.,  can  be  used  unrestrictedly. 
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The   pleasure  I  enjoyed, 
how  can  I  describe  it  ? 

(6)  Where  is  his  father  ? 

Emphasis  on  bdp. 

(?)  The  child,  the  Eaja's, 
has  died. 

(8)  Such  a  rarity,  even  if 
my  brothers  traversed  the 
whole  world,  could  never 
be  obtained  by  them. 

Jo  maza  mujli   ko  mild    kyd 

baydn  kan'cn  ? Bap  uskd  kahdn  hai  ? 

Larkd,  Edjd  kd,  mar-gayd. 

Aisl  chlz-i  nadir  hargiz  mere 

bhd,iyon  ko,  go  tamdm  'dlam 
(men]  phiren,  muyassar  na- 
hogl. 

Here  the  stress  is  on  the  concessional  clause. 

(9)  His  treatment,  as  regards     Uskd,  mere  sdth,  suluk  achchhd 
me,  is  good.  hai. 
Stress  on  mere  sdth. 

(10)  Well  has  he  treated  me  ? 

Stress  on  achchhd. 
How  well  he  has  treated 

me!  (lit.  or  ironical). 
No  stress. 

(11)  That  man  is  brave  who 
keeps  himself  under  control. 
Brave  is  he  who  controls 

himself. 

(12)  There  is  a  treasure  buried 
underneath  the  tree  beneath 

which  you  are  standing. 
Ditto. 

Kyd  us  ne  achchhd  mere  sdth 
suluk  kiyd  ? 

Kyd  achchhd  us  ne  mere  sdth 
suluk  kiyd. 

Wuh  ddml  jawdn  mard  hai  jo 

apne  dil  ko  qdbil  men  rakhe. 

Jawdn  mard  wuli  hai -jo — . 

Jis  daralM  ke  niche  tu  khard 

hai  wahdn  ek  daflna  hai. 

Wuh  darahjit  jis  ke  niche  til 
khard  hai  wahdn  ek  daflna 
hai. 

No  difference  in  signification  in  th'e  last  two,  but  wahdn  in 
both  is  incorrect ;  omit  wahdn  in  the  first.  The  second 
should  be  reconstructed,  since  if  the  incorrect  wahdn  were 
omitted  the  sentence  would  then  run  apne  niche  ek  daflna 
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rakhtd  hai;    but  is  not  a  living  In-ing,  this  is 

unitlionmtic.1 

(l::)  Of  his  bring  absent  in  AJDI<'I,  xair  safar  men  mayriif 
travel,  be  bad  written    to  hond,  likhd  thd  ;    jias  main 

me  ;  so  where  could  I  have  uske  Matt  kd  jaicdh  kalian 

s. nt  ;i  reply  to  bis  letter?  bhejtd  ? 

Ajmd  cnij)hatic',  agrees  with  masnlf  hond. 
(14)  Poor  folk  amongst  whom  (ihanh  dilmi  jin  men  parda 

there    is   no   parda,  their  kd  ratcdj  nahin,  un  ki  bahii- 

daughters  -  in  -  law      and  bctiydn  mardon  ke  bardbar 

daughters  2    work    in    the  kheton  men  kdm  kartl  hain. 
iiolds  like  men. 

(15)  As    for    mere    writing,  Likh  to  main  bhl  saktd  hfin, 

I    can    write    but   not   as  nunjar  tumhdrl  tarah  kh.nsh- 

beautifully  as  you.  M'T.(/.  nahin. 

(16)  Vide  example  in  XXXVI,  15  (18). 

8.   For  the  position  of  ne,  vide  agent  case,  III,  8  (e). 

4.  For  remarks  on  ko,  vide  cases  of  nouns,  III,  5  (j),  (k),  (/). 

5.  For  relative  construction,  riJi-  VII,  1,  2. 

(5.    I-\>r  position  of  niz  and  bhi,  ri<I<>  VIII,  14  (a),  (c),  (/). 
7.  For  the  position  of  /if,  r/V/r  VIII,  15  (rf),  (c),  (/). 

8.  For  the  position  of  the  negatives,  vide  VIII,  17  (a),  (6), 

(</),  Of),  (/<),  (0. 
9.  For  position  of  interrogatives,  r/Wc  next  section. 

LVIII.     INTERROGATIVE  S    (DIHKCT    NAHIJATloN) 

1.  It  will  be  noticed  that  all  the  Hindi  interrogatives  begin 

with  k.     K",i  and  kuclth,  however,  are  also  Hindi,  but  are 

not  interrogate 

2.  It  is  a  general  rule  that  the  interrogative  should  not 

commence  a  sentence:  thus,  Turn  kaun  ho.'  not  Ktiun  turn 

1   In  old  t'nln,  houvviT,  -u<-h  sentence-  <lo  occur. 
-  Tii.—    being  the  younger  female  memlx  -r-  <if  the  family, 

rulr  ̂ linuM  C-|M dally  apjily  m  th.-in. 
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ho  ?      If,   however,   the  personal   pronoun  be   omitted,   the 
interrogative  necessarily  stands  first,  as  Kaun  ho  ? 

3.  Kahdn,   however,   where   it    is    idiomatically    used    to 
express   dissimilarity,   generally   comes   first  to   indicate   an 
unusual  use,  as  :    Kahdn  Bdjd  Bhojh,   kahdn  Gangd  tell  ? 

(proverb),    'what   comparison  is   there  between  Kaja  Bhojh 
and  Ganga  the  oilman  ? '    Kahdn  main,  kahdn  turn  =  '  there 
is  no  comparison  between  you  and  me  '  ;    but   Phir  main 

kahdn  turn  kahdn,  '  God  knows  where  we  may  be,'  i.e.  '  we 
may   never  meet  again  '   (to  a  dying  man  or  to  a  traveller 
just  starting). 

4.  The  particles  kyd  and  dyd  that  introduce  an  interrogative 
sentence,  stand  first  in  the  sentence. 

5.  For  an  interrogative  with  a  demonstrative  pronoun,  as 
a  substitute  for  a  relative,  vide  VI,  2  (b). 

LIX.     'WHETHER   OR   NOT',   AND  INDIRECT 
QUESTIONS 

The  yd  nahln  or  ki  nahln,  '  - — or  not,'  cannot  always  be 
omitted  at  the  end  of  indirect  questions.  After  puchhnd, 
kahnd,  and  batdnd,  however,  these  words  may  be  omitted  ; 
but  after  other  verbs  they  must  be  inserted,  as  :  Piichho  ki 

wuh  dj  sham  ko  d,egd  (yd  nahln),  'ask  him  if  (or  whether) 
he  will  come  this  evening  (or  not).'  In  Mere  dil  men  pas 

o  pesh  thd  ki  wahdn  jd,un  yd  nahm,  '  I  was  doubtful  whether 
to  go  there  or  not,'  the  yd  nahm  could  not  be  omitted. 

LX.     APPOSITION 

1.  (a)  Apposition  is  often  a  useful  means  of  condensation. 
Ghdlib,  in  his  letters,  uses  apposition  largely.  Example  : 
Bilrhd,  apdhaj,  purd  bahrd,  ddhd  andhd,  zindagl  se  ndldn, 

maut  kd  kh'U'dhdn,  din  rat  para  rahtd  hun,  'I,  old,  crippled, 
wholly  deaf,  half  blind,  complaining  of  life,  longing  for  death, 

day  and  night  lie  on  my  helpless  bed.' 
(b)  The  following,  however,  from   Ghdlib  is  incorrect,  as 
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a  nominative  (main)  has  to  be  understood  at  the  beginning  of 

the  sentence  and  a  dative  (mnjh-ko)  after  bahrd :  Pa, on  se 

(ifillmj,  kiuion  .sr  Imhnl,  zuf-i  ba-fdrat,1  %nf-i  dinuiyh, 

dil,~  zn'f-i  ini'dit,  in  sab  ?ufon  par  zuf-i  tali' — kyitnkar 
quxil-t  sn far  kan'in  ?  '  I,  maimed  in  my  feet,  deaf  in  my  ears, 
weak  of  sight,  weak  of  brain,  weak  of  heart,  weak  of  stomach 

(and,  added  to  all  these  weaknesses,  weak  of  Fate) — how  can 

I  think  of  undertaking  a  journey  ?  ' 
(c)  If  the  sentence  is  so  long  that  it  is  difficult  to  keep  the 

thread  of  meaning  unbroken,  the  subject  or  object,  or  some 
emphatic  word,  or  a  summary,  may  be  repeated. 

Us  n-aqt  mushk,  miimiydj,  birbahntl,  bhir,  chaniyddar, 
(jhudiid,  in  sab  chizon  ko  auzdn-i  niazkura-i  bald  ke  ba-mujib 

ddlikil  karo,  '  then  the  musk,  mummy,  red- velvet  insects, 
wasps,  the  bat,  the  saliva  glands  —  add  all  these  things 

according  to  their  various  weights  given  above.' 
Is  ke  bad  phir  ittifaq  aur  istiqldl  kd  sath  /lend,  ck  koshish 

karne-wale  ki  koshish  se  hlidnddn  kd  phir  taraqql  karna, 

'iski'd1  kd  jdrl  hond,  '  ilm  kd  sdth  dcnd,  is  sab  kuchh  kd  ck 

ittifaq  kl  ba-daulat  hond,  ki/a  ittifaq  kl  ta'llm  nah'in  dcta  ? 
'this  family's  again  becoming  united  and  vigorous,  it's  rising 
again  by  the  exertions  of  a  single  individual,  it's  starting 
a  school,  it's  encouraging  learning,  all  these  things  taking 
their  rise  out  of  one  thing,  viz.  union :  do  they  not  teach  one 

the  lesson  of  union  ?  ' 
2.  Nouns  of  quantity  and  fractions  are  in  apposition,  as: 

Do  scr  dildh,  '  two  quarts  of  milk  ; '  (ck)  tihd,i  scr  dudh, 
'  a  third  of  a  quart  of  milk.'  Fractions  can  all  be  expressed 
by  the  genitive  as  scr  kd  tlsnl  lii**<i  dndh. 

8.  (a)  A  plural  noun  in  apposition  to  proper  names.  If 
the  plural  noun  precedes  the  proper  names,  it  is  preferably 

not  inflected,  as:  Mere  naukar  (or  naukaron)  Zaid,  'Ann-  aur 

1  This  should  be  z/i'»/i/7-'««vr,  etc.,  adjectives  instead  of  noun*, 
which  require  the  dot  in  niujln . 

•  i.e.  getting  upset  at  the  least  thing. 
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Bakr  ne  meri  tazlm  ki,  '  my  servants  Zaid,  'Amr,  and  Bakr 
made  reverence  to  me  ; '  Mere  naukar  (or  naukaron)  Bahadur 

aur  Dildwar  ko  hukm  do  ki  wuh  hdzir  lion,  '  order  my 
servants  Bahadur  and  Dilawar  to  come  here.' 

(b)  If  the  noun  follows  the  proper  names,  the  words  ndm, 

'  name,'  or  naml,  '  named,'  must  be  introduced  '  and  the  noun 
must  be  inflected,  as  :  Gobind,  Sundar,  aur  Eatan  ndm  (or 

nami)  qaidiyon  ko  rihd  karo,  '  release  the  prisoners  named 
Gobind,  Sundar,  and  Eatan.' 

4.  Us  ne  mujhe  beta  karke  paid  hai,  '  he  has  brought  me 

up  as  his  son.' 
Vide  also  III,  3  (e),  (/),  and  5  (/),  (fc),  (I). 

LXI.     EEPETITION 

1.  To  the  numerous  and  varying  examples  of  the  force  of 

repeating  a  word,  given  in   '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ', 
Lesson    24,    the   following   may    be   added  :    Agar  wuh   is 

kh.att  kd  jawdb  de  to  de,  ivarna  kjidli  hdth  wdpas  d,o,  '  if  he 
gives  a  reply  to  this  letter,  well  and  good,  otherwise  come 

back  empty-handed ; '  Yih  blmdrl  aisl  sakht  hai  ki  Khudd  hi 

usko  achchhd  kare  to  kare,  '  such  a  terrible  disease  is  this  that 
no  one  but  God  can  make  him  well ; '  Main  ne  usko  buld- 

bhejd    hai ;    ab    ivuli   d,e   d,e,   na-d,e  na-d,e,   '  I  have  sent 
some  one   to    call    him,    but    I   am   not    certain  if  he  will 

come ; '  or,  '  if  he  comes  he  comes,  if  he  doesn't  he  doesn't,' 
i.e.  '  I  don't  care  '. 

2.  The  Conjunctive  Participle  repeated  signifies  continual, 
and  the  Present  Participle  continuous  action  ;    vide  XL VI,  6, 
and  XL VII,  8  (a),  (b). 

LXII.     ELLIPSIS,    OMISSION,    AND    INSERTION 

1.  If  two  or  more  verbs,  or  participles  with  verbs,  have  the 
same  object,  the  object  should  be  stated  but  once  ;  it  should 

1  If  there  were  only  one  name  mentioned,  the  word  nani  or  naml 
might  be  omitted  ;  in  colloquial  language  preferably  so. 
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not  be  repeated  in  the  form  of  a  pronoun  as  in  English  : 

ii'tilc  Zuid  kn  tjiriftdr  knrhi'  1,1, e,  '  the  police  capt tin  .i 
ami  brought  (him)  to  the  magistrate;'  Main  ne  ek  ruplyajeb  se 

niknlkar  Zaid  ko  de-diya,  'I  took  a  rupee  out  of  my  pocket 
and  gave   (it)   to  Zaid.'     Similarly,   Chor  samajh-km 
Zni'l  ke  plchhc.  daiird  is  better  than  Zaid  ko  chor  saniujh- 

kar  main  uskc  picliltc  dun  n't,  'mistaking  Zaid  for  a  thief  I  ran 
after  (him),'  '  I  mistook  Zaid  for  a  thief  and  gave  chase.' 

Vide  also  '  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones  ',  Lesson  19,  c. 
2.  (a)  To  a  great  extent  this  rule  holds  good  with  the 

subject  also,  as :  Jab  Hasan  gir-pard  [wuh]  rone  lagd, 

'  when  Hasan  fell  he  began  to  cry,'  '  Hasan  fell  and  began  to 
cry : '  here  ictih  must  be  omitted,  otherwise  it  would  refer 
to  a  second  person.  If,  however,  both  subjects  are  the  same 

pronoun,  the  pronoun  may  be  repeated,  but  is  preferably  not 

so,  as :  Jab  wuh  gir-para  (wuh)  rone  lagd. 
(b)  If,  however,  one  verb  requires  the  agent  case  with  ne, 

and  the  other  does  not,  it  is  better  to  repeat  the  subject  in  the 

form  of  a  pronoun,  as  :    Chor  gliar  vic.n  dyd  aur  iisne  mere 

rujxii  chiird-Uyc,  '  the  thief  entered  my  house  and  stole  my 
money  ; '  here,  as  the  first  verb  requires  a  subject  in   the 
nominative  and  the  second  one  in  the  agent  case,  it  is  better 
to  insert  us  ne,  though  us  ne  might  be  omitted. 

(c)  If,  however,  the  subjects  of  both  verbs  be  pronouns  it  is 
better  to  omit  the  second,  as :    Wuh  yahdn  dyd  aur  (usne) 

mujkc  gdl'i  d!. 
8.  (a)  When  two  or  more  verbs  are  in  the  Imperfect, 

Perfect,  or  Pluperfect,  the  substantive  verb  need  be  mentioned 

only  once,  as:  Mn'ni  pahle  kitdb  parhtd  (tJtd)  tab  klidnd 
khdta  tha,  or  Main  pnhlc  kitdb  parhtd  thd  tab  khdnCi  khdtd 
(thd)  ;  in  such  sentences  the  thd  may  be  repeated,  but  it  is 
better  to  omit  it. 

NOTE. — In  affirmative  and  negative  (but  not  interrogative) 
sentences  the  thd  of  the  Imperfect  can  be  omitted  altogether, 

Imperfect  Tense. 
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(b)  Vide  XXXV,  5,  for  the  omission  of   the  auxiliary  in 

co-ordinate  sentences. 

(c)  If  the  feminine  plural  thin  or  hain  of  the  Imperfect 

or  Present  Tenses  be   omitted,  a    plural    feminine   n   must 

be  added  to  the  verb,  as  :  Wuh  dim  nahln,  '  they  (women) 
won't   come  ;  '  here    there    is    nothing    to    distinguish   dtln 
from  the  Past   Conditional.      Panjabis,    however,    omit    the 

n  from  the  Imperfect   and  Present,  but  add  it  to  the  Past 
Conditional. 

Note  the  fallowing  :  Wuh  larkiydn  likhtl  aur  parhtl  thin  ; 
Wuh  larkiydn  dtl  thin  aur  apnl  maze  maze  kl  baton  se  merd 
dil  bahldtln.  Vide  also  XXXV,  5,  and  H.S.S.,  9,  d. 

4.  When  one  verb  has  two  or  more  subjects,  the  subject  is 

better  repeated  in  the  form  of  a  numeral,  or  of  sab,  '  all.'     In 
Main  aur  merd  beta  donon  loahdn  pahunche  idiom  and  euphony 
require   the    insertion   of   donon,   otherwise   merd    beta,   an 
obvious  singular  in  alif,  would  precede   a  plural  verb.     In 

Zaid  'Amr  aur  Bakr  (tlnon  or  sab)  dye  it  is  better  to  insert 

the  tlnon  or  sab.     But  in  Zaid  'Amr  aur  Bakr  dye  mayar 
Khdlid  na-dyd  neither  tlnon  nor  sab  could  be  inserted,  though 
yih  tlnon  could  :  the  reason  is  obvious. 

5.  For  the  insertion  and  omission  of  ne,  se,  and  ko,  vide  III, 
3  and  5. 

6.  For   the   insertion   and    omission    of    pronouns,    vide 
Pronouns. 

LXIII.     NAKKATION 

iJ  -LJ  _i^>   -..s   ,.)•'    .•!  «U—  ;   . »       v  ••   ̂ ~    *^>   ̂ >    >        s 

Turn  se  :  this  may  refer  to  either  the  son,  i.e.  the  addressee, 

or  to  the  grandmother  ;  if  direct  narration,  to  the  latter,  but 

1  Main  ne,  i.e.  the  writer  Ghdlib,  who  is  writing  to  his  son. 
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in  this  case  dp  se  would  be  expected.  If  it  refers  to  the  son, 
it  would  have  been  better  to  write  wuh  bdt  jo  walid  ne  mujh 
se  kalri  (Jii. 

2.  (a)  Stories  are  often  prefaced  by  the  expression  kahne- 

wale  kahte  hain  ki — ,  or  kahne-wdlon  ne  yiln  kahd  hai  ki — , 
or  simply  by  kahte  hain  ki — . 

(6)  Professional  story  -  tellers  and  old  -  fashioned  people 
generally  commence  a  night  story  by  :  Sotd  sansdr  jagtd  pdk 
Parwardigdr,  kahdnl  aisi  jhutl,  bdt  aisi  anuthi,  kahne-wdld 

jhiltd,  snnnc-u'dld  sacJichd ;  kdnon  sunl  kahtd  hun,  dnkhon 

dekhl  naliln  kahtd  hiln,  '  the  world  is  asleep,  the  Lord  is 
awake  ;  my  story  is  false,  but  good ;  the  story-teller  is  a  liar, 
but  the  listener  if  he  repeat  the  story  will  not  be  a  liar; 

I  narrate  what  I  heard,  not  what  I  saw." 

LXIV.     'HOWEVER,'   'WHATEVER,'   AND   'ANY 

KIND' 1.   Note   the   following   difficult   idioms.      Refer    also   to 

'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  25. 
(a)  '  I  can  write  on  any  kind  of  paper'  =  kaisd  hi  kaghaz 

kyun  na-ho,  main  us  par  hJifl-tt  likh-saktd  htin. 

(b)  '  However  pretty  a  woman  may  be  he  won't  even  look 
at  her'  =  kaisl  hi  khfib-surat  'aurat  kyun  na-ho  (magar)  with 
uskl  taraf  nazar  uthdkar  nahln  dekhtd. 

(c)  '  Whatever  his  caste  may  be  I  don't  want  to  engage  him  ' 
=  us  kl  zdt  kuchh  hi  kynn  na-ho,  main  usko  naukar  rakhnd 
nahln  chdhtd  hun. 

(d)  '  I  don't  want  to  engage  him,  whatever  sort  of  man  he 
may  be '  =  wuh  kaisd  hi  ddml  kyun  na-ho,  main  usko  naukar 
rakhnd  nahln  chdhtd. 

NOTE. — Kyun  na-ho  must  always   follow  after   kitnd  hi, 
kaisd  hi,  or  kuchh  hi. 

i 
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2.  An  alternative  for  kaisd  hi  —  kyun  na-ho  is  khwdh  (or 
chdhe)  kaisd  hi  ho,  as :  Khwdh  turn  uske  sdth  kitni  hi  bhald,l 

karo  (or  kyun  na-karo)  lekin  .wuh  tumhdre  sdth  bitrd,i  se 
pesh  d,egd. 

LXV.     IDIOMS   FOE   TIME 

Bdrah  par  tin  baje  =  '  three  o'clock '.  This  idiom  can  only 
be  used  when  the  hands  of  the  clock  make  less  than  two  right 

angles.  Thus,  bdrah  par  pdnch  baje  is  correct  for  '  five 
o'clock  ',  but  bdrah  par  chha  baje  is  not  correct. 

LXVI.     WAYS    OF    EXPRESSING    'TO    HAVE' 

1.  For  the  various  ways   of   expressing  '  to  have ',  vide 
'  Hindustani  Stepping  Stones ',  Lesson  10,  h. 

2.  Note  the  following : — 

(1)  I  have  two  children.  Mere  [hdn]  do  larke  kain. 
(2)  I  have  two  pupils.  Mere  pds  do  larke  hain. 
(3)  I  have  two  slaves.  Mere  pds  do  ghuldm  hain. 
(4)  I  have  two  daughters.  Mere  [hdn]  do  betiydn  hain 

is  better  than 

men  do  betiydn  hain. 

LXVIL     APPENDIX 

Translate  the  following  and  then  compare  your  translation 

with  that  given  at  the  end : — 

(1)  If  you  ask  me  I  should  say  he  was  a  fool.     (Direct 
narration.) 

(2)  Though  in  the  possession  of  eyes  you  behaved  like  a 

blind  person.     (Use  present  participle  for  'though'.) 
(3)  He  chuckled  aloud ;  laughed  audibly.     (Use  conjunctive 

participle.) 
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(4)  Whatever  /  said  he  kept  writing  down. 
(5)  Until   I  got   your  letter   from   Rangoon  (with  your 

address)  how  could  I  write  to  you  ?     (What  tense 
after  jab  tak  ?     What  tense  in  the  jaza  ?) 

(6)  I  have  no  book  fit  to  offer  you. 
(7)  He  had  not  sufficient  sagacity  to  understand  this  hint. 

(Write  '  where  had  he  sufficient  sagacity  that  he — ?  ') 
(8)  Can  you  hear  ?     (Sund,l  dend.) 
(9)  There  is  a  strong  rumour  that  the  Governor  will  come 

here  ;  well,  let  us  see  when  he  will  come. 

(10)  I  was  afraid  the  gate  might  be  shut.     (Mujhe  khfliif 
thd  ki — .) 

(11)  I  was  afraid  he  would  not  come. 
(12)  I  was  afraid  he  would  come. 

(18)  I  am  glad  you  have  come. 
(14)  I  regret  having  come.     (Direct  narration.) 
(15)  Ask  if  this  is  true.     (Not  agar.) 
(16)  It  is  my  custom  to  do  this  daily. 
(17)  I  thought  of  doing  so. 
(18)  He  is  coming  from  the  opposite  direction. 
(19)  I  am  fortunate  in  seeing  you. 
(20)  I   am  at  a  loss  how  to  act ;   I  do  not  know  how 

to  act. 

(21)  I  regret  having  given  him  leave.     (Direct  narration.) 
(22)  He  said  he  was  expecting  you. 
(28)  They  agreed  to  go  together.     (Direct  narration.) 
(24)  I  entreat  you  to  forgive  me.     (Resp.  Imper.) 
(25)  I  wonder  why  he  is  so  late. 

(26)  Thinking  that  it  would  be  of  no  use  to  you  I  didn't 
give  it  to  you.     (Direct  narration.) 

(27)  Everyone  will  be  given  whatever  he  wants.     (Vide 
H.S.S.,  Lesson  27, ;.) 

(28)  There  is  no  such  verse  in  the  Quran  as  you  describe. 

(29)  As  soon  as  you  came  I  left.     (Infinitive  and  the  '  aur 
of  concomitance '.) 
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(SO)  I  don't  know  who  he  is ;  but  stay,  I  think  I  have  seen 
him  somewhere. 

(31)  Let  alone  drinking  wine,  I  have  never  even  seen  any. 
(82)  Set  aside  threatening  my  boy,  you  are  at  liberty  to 

beat  him. 

TRANSLATION 

(1)  Agar  mujh  se  puchhiye  to  main  to  yihi  kahungd  ki 
wuh  ahmaq  hai. 

(2)  Ankhon  ke  hote  (or  dnkhen  hote)  turn  andhe  ban-ga,e. 
(3)  Wuh  khilkhild-kar  hans-pard. 
(4)  Jo  main  kahtd-gayd  wuh  likhtd-gayd. 
(6)  Jab  tak  dp  kd  khatt  Rangun  se  na-d,e  (not  dyd,  nor 

dtd)  main  dp  ko  kyun-kar  likh-saktd  (or  likhtd)  ? 
(6)  Mere  pas  aisi  ko,l  kitdb  nahln  hai  jo  qdbil  Hugur  ke 

ho  (not  hai). 

(7)  Us  ko  itni  firdsat  kahdn  ihl  ki  is  Imd  ko  samajh-letd? 
(8)  Turn  ko  sund,l  detd  hai  ? 
(9)  Hakim  ke  due  ki  khabar  garm  hai,  dekhiye  kab  d,e  ? 

(or  dtd  hai,  but  not  d,egd,  vide  XXXVI,  10). 

(10)  Mujhe  khauf  thd  phdtak  band  na-ho. 
(11)  Mujhe  kh_auf  thd  ki  aisd  na-ho   ki  wuh  na-d,e  (or 

— thd  ki  wuh  na-d,e). 

(12)  Mujhe  dar  thd  ki  aisd  na-ho  ki  wuh  d-jd,e  (or — thd 
ki  wuh  d-jd,e). 

(13)  Main  khush  hunjo  tumd,e  (not  d,e  ho). 

(14)  Pachtdtd  hun  ki,  '  Main  kyun  dyd  ? ' 
(15)  Puchho  ki  (or  dyd)  yih  sach  hai  yd  nahln. 

(16)  Men  yih  lddat  hai  ki  roz  roz  yih  kartd  hun. 
(17)  Mere  dil  men  kkiydl  dyd  ki  aisd  kariln  (not  Future). 

(18)  Wuh  udhar  se  (or  sdmne  se)  d-rahd  hai. 

(19)  Mere  achchhe  naslb  hainjo1  dp  ko  dekhd  (but — dp 
ko  dekhtd  hun  =  '  I  see  you  alive  ')• 

(20)  Hairdn  hun  ki  kyd  karun. 

1  Better  to  omit  main  ne,  vide  LXII,  1-2. 
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(21)  Sar  pi  hie  kl  bat  hai  ki '  Main  ne  us  ko  kyun  rukjifat  dl  ? ' 
(22)  Ap  kd  ndm  leke  kahd  ki '  Ma  in  un  kd  intizdr  kartd  hun '. 
(28)  Wuh  muttafiq  hu,e  ki  '  Ham  ek-sdth  chalen  '. 
(24)  Kliudd  ke  liye  merd  qufilr  mudf  kljiye  (or  iltinids 

kartd  hun  ki — ). 

(25)  Ta'ajjub  hai  ki  '  Uske  pahunchne  men  itni  der  kyun 

lagl  ? ' (26)  Main  yih  samajh-kar  ki  '  Yih  tumhdre  kis  kdm  kd 
hai  ? '  tumhen  na-di. 

(27)  Jis  ko  jo  chlz  matlub  ho  di-jd,egi. 
(28)  Qur,dn  men  jo  dp  batdte  hain  aisl  ko,i  dyat  nahin  hai. 

(29)  Tumhdrd  yahdn  and  thd  aur  merd  ya)idn  se  chald-jdnd. 
(80)  Main  is  ko  nahin  pahchdntd  hun  magar  hdn  khiydl 

aid  hai  ki  is  ko  kahin  dekhd  hai. 

(81)  Shardb  kd  plnd  to  kahdn  tak,  main  ne  sharab  ki 
shakl  tak  nahin  dekhi. 

(82)  Mere  larke  ko  ddntnd  kydt  balki  turn  usko  mdr-sakte  l 
ho  (or  mar  bhi  sakte  ho,  or  mar  tak  sakte  ho). 

1  For  human  beings  mdrmi  usually  means  '  to  beat ',  and  not  '  to 
kill',  but  for  animals  with  or  without  ko  it  usually  means  '  to  kill', 
but  the  context  makes  the  meaning  clear  :  la  khatmal  ko  mdro 

obviously  could  not  mean  '  beat  this  bug ',  and  la  bilil  ko  mdro  (unless 
the  addressee  had  a  gun)  would  naturally  mean  '  beat  or  drive  away 

this  cat '.  In  Lard,l  men  main  ne  duahman  he  doafnar  mare  obviously 
the  meaning  is  '  killed  '. 

THE    END 
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(H.S.S.  =  'HINDUSTANI  STEPPING  STONW.') 

About,  to  be  about  to,  p.  19. 
Adh,  colloq.  for  ddhd,  H.S.S.,  4, 

g,  and  n.  3. 
Adjectives,  p.  8 ;   not  always  in 
agreement  with  noun,  H.S.S., 
15,  ;/,   and  27,  d;   pron.  adj., 
16,  c  ;    Ar.    adjs.    with   gen.  ; 
some  adjs.  and  advs.  =  preps.  ; 
bdt  ka  sachehd,  28,  i ;   adjs.  as 
advs.  ;  agreeing  with  a  cognate 
intin.  unuers. ,  31,  c. 

Admit,  admitted,  and  to,  p.  22. 
Adverbs  and  adverbial  phrases, 

p.  1 4 ;  adverbial  phrases ;  adjs. 
as  advs.  ;  exs.  ;  postpositions 
added  to,  H.S.S.,  31,  c. 

Affirmative  and  negative  sen- 
tences, omission  of  thd,  p.  111. 

Afraid,  to  be,  p.  7-">. 
Agar,  p.  14;  agar  and  jab  idio- 

matically omitted,  H.S.S., 
25,  m,  and  n.  3  (p.  137),  and 
29,  e. 

Agarchi,  p.  103 ;  correlatives  of, 

p.  104. 
Agency,  noun  of,  vide  Noun. 
Agent  case,  pp.  2,  111. 
Agree,  to,  idiom,  H.S.S.,  p.  171. 
Ahtcdl,  sing,  or  pi.,  H.S.S.,  10,  c 

(p.  49  and  n.  1). 
A  iWJ ,  l)efore  an  antecedent,  p.  12 ; 

aisd and  waisd contr.  for  yih -MI. 
etc.,  H.S.S.,  13,/;  aisd  and 
pron.  adjs.  and  in  terra.  ;  ai»ti 
for  awd  traw«,  16,  c. 

A-jdnd,  generally  =  to  come  un- 
expectedly, H.S.S.,  17,0  (p.  93 

_and  n.  1). 
Akhir  ko  and  bdre,  difference 

between,  p.  16. 
Albeit,  p.  103. 
Almost,  p.  18. 
Already,  expressed  by  chnkiui, 

vie  It: 

Also,  pp.  19-20 :  not  only — but 
also,  vide  Only. 

Although,  p.  103  ;  correlatives 
to,  p.  104 ;  though,  even  though, 
p.  lo.-J  ;  vide  Hokur  and  Ldkh. 

Amusing,  idiom,  H.S.8.,  Appen- 
dix B(p.  171). 

Ana,  compared  within/id,  p.  25  ; 

ji'iml  and  chalna,  idiomatic  use 
and  differences,  pp.  25-15  ;  in 
compounds,  H.S.S.,  11,  i. 

Antecedent  to  relative,  pp.  11-14; 
qualified  by  aisd,  p.  l_. 

Any  kind,  vide  However. 
Aorist,  for  imperf.,  pp.  13-14; 

aor.  or  pres.  subj. ,  pp.  39-45  ; 
as  finite  verb,  etc.,  and  in 

questions,  pp.  39-40 ;  as  subord. 
verb  and  for  past  time,  40-1  ; 
after  qabl  i*-ke,  etc.  ;  in  direct 
narration ;  after  conditional 

jab,  p.  41. Ap,  p.  9 :  honorific  ;  in  Delhi 
used  for  2nd  pers.  pi.,  H.S.S., 
14,  d. 

Apd,  H.S.S.,  12,  e. 

Apnd,  pp.  10-11 ;  use  of  apnd  and 
ace.,  H.S.S.,  12,  c;  omission  of 
apnd,  17,  g  (p.  92  and  n.  1). 

Apodosis,  usually  preceded  by  to, 
p.  95  ;  plu p.  in.  p.  101. 

Appendix,  idiomatic  exs.  :  Eng., 

pp.  114-16;  Hindu,  116-17. 
Apposition,  pp.  108  -  10  ;  con- 

densing and  ex.,  correct  and 
incorrect ;  repetition  in  a  sum- 

mary of  subj.  or  obj.  in  long 
sentences,  pp.  108-10 ;  nouns 
of  quantity  and  fractions  ;  a 
pi.  noun  and  proper  name ; 
ndm  or  mi  mi  ;  karkt  =  as, 

B110;  meaninglessappositivr, .S.S.,  24,  c,  and  apposition. 13, /. 
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As,  as  by  degrees,  p.  17 ;  vide 
Because. 

Asbdb,  sing.  m.  and  pi.  m.,  p.  1. 
Asyndetic  sentences,  pp.  104-5. 
Asyndeton,  p.  104,  n.  1. 
Atd,  sing.,  p.  1. 
At  last,  p.  16. 
Auqdt,  pi.  m.  and  sing,  f.,  p.  1. 
A  ur,  of  concomitance,  p.  14 ; 

aur  —  but,  p.  14  ;  ellipsis  of, 
p.  105;  as  pron.  adj.,  H.S.S., 
2,  b  ;  pleonastic  and  elliptical, 
16,  d  and  h  (p.  87  and  n.  3) ; 
expressing  contrast,  surprise, 
simultaneity,  and  idioms  with, 
20,  c. 

Auxiliary  of  present  tense  sup- 
pressed in  negative  sentences, 

_p.  38. 
Ayd  and  kyd,  position  of,  p.  108. 

Bachd-rahnd,    bache-rahnd,   bach- 
rahnd,  H.S.S.,  14,  a  (p.  72  and 
n.  1). 

Bachd-rakhnd,   to   save,    H.S.S., 
Appendix  B  (p.  178). 

Bachdndandbachnd,  videChhutnd. 
Badan,  unders.,  H.S.S.,   pp.  45 

and  n.  3,  51,  124  and  n.  2. 
Bahut,  followed  by  sing,   or  pi. 

noun,  H.S.S.,  2,  d. 
Baithe-Uthd,e,  adv. ,  H.  S.  S. ,  p.  130 

and  n.  2. 

Baithnd,    p.    26:    past  part,    of, 
p.  55  ;   in  compounds,  H.  S.  S. , 
11,0. 

Bajnd,  p.  26. 
Baj-lend,  no  ne,  p.  3. 
Baknd,  no  ne,  p.  2. 
Bald,  idiom  with,  vide  Terrible. 
Balki,  ki  as  substitute  for,  H.  S.  S. , 

26,  e  (7),  and  note  ;  enhansive 
and  not  exceptive  ;  always 

follows  a  neg.  ;  means  'instead 
of ',  30,  e  ;  vide  also  But. 

Ban-ana,  idiom  with  pres.  part, 
of  another  verb,  p.  75. 

Banana  and  bannd,  idiomatic 
meanings  of,  p.  26. 

Bar,  vide  Martaba. 
Bare  and  dkhir  ko,  difference 

between,  p.  16. 

Barely,  vide  Hardly. 
Bas,  az  bas  ki,  H.  S.  S.  ,  26,  a-c. 
Bat,    unders.   and   exs.  ,   H.S.S.  , 

pp.   71,  98  and  n.   1,   103  and 
n.  2,  147  and  n.  2. 

Batdnd,  vulg.  for  dikhdnd,  H.  S.  S.  , 

p.  120,  n.  1. 
Be  and  bin,  position  of   without 

ke,  H.S.S.,  p.  158  and  n.  1. 
Because,  vide  Chunki. 
Begin,  vide  Laynd. 
Besides,  vide  Except. 
Better  —  than,  vide  Rather  —  than. 
Bhar,  adj.,  H.S.S.,  7,/. 

Bhar-sak,  H.S.S.,  p.  76  and  note. 
Bhl,  pp.  19-20  ;  vide  Niz. Bhiile  se,  for  bhul  se,  H.  S.  S.  ,  2,  e. 
Bhulnd,  no  ne,  p.  2. 

Bin,  prep.  ,  vide  Be. 
Bolnd,  no  ne,  p.  2  ;  agreeing  with 

cognate  ace.  ,    p.  3  ;    vide  also Kahnd. 

But,   when  to   be   rendered    by 
balki,  H.S.S.,  pp.  28  and  n.  1, 
30  and  n.    2  ;   vide  also  Balki 
and  Rather. 

Cases  of  nouns,  p.  2. 
Causals,  require  se,  p.  7. 
Cent.,  per  cent.,  H.S.S.,  22,  e. 
Chdhe,  p.  15  ;  chdhe  —  chdhe  and 

kyd  —  kyd,  difference  between, 
p.  15  ;  chd.ho,  p.  15  ;  chdhe, 
khwdh,  and  Icaisdhl  ho  =  alterna- 

tives for  Tcyun  na-ho,  p.  114. 

Chdhiye,  chdhiyen,  and  chdhiye 
thd,  H.S.S.,  15,  b. 

Chdhnd,  ne  optional,  =  to  wish,  to 
love,  p.  27  ;  to  want,  differs 
from  mdngnd,  p.  32  ;  with  or 
without  ne,  H.S.S.,  10,  d  ; 
preceded  by  infin.  inflected  or 
otherwise,  e  ;  =  to  love  and  to like,  /. 

Chdho,  p.  15. 
Chald-jdnd  and  chale-jdnd,  p.  85. 
Chal-dend,  no  ne,  p.  3. 
Chalnd,  vide  And  ;  chaltd  hud, 

artful,  p.  74,  note;  idiom  of 
H.S.S.,  19,  b. 

Chaltd  hil,d  =  artful,  p.  74,  note. 
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Chane,  pi.,  p.  1. 
Charhnn.  with  j"ir  or  >, .  H.S.S., 

5,  e. 
Chhornd,  vide  Chhfitnn:  in  com- 

pounds, H.S.S.,  11,  k,  I ;  chhor- 
jiiitti,  vide  De-j 

Chhfitm't  and  bachnd,  idiomatic 
difference  between,  p.  -_'7. 

Cfti/fiiiiri,  no  ?ie,  p.  2. 
Chnknd,  used  only  in  simple 

sentence,  idiomatic  use  of, 
p.  27  ;  fut.  of,  for  Eng.  perf., 
p.  46  ;  idiom  of  prct.,  p.  58  ; 
signifies  already,  H.S.S.,  8,  fc. 

Chiiiiki,  kyiiiiki,  in  liye  In,  is  lodste 
In,  ki«  liye,  ki«  waste,  jo  ki,  az 
bos  ki,  hdl-dn-ki,  H.S.S.,  26,  a-e. 

C/it'ittt  hi  =  all  of  a  sudden, 
suddenly,  p.  71. 

Collocation,  pp.  105-7;  inversion 
and  emphasis,  p.  105;  exs., 
pp.  105-7  ;  incorrect  use  of 
ii-n/tnii,  p.  106  ;  position  of  ne, 
ko,  niz,  f>hi,  hi,  and  negatives 
and  interrogatives,  p.  107  ;  of 

hi  fin  n,  kyii,  or  I'tyii,  of  interro- 
gative with  demonst.  pron., 

p.  108. 
Concessional  clauses,  pp.  10.'!  4  ; allied  to  conditional  and  how 

introduced,  pp.  103-4  ;  use  of 
/idl-dii-ki  and  yri  ab  ;  even 
though,  exs.,  p.  104.  F«rfe  also 
Conditional  Sentences. 

Concord,  of  subj.  and  verb, 
H.S.S.,  27  (p.  147,  n.  4),  28, 
b-f;  subj.  and  pred.,  y  ;  noun 
and  numeral,  h. 

(a)  Conditional  Tense,  or  Past 

Conditional  (simple),  pp.  60--2  ; 
as  Perf.  Subj.  ;  used  after 
chdhiye  thd,  etc.  ;  aor.  may  be 

substituted,  p.  •'•<»  ;  plup.  of 
laynd  and  saknd  sometimes 

substituted,  pp.  til,  .">3  (7); 
plup.  substituted,  p.  59  (3)  ; 
is  indefinite,  but  generally 
refers  to  past  time,  and  used 
in  optative  and  conditional 
clauses,  pp.  95,  100-1  ;  often 
used  for  Conditional  Past,  1st 
Form,  p.  91. 

(/-)  Conditional  Past,  1st  Form, 
l>l>.  91-2;  refers  to  time  paat, 
present,  or  future ;  often  inter- 

changeable with  conditional 
tense  (simple),  p.  91  ;  ex«.  of, 

p.  92  ;  in  '  impossible '  con- ditions, p.  100 ;  not  always 

interchangeable  with  it>  --'n-l Form,  p.  101. 

(c)  Conditional  Pu*t,  '2nd  Form, 
or  Past  Perfect  Subjunctive, 
refers  to  past  time  only;  re- 

quires ne  ;  when  interchange- 
able with  simple  conditional 

(girtd),  p.  95;  in  'impossible' conditions,  p.  100. 
Conditions  and  Conditional  Sen- 

tences, pp.  95-105  ;  prostasis 
and  apodosis,  p.  95 ;  how 
classed;  'if  understood,  p.  96; 
'possible'  conditions,  pp.  96-7; 
condition  assumed  to  lie  realized, 

p.  96 ;  exs.  of  '  possible  '  con- 
ditions, pp.  '.'7  s  ;  prostasis 

alone  hypothetical  and  exs., 
I>1>.  98-100;  converted  into 

optatives,  pp.  100-1  ;  '  im- 
possible '  or  unrealized  con- 
ditions and  exs.,  pp.  100-3; 

[iliip.  in  apodosis,  p.  101  ; 

prostasis  suppi-f^sul  and  6X8., 
pp.  102-3;  allied  to  con- 

cessional, p.  103. 

Conjunctions,  etc..  p|>.  1">  'J4  ; 
ellipsis  of,  pp.  104-5. 

Conjunctive  Participle,  ride  Par- 
ticiples. 

Correlatives,  pp.    11,    16  IT 
and   '/;/<//•  omitted,   p.  96 ;    to 
'although', etc.,  [..  1<»:{:  H.S.S., 
16,  a-C,  27,  j  (3) : 
•_".',  l>,  uiid  p.  155,  ii 

Dak  se,  Eng.  idiom,  p.  6. 

pdlnd  and   (lend,  to  |xiur  ;   rare 
compounds  with,  pp.  27,  83. 

Damd    and    if'ir    />i>rnd,    p.    27 ; 
idiom  with,  after  a  pres.  jwrt., 

pp.  74  .'.. 

Deity,  sing.,  p.  1. 
De-jdnd     and     chhor-  jdnti,     '  to 

leave,'  H.S.S.,  p.  175  (75). 
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Dekhna  and  parhnd,  to  read, 

pp.  27-8. 
Dekho,  interj.,  pp.  27-8. 
Dekh-pdnd,  p.  33. 
Dekh-parnd,  vide  Parnd. 
Dend,  some  compounds  without 

ne,  p.  3  ;  pres.  and  imperf.  of, 
p.  53  ;  rare  compounds  with  in- 

flected past  part. ,  p.  83 :  significa- 
tion in  compounds,  H.  S.  S. ,  1 1 ,  c. 

Den,  vulg.  for  der,  H.S.S., 
p.  114  and  n.  1. 

Dhatd  batdnd,  p.  77  and  note. 
Die,  to,  vide  Mama. 
Dikfid,i  dend,  no  ne,  p.  2. 
Diqq,  dig,  subst.  and  adj.,  p.  28  ; 

diqq  It. ,  idiom  of,  p.  28. 
Dubious  tenses,  pp.  88,  90,  92,  96. 
Durdurdnd,  p.  77  and  note. 

Either,  p.  15  ;  vide  also  Yd. 
Ek,  def .  art. ,  or  emphatic,  p.  8  ; 

indef.  art.  and  also  =  '  about ', 
H.S.S.,  4,  e. 

Ellipsis,  Omission,  and  Insertion, 
pp.   110-12;     of  obj.,  p.  110; 
of   subj.,    p.    110  ;     of    subst. 
verb,  pp.  53,  111,  and  H.S.S., 
9,  d,  and  15,  d  ;  of  n  of  pi.  subst. 
verb,  p.  112  ;   of  ne,  ko,  and  se, 
pp.  3-7 ;  of  demons,  pron.,  p.  10 ; 
of  poss.   pron.,  pp.   10-11  ;   of 
conjunctions,  of  aur,  pp.  103-5. 

Emphasis,  vide  Collocation. 
Enough,  p.  8. 
Epithet,  fresh,  in    repetition    of 

grief,  p.  2. 
Euphemisms,  H.S.S.,pp.  168-70, 

and  p.  179,  'son.' 
Even  though,  p.  103,  and  H.S.S., 

25,  f. ;    vide  also   bhl  and  talc, 
H.S.S.,  29,  b,  and  30,  d. 

Ever  and  never,  p.  16. 
Everywhere,  H.S.S.,  p.  87,  n.  1. 
Except  and  besides,  H.  S.  S. ,  30,  b. 
Eye,    catch   the   eye    of,    idiom, 

H.S.S.,  p.  26. 

Farmdnd,  use  of,  H.S.S.,  22,  a(2). 
Fractions,  in  apposition,  p.  109  ; 
when  not  repeated  with  numeral, 
H.S.S.,  p.  127  and  n.  2. 

Future  Tense  (simple),  pp.  45-8  ; 
indicates  def.  fut.  ;  used  after 

verbs  of  hoping,  fearing,  cer- 
tainty, etc.,  p.  45 ;  in  conditions, 

pp.  45-6  ;  after  yoyd  ;  fut.  of 
chuknd  ;  lagnd,  with  an  infin. 
for  fut.  ;  of  hond  for  past  time, 
p.  46  ;  for  Eng.  fut.  perf., 

pp.  46,  93-4  ;  in  commands, 
pp.  46-7  ;  substitute  of  aor., 
p.  47 ;  substitute  of  pret. ,  p.  58  ; 
future  of  immediate  intention, 

p.  37. 
Future  Imperfect,  vide  Present 

Dubious,  2nd  Form,  p.  90. 
Future  Perfect,  vide  Past  Dubious, 

2nd  Form  ;  of  hond,  and  Eng. 
fut.  perf.,  rendered  by  simple 

fut.,  pp.  46,  93-4. 

Gdnd,  is  intrans.,  admits  of 
cognate  object,  p.  66. 

Odrnd,  past  part,  of,  p.  55. 
Gehfm,  pi.,  p.  1. 
Gender,  masc.  more  worthy  than 

fern.,  H.S.S.,  10,  j,  28,  b. 

Genitive,  pp.  3-4  ;  idiomatically 
not  inflected,  ex.,  H.S.S.,  26,  e 
(13),  and  n.  5  ;  after  someadjs., 

28,  i;  vide  also  'make',  p.  175; 
of  prons.,  vide  Pronoun. 

Gha^ab,  idiom  of,  vide  Terrible. 

Go,  go-ki,  p.  103  ;  correlative  of, 

p.  103. Gradually,  p.  71  ;  hote  hote,  p.  72. 
Grierson,  Dr.,  p.  50,  and  Intro- 

duction. 

Gum-jdnd,  p.  94  and  n.  1  ;  for 
gum  vide  Pasand. 

Hai  and  hotd  hai,  difference  be- 
tween, H.  S.S.,  1,  g  ;  vide  also 

Hotd  hai. 

Hdjat  =  prison,  H.S.S. ,  p.  81, 
n.  1. 

Hdl-dn-ki,  adversative  or  con- 
cessional, p.  103,  n.  4  ;  when 

used,  p.  103  ;  H.S.S.,  26,  d. 
Half,  'half  apiece, 'idiom,  H.S.S., 

p.  127  and  n.  2. 
Ham,  always  masc.,  pp.  8-9  ;  in 

speaking,  p.  9. 
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Han«-deiH~t,  ]<.  .'i 
Harchand,  p.  103  •  correlative  of, 

p.  103. 
Hardly,    p.    1^:    hanllv,    l>ar.l\. 

not  quite,  H.S.S.,  25,  i. 

//!/;•««,  ne  optional,  )>.  .'<. 
Hi'ith  (*e)  and  hathon  («»•)»  **  better 

omitted,  p.  '2. 
Have,  to,  various  ways  of  ex  pi  ••-- 

ing,  p.  114;  H.S.S.,  10,  h. 
Hawass,  Ar.  pi.  and  Ur.  sing.  ,  p.  8. 
Hazar  =  although,  vide  Ltikli. 
Hazir  and  maty  fid,  difference  be- 

tween, H.S.S.,  4,/. 

Hi,  pp.  2O  -1  :    denoting   simul- 
taneity,   p.    70  ;    omission  of  ; 

with    fut.  =  gradually  ;    chfith 

A/",  idiom,  p.  71  ;    enclitic  and 
emphatic  hi,  H.S.S.,  25,  I,  m  ; 
jnfi/ii  and  tabhi,  p.  157  and  n.  3. 

Hie  !  p.  28. 
Hogd,  vide  Chdhiye. 
Ho-jdnn,  vi«lf  /fond. 
Hokar,    although,    pp.  29,    69  ; 

idioms  with,  p.  69. 
Ho-lend,  no  ne,  p.  3. 
Hond  and  ho-jdnd,  difference  be- 

tween,   p.    28  ;    fut.    and   fut. 
perf.    of    hond,    pp.    29,    46  ; 
fut.  of,  for  past  time,  p.  46  ; 
past  part,    of,    p.  55  ;    hokar, 

'  although,'  and   idioms  with, 
p.  69  ;    hotd,    idioms,    p.   75  ; 
1st  pers.   sing,  aor.,  identical 
with  subst.  verb,  p.  89  ;   hota, 
conditional,  for  thd,  p.  101. 

Hotd,   idiom,  p.  75  ;  conditional, 
for  thd,  p.  101. 

Hutu  hai  and  hat,  difference  be- 
tween, vide  hai,  H.S.S.,  1,  g. 

JJote,  p.  29  ;  hote  hole,  '  gradually,' 
P.  72. 

How,  no  matin  liow,  p.  19. 
However,  whatever,  and  any  kind, 

and  difficult  idioms,  p.  1  13. 
H  ii.ii.    /in.',    omi.s-ion    of,     with 

parts.,  vide  Part  in  | 
i.  forms  of,  p.  89. 

Idioms  for  however,  whatever, 
any  kind,  p.  113  ;  for  time, 
p.  114.  Vide  Appendix. 

If,  p.  14  ;  idiomatically  omitted, 
p.  96  ;  when  not  to  be  rendered 
by  ayar,  H.S.S.,  26,  d  (4 n.  2. 

Imperatives,  respectful,  polite, 
precative,  future,  pp.  48  -  9 ; 
lor  2nd  pers.  pi.  Aor.  or  Fut.  ; 
used  impersonally  ;  expressed 
by  3rd  pers.  pi.  aor.,  p.  49  ; 
Inf.  for  Imju-r. ,  pp.  51,  85, 
Remark. 

Imperfect  Tense,  pp.  51  -  3  ; 
denotes  frequency,  duration, 
continuation,  p.  51 ;  progressive 
action,  p.  52 ;  denotes  habit, 
commencement  or  intention, 
\sish,  p.  50  ;  emphatic  refusal, 
pp.  52-3  ;  omission  of  thd,  etc. , 
in  ;  imperf.  of  dend  ;  of  verb 
compounded  with  saJmd,  p.  53 ; 
imperf.  in  indirect  becoming 

'  pres.  in  direct  narration,  p.  53 ; 
for  Present  Dubious,  p.  89 ; 

for  Aor.,  pp.  13-14  ;  incorrect 
colloquial  use  of,  p.  90  and 
n.  3. 

In,  inasmuch  as,  H.S.S.,  26,  c. 
Indefinite  tense,  pp.  60,95,  100  1. 

Infinitive,  pp.  50-1  ;  derivation; 
as  a  fut.  pass.  part. ;  asaverbal 
noun,  p.  50  ;  as  a  Fut.  Imper. , 
pp.  51,  85;  Puss.  Inf..  p.  51; 
for  Past  Part.,  pp.  77-8;  Inf. 
for  Imper.  is  pi.,  p.  85 ;  as  a 
Fut.  Imper.,  H.S.S.,  10,  k, 
n.  1,  15,  c,  27, /;  inflected  with 
led,  15,  d  ;  as  verb  and  subst., 
27,  a-e  ;  trans,  used  for  int  runs. 
<>r  |  :{),  18,  c  ;  agree- 

ment with  noun,  b  ;  with  ko 
=  noun  of  agency,  g ;  idioms 
with,  used  for  Aor.  and  noun 
of  agency,  h  (and  g)  ;  inflected 
before  verbs  of  motion,  etc. .  i ; 
logical  subject  of,  /  (p.  147  and n.  3). 

Insertion,  ri<l>  Kllij>siB. 
Instead,  instead  of,  and  but,  vide 

Batki. 
Intensives,  ride  Verbs. 
Intention,  immediate,  how  ex- 

pressed, pp.  .T 
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Interrogatives,  pp.  107-8  ;  begin 
with  k  ;  not  first  in  sentence  ; 
exceptions ;  on  kyd  or  aya ; 
with  demons,  pron.  as  substi- 

tute for  rel.,  p.  108  ;  indirect 
questions,  p.  108;  H.S.S.,  3, 
a-h  ;  as  subj.  and  obj.  in  same 
sentence,  vide  pron.  rel.  ;  vide 
also  Questions. 

Inversion,  vide  Collocation. 

Jab,  with  Aor.,  p.  41 ;  with  Pres. 
Indie. ,  p.  42 ;  Pret.  with  jis- 
waqt,  but  not  with  jab ;  as 
Condit.  particle,  p.  97  and  n.  3  ; 
jab  and  agar  idiomatically 
omitted,  H.S.S.,  25,  m,  and 
n.  3  ;  ki  and  not  jab,  28,  j, 
and  n.  1,  29,  e  ;  jab  for  tab 
and  jab  jdlcar,  29,  d,  5,  f,  n.  2 
(p.  27)  ;  jabhl  =  therefore, 
p.  157  ;  jab  (and  jab  tak)  not 
followed  by  a  past  tense,  31, 
b ;  jab  with  se,  31  c  (4),  and 
n.  3  ;  jab  jab  =  jab  kabhl, 
p.  128,  n.  1  ;  vide  also  When ; 
jab  se  =  since,  vide  Since. 

Jab  tak,  p.  16  ;  not  followed  by 
a  past  tense,  H.S.S.,  31,  6; 
with  neg.  verb,  18,  b. 

Jahdn  =  when,  p.  15  ;  n,  nasal 
or  otherwise,  p.  15. 

Jaisejaise,  p.  17. 
Jdnd,  vide  And  :  idioms  of  past 

part.,  p.  79  ;  jdnd  and  rahna, 
in  compounds,  11,  h,  12,  b. 

Jan  -  jdnd  and  jdn  -  lend,  vide 
Jdnnd. 

Jdnnd,  ne  optional,  p.  3 ;  jdnnd 
and  samajhnd,  difference  be- 

tween; Conj.  Part. ;  jdniye,  etc. , 
jdn-jdnd  and  jdn-lend,  p.  29. 

Jdtd-rahnd,  H.S.S.,  12,  b  (2). 
Jau,  pi.,  p.  1. 
Jis-waqt,  Pret.  after  it,  but  not 

after  jab,  p.  96. 
Jitnd,  ne  optional,  p.  3. 
Jo-ki,  vide  Chilnki. 
Jo  jo,  p.  17. 
Jon  j  on  orjyonjyon,  p.  17. 
Jorl  =  two  of  the  same  sex, 

H.S.S.,  10,  c,  andn.  4. 

Jump,  to,  verb  for,  H.S.S.,  p.  108, nn.  2,  3. 

Just  =  to,  p.  22. 

Kab,  vide  Kahdn. 
Kabhl,  p.  16. 
Kahd  =  kyd,  H.S.S.,  3,    h,    and n.  1. 

Kahdn  =  not,  p.  15  ;  position  in 
sentence  and  exceptions,  p.  108; 
stress  on  kahdn  and  kab  alters 
meaning,  H.S.S.,  3  (p.  16  and 
n.  3)  ;  kahdn  of  contrast,  18, 
d ;  used  in  direct  and  indirect 
questions,  3,  c. 

Kahln,  p.  10  =  'I  fear  lest '  and 
'never',  p.  15;  for  ko,l,  H.S.S., 
4  (p.  23  and  note). 

Kahnd,  with  se  or  ko ;  how  differs 
from  bolnd ;  kahiye,  p.  29  ;  yd 
nahln  or  ki  nahln  omitted  after, 
p.  108  ;  kahnd  and  bolnd, 
difference  between,  H.S.S.,  5, 
a-c  ;  vulgar  use  of  bolnd,  d  ; 
compounds  of,  and  bolnd  with 
se  or  ko,  12,  d. 

Kaisd  hi,  kaisd  hi  ho,  kitnd  hi,  and 
kuchh  hi,  p.  114. 

Karke,  idiomatic  use  of,  pp.  68-9 ; 
=  'as',  p.  110. 

Karnd,  with  and  without  ne,  p.  3  ; 
=  to  place,  send,  call,  etc., 
pp.  29-30;  karke,  idiomatic 
uses  of,  pp.  68-9 ;  compared 
with  rakhnd,  p.  34  ;  for  habit 
and  for  continued  action ;  with- 

out ne  ;  wuh  kiyd  kiyd  not idiom,  10,  g. 

Kdsh,  kdshke,  pp.  95,  98,  101. 
Kaun  and  kyd,  difference  be- 

tween ;  used  in  both  direct 
and  indirect  questions  ;  kyd  = 
balki ;  kaun  with  sd  uninflected ; 
kyd  indicates  surprise  and  Icyun 
merely  queries,  H.S.S.,  3  ; 
kaun  as  a  rel.  pron.,  26,  e  (1), n.  1. 

Ke  sdth  and  se,  p.  6. 
Khub-jdnd,  lit.  and  met.,  H.S.S., 

p.  93,  n.  2. 
Khush-bu,  formerly  adj.,  H.S.S., 

p.  73  and  n.  1. 
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.  p.  15  ;  and  chdhe,  and 
kai«tl  hi  ho,  alternative's  for, 
p.  Ill  ;  '-ill,  also  ) 

Ki,  p.    14;  »  if,   p.   14  ;  ki  and 
'('/"/•,  p.  '.t.S  and  note  ;  =  when 
suddenly,  H.S.S.,  28,  j,  and 
n.  1.  Vide  also  Chfmki. 

Kind,  any  kind,  ride  However. 
Kindly,  idiom  for,  p.  49. 

Kitin't  hi,  /'••'  •-.,  p.  113. 
/To,  4-6  ;  omission  of,  after  cog- 

nate ace. ,  p.  5  ;  ko  and  se  after 

k'tfiiiii  niu\  jii'ifhhiiti,  pp.  29,  34  ; 
use  and  omission,  H.S.  - 
b-i ;  destroys  concord,  27, 
a,  rf  ;  with  Infiii.  =  noun  of 
agency,  g  ;  two  ko  not  in  same 
clause,  29,  g  (p.  155,  n.  1). 

Ko,i,  p.  10;  and  km-hh,  IW<_MM 
with  k.  but  not  interr.,  p.  1"7  : 
when  not  inflected  ;  pi.  kn,i. 
always  followed  by  a  noun  ; 

ba'ze  substituted  for  pi.  ;  ko,i 
for  indef.  art.  ;  followed  by 
sing,  and  exception,  H.S.S., 
4,  b;  pi.  of,  p.  22,  n.  1  ;  for 

kahin,  p.  23  and  n.  1  ;  /.-• 
=  '  any  you  like  ',  13,  d. 

Kuchh  and  /to,?,  begin  with  k. 

but  not  interr.,  p.  107  ;  km-hh 
hi,  etc.,  p.  113;  before  persons 
and  as  adv.,  H.S.S.,  4,  c. 

Kyd,  p.  15  ;  kyd — kyd,  p.  15  ;  kyd 
and  dyd,    position  of,    p.   108; 
stress     on,     alters     meaning, 
H.S.S.,  p.    17  and  n.  1  : 
also  Knini  and  Knhil. 

Kyitit,  for  kyii,  vide  Kmiu. 
Kyfmki,  vide  Chfmki. 

Lagiul  and  «A«rw'  k.,  difference 
between,  pp.  30-1  ;  =  '  to 
make  ready  for '  and  '  to 
undertake  '  ;  supplies  place  of 
Aor.  or  Fut.,  p.  31  ;  =  to  co- 

habit, p.  32 ;  alter  an  Infin.  = 
Subj. ,  p.  43 ;  with  Inf.  for  Fut. , 
p.  46  ;  Plup.  for  Cond.,  p.  61. 

Lakh  =  although,  H.S.S.,  p.  138 
and  n.  5. 

Land,  no ne,  p.  2  ;  compared  with 
rakhnd,  pp.  34-5. 

Larna,  agreeing  with  cognate 

ace.,  I-.  .;. Last,  at  last,  p.  16. 
Lautnd,  lot  mi,  and  /Mud,  p.  33. 
Learn,  to,  vide  Parhnd. 
Le-de-ke  =  all,  H.S.S.,  p.  166  and 

n.  1. 

Lend,  some  compounds  of,  with- 
out ne,  p.  3 ;  significations, 

p.  32 ;  compounded  with  parts., 

pp.  H-J  .'{. 

Less,  th«>  less.  1 1.  17  ;  how  much 
the  less,  pp.  17-18  ;  how  much 
the  less  and  much  less,  etc., 
H.S.S.,  25,  d-y. 

Lest,  kahiii  for  lest,  pp.  15-16  ; 
lest  and  ki,  H.  S.  S. ,  26,  e  (8),  and 
note. 

Let  alone,  p.  18. 
Liye,  i«  liye  ki,  ki*  liye  ki,  vide 

Chiinki. 

Log,  requires  ko,  pp.  1-2. 
Look  here  !  p.  I 

Lojnd,  p.  33. Liiina,  p.  33. 

Make,  to,  '  two  miles  make  one 
fcw.'H.S.S.,  P-  175(82). 

Ma'titm  dtnd,  no  ne,  p.  3. 
M&nd  ki,  concessional,  p.  103  and 

n.  5  ;  correlative  of,  p.  103. 
JUdngnd,  differs  from  chdhmi, 

p.  32;  mdnyd  hii,ti,  'borrowed,' 
not  idiom,  p.  77  and  n.  3. 

Ma'ni,  etc.,  pi.  masc.,  H.S.S., 
p.  156,  n.  1. 

Mara,  mu,d,  pp.  33,  77. 
Mard-parnd,  p.  87. 
Mama,  past  parts.,  p.  33  ; 

marne-wdla  =  '  late  ',  p 
7?i«,(7,  p.  77  ;  how  used,  H.S.S., 
p.  17"i  .-iiid  n.  -2  ;  marne-icdld  = 
'  late  '  and  '  dying ',  29,  g,  and 
n.  3. 

Mania  and  mard-jdnd,  H.S.S., 
6,  t,  II,  f,  and  note. 

Marne-wdla  =  late,  p.  7'2  ;  ride 
also  Marnd. 

Martaba  and  bar,  masc.  or  fern. , 
H.S.S.,  22, /,  and  n.  3. 

Mat,  pp.  22-3  ;  vulg.  for  mabddd 
or  ki,  H.  S.  S. ,  26,  e  (8),  and  note. 
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Maujud  and  hdzir,  vide  Hdzir. 
Men,  pp.  4,   6,  7  ;   men  lea  and 

men  se,  p.  7  ;  peculiar  use  of 
men  and  se,  H.S.S.,  19,  d. 

Milana  and  milnd,  with  &o  and  se, 
p.  33  ;  vide  also  Milnd. 

Milnd,  mistaken  for  passive,  p.  65 ; 
vide  also  Milana  :   with  se  and 
fco,  H.S.S.,  13,  h. 

Miydn,  vide  Sahib. 
Molnd,  used  in  Calcutta,  H.  S.  S. , 

p.  35  and  n.  1. 
More,  the  more,  and  how  much 

the  more,   p.   17  ;   the   more — 
the   less,    and   how   much  the 
more,  H.S.S.,  25,  d,  e. 

Mu,d,  vide  Marnd. 
Much  the  more,  much  the  less, 

vide  More,  Less,  and  Bahwt. 
Mushdbahat,  p.  6. 
Mushdbih,  p.  6. 
Muskurd-dend,  no  ne,  p.  3. 

N,  letter,  pp.  1,5;  omission  and 
insertion  in  pi.  verb,  p.  112. 

Na,  pp.  23-4  ;  with  compound 
verbs,  p.  24  ;  vulg.  for  '  no ', 
H.S.S.,  p.  26  and  n.  1;  in  ques- 

tions indicates  surprise,  20,  b. 
Nahln  to  and  otherwise,  p.  16  ; 

nahin  and  na  with  compound 
verbs,  p.  24  ;  position  with 
saknd,  H.S.S.,  8,  c. 

Nam  or  ndml,  in  apposition, 
p.  110;  H.S.S.,  31, /(2). 

Name,  vide  Noun. 
Narration,  direct  or  indirect,  may 

follow  Hist.  Pres. ,  p.  37  ;  direct, 
p.  107  ;  general  ;  of  stories, 
p.  113  ;  direct  or  indirect  after 
certain  verbs,  H.S.S.,  17,  b-d  ; 
example,  g. 

Ne,  use  and  omission  before 
certain  verbs,  pp.  2-3  ;  position 
with  several  subjects  and  in 
apposition,  p.  3. 

Nearly,  p.  18  ;  how  expressed, 
H.S.S.,  14,  e. 

Negatives,  pp.  16,  22-4 ;  kahdn, 
not,  p.  15  ;  nahin  or  na,  H.  S.S., 
15,  b  ;  na  repeated,  and  re- 

dundant aur,  16,  d. 

Neither— nor,  pp.  23-4  ;  H.S.S., 
16,  d ;  p.  88,  n.  2. 

Never,  kahln,  p.  15  ;  never  and 
ever,  p.  16. 

Niz  and  bhi,  position  and  use, 
p.  19;  H.S.S.,  29,  b. 

No  matter  how,  H.S.S.,  25,  b; 
vide  also  Not. 

No  matter  how,  p.  19. 
No  sooner  than,  pp.  19,  70. 
Nominative,  p.  2;  nominative  ab- 

solute, pp.  11-12,  H.S.S.,  31,  e. 
Not,  expressed  by  kahdn,  p.  15. 
Nothing,  to  say  nothing  of,  idiom, 

p.  18. Notwithstanding,  pp.  7,  104. 
Noun,  cases  of  nouns,  p.  2  ;  nouns 

of  quantity  in  apposition,  p.  110 ; 
pi.  noun  in  apposition  to  proper 
name,  p.  110  ;  noun  of  agency, 
vide  Wdld  ;  sing,  or  pi.  after 
bahut,  H.S.S.,  2,  d  ;  second 
only  of  two  nouns  inflected,  2,  e 
(p.  12),  31,  d ;  gender  of  com- 

pound nouns  and  exception, 
10,  j,  18,  e,  n.  2 ;  number 
after  numeral,  15,  /,  28,  h  ; 
prop,  name  substituted  for 
ambiguous  pron.,  17,  e  ;  two 
nouns  coupled  by  aur  =  Eng. 
subst.  and  adj.,  24,  d  ;  class 
noun,  masc.  or  fern. ,  29,  f,  and 
n.  2 ;  nouns  of  number,  measure, 
etc.,  in  apposition,  31, /. 

Numerals,  p.  8;  as  summary  of  sub- 
jects, p.  112  ;  followed  by  sing, 

or  pj.  noun,  H.S.S.,  28,  g-h. 
Niin-i  ghunna,  pp.  1,  5. 

Object  and  subject,  repetition  or 
summary  of,  p.  109  ;  obj.  and 
subj.  to  be  stated  but  once,  vide 
Ellipsis,  pp.  110-12;  interr.  and 
rel.  as  subj.  and  obj.  in  same 
sentence,  H.S.S.,  27,  j  (1),  (2)  ; 
vide  also  Subject  and  Relative. 

Of  and  In,  H.S.S.,  26,  e  (10). 
Offer,  to,  express  by  dend,  p.  53. 
Omission,  of  thd  of  the  imperf. , 

p.  53  ;  vide  Ellipsis  ;  of  kar  of 
conj.  part.,  H.S.S.,  p.  130  and 
n.  1,  p.  131,  n.  2. 
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Only,  not  only — but  also,  H.S.S., 

<  Opposite,  ti'imiif  and  dmne  sdmtie, 
H.S.S..  ,,.  i:i-_'.  „.  1. 

()|>tntivi-  Trust-,  |.|>.  !».->,  (>0  ; 
1'u-t  Opt.,  how  rendered,  p.  101 
(1-2)  ;  optative  clauses,  intro- 

duced by  ku*/i.  p.  !>5;  exs.  of, 
p.  !>S ;  can  be  converted  into 
conditions,  pp.  100-1  ;  tenses 
used  in  optative  clauses,  95  (2), 
101  (12),  (13). 

( >r.  p.  1  :> :  ki  =  or,  H.  S.  S. ,  26,  e  (5). 
Onlt-r  nt  words,  fide  Collocation. 
Otherwise,  p.  16. 

PakrdJ  (lend,  no  ne,  p.  3. 
PdiM,  with  and  without  nt,  p.  3 ; 

dekh-pdnd  and  »un-pdnd,  p.  33. 
Par,  p.  7. 
Pard-rakhnd,  an  exception,  p.  87. 
J'tii-liiiiui,  with  se  or  ko,  H.S.S., 

21,  d. 
Parhnd,  vide  Dekhnd ;  parhnd 

or  fiikhnd,  to  learn,  study, 
H.S.S.,  p.  Ill  and  n.  1. 

1'nr-jdnd,  vide  Parnd. 
Parnd,  in  compounds,  p.  33  ; 

parnd  and  par-jdnd,  substitutes 
for  Aowz  and  ho-jdnd,  pp.  33-4  ; 
idiomatic  use  of  pert. ,  p.  34  ; 
past  part.,  p.  55  ;  signification 
in  compounds,  H.  S.  S. ,  11,  d  ; 
used  met.  and  exceptions,  m 
and  nn.  3,  4  ;  idioms  with,  13, 
»  ;  paregd,  hogd,  and  chdhiye, 
with  dat.,  15,  6. 

Participles :  Conj.  Part. ,  pp.  63-9 ; 
rule  for  use  and  exception, 
pp.  63-4  ;  not  used  before 
subst.  verb ;  use  in  negative 
clauses,  p.  64  ;  pass,  not  used, 
pp.  64-5 ;  with  neut.  finite  verb ; 
with  milnd  ;  how  repeated, 
p.  65  ;  is  temporal,  logical,  or 
adverbial,  pp.  65-6  ;  mis- 
related  part.,  pp.  66-7  ;  may 
refer  to  direct  object,  67  ; 
ambiguous  and  difficult  usages, 
p.  68 ;  idiomatic  karke,  pp.  68-9 ; 
idiomatic  hokar,  p.  69  ;  com- 

pared with  Post  Part. ,  pp.  78-9  ; 

Conj.  Part.,  kar  not  repeated, 
1 1.  vS.,  24,  e  (pp.  130,  n.  1, 
131,  n.  2) ;  barhkar  and  khdff- 
/.•'</-.  advs.,  9,  c. 

Present  Part.,  pp.  69-77  ; 
used  as  subst.,  adj.,  etc., 
p.  70;  adverbial  part,  with 
M,  pp.  70-1  ;  as  quul.  adj., 
]>.  71  :  —  noun  of  agency, 
pp.  71-2  ;  as  adv.  ;  expressing 
state  of  subj.  or  obj.  ;  repeated 
and  inflected  ;  with  cognate 

verb,  p.  ~cl  ;  inflected  or  not inflected,  with  or  without 
/in. 'i.  lm,e,  when  ambiguous, 

pp.  73-4 ;  idiom  with  tlarnd, 
p.  74 ;  with  sharm  and  and 
i/>ir  1'Kjini,  idioms,  p.  75;  idioms 
and  examples,  pp.  75-7  ;  verbs 
compounded  with  a  present 

part.,  pp.  84-6,  88 ;  present 
part,  of  rattntl,  H.S.S.,  14,  b. 

Past  Part,  and  Perfect  Tense 

of  certain  verbs,  pp.  55-6  ;  as 
subst.  ;  adj.  ;  with  preps.  ;  for 

Inf.,  pp.  77-8  ;  constr.  abso- 
lutely, p.  78  ;  compared  with 

Conj.  Part.,  pp.  7s  9  ;  of  act. 
trans.  vcil>~.  u«.-.|  pusMvt'ly  ; 
inflected  and  uninflected, 

pp.  79  -  80  ;  idioms,  p.  79  ; 
examples,  80  -  2  ;  mdrd-parnd 
and  pard-rakhnd,  exceptions, 
p.  87 ;  with  idea  of  continuance, 
uninflected  and  without  /<//.</, 
p.  87  ;  with  some  compounds 
Iti'i.'i  may  be  added,  pp.  87-8  ; 
verbs  compounded  with  a  past 

part.,  pp.  82-8. /•'«/.  I'urt.,  expressed  by  noun 
of  agency,  H.S.S.,  29,  a. 

Particles,  p.  14. 
Pd«,  of  motion  towards  living 

things,  H.S.S.,  10,  i. 

/'<)-•//,</.      rontr.        ot'       j*i*.i:i<t;<l>i. 

H.S.S.,  23,  /.. 
Past  Tense,  vide  Preterite ;  Past 

Conditional,  vide  Conditional  ; 
Past  Dubious,  1st  Form,  pp.  92-3; 

when  interchangeable  with  'Jml 
Form,  p.  92  ;  used  only  in 
dependent  clauses;  examples 
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p.  93 ;  Past  Dubious,  2nd  Form, 
pp.  93-5 ;  used  either  in  subord. 
or  prin.  clause  ;  when  substi- 

tuted for  1st  Form  ;  indicates 

doubt,  p.  93 ;  examples,  pp.  94-5; 
Past  Perfect,  Subjunctive,  vide 
Conditional  Past,  2nd  Form, 
p.  95 ;  Past  Perfect,  Con- 

tinuous, Subjunctive,  vide  Con- 
ditional Past,  1st  Form,  p.  91. 

Perfect  Tense,  pp.  54-6  ;  is  Indef. ; 
sometimes  Perf.  and  Pret.  inter- 

changeable; expresses  past  time 
with  effects  continuing  ;  for  an 
action  just  completed,  p.  54  ;  in 
questions  indicates  certainty 
and  astonishment ;  substituted 

for  Eng.  Pert'.,  p.  55  ;  Perf.  or Past  Part,  of  certain  verbs  and 

of  trans,  verbs,  pp.  55-6 ;  in 
quoting  author,  56  ;  compared 
with  Pret.  and  PI  up.,  p.  59. 

Persons,  1st  pers.  more  worthy 
than  2nd,  etc.,  H.S.S.,  14,  c; 
vide  also  Pronouns. 

Pluperfect  Tense,  pp.  59-60; 
anterior  to  Pret.  and  Perf., 
stated  or  implied  ;  compared 
with  Pref.  and  Pret.  ;  for  Past 
Cond.  ;  indicates  distant  time, 

p.  59  ;  exs. ,  pp.  56-60. 
Plural  or  singular  after  numerals, 

p.  8. Postposition,  two  after  one  subst., 
H.  S.  S. ,  30,  c  ;  talc  not  always 
a  post. ,  d  ;  post,  added  to  adv. , 
31,  c  (4). 

Potential,  Present  Potential,  vide 
Present  Dubious,  p.  88  ;  Past 
Potential,  vide  Past  Dubious, 
1st  Form,  p.  92. 

Pour  to,  vide  Ddlnd. 
Precative  clauses,  vide  Optative. 
Predicate,  H.S.S.,  28,  g. 
Prepositions  originally  nouns, 

p.  62. 
Present  Tense,  significations  of, 

pp.  36-9  ;  quoting  an  author 
Pres.  or  Perf.  used ;  auxil. , 
when  suppressed,  and  n  of 
pi.,  p.  38  ;  Pres.  Indie,  and 
Aor.  in  sayings,  p.  39 ;  after 

jab,  p.  42  ;  for  Eng.  Perf., 
p.  55 ;  Pres.  Tense  or  Past 
Part,  of  sona,  p.  56 :  Present 
Subjunctive,  vide  Aorist :  Present 
Dubious,  1st  Form,  pp.  88-90  ; 
used  only  in  dep.  clauses,  p.  88  ; 
for  Aor.  and  for  Fut.  Imperf. 
or  2nd  Pres.  Dub.  ;  refers  to 
time,  past,  pres. ,  or  f ut.  ;  after 
indef.  antecedents,  p.  89  ;  exs. , 

pp.  89-90 :  Present  Dubious, 
2nd  Farm,  pp.  90-1  :  can  be 
used  in  prin.  clause,  p.  90  ;  for 
time  past,  pres.,  or  fut.  ;  can 
take  place  of  Imperf.  Indie.  ; 
ex.,  p.  91. 

Preterite  Tense,  pp.  56-8 ;  is 
definite  ;  in  a  series  of  events 
and  for  Eng.  Plup.,  p.  56  ;  an 
act  just  completed  ;  indicates 
doubt  or  ignorance,  pp.  56-7 ;  in 
fut.  conditions  ;  for  Aor. ,  p.  57  ; 

in  simultaneity,  pp.  57-8  ;  for 
immediate  fut.  ;  of  chuknd  ; 
substituted  for  Perf.  ;  for 
habitual  present ;  idioms,  p.  58 ; 
compared  with  Perf.  and  Plup. , 
p.  59 ;  in  conditions,  p.  96  ; 
used  after  jis  waqt,  but  not 
after  jab,  p.  96  ;  used  after 
ba'd  us-ke,  p.  41. 

Progressive  action,  vide  Hahnd. 
Pronoun,  pp.  8-14  :  personal, 

pp.  8-10:  indefinite,  possessive, 
p.  10:  demons.,  pp.  10,  12; 
omission  of,  vide  Ellipsis, 

pp.  110-12:  for  relative  pro- 
nouns, vide  "Relative :  use  of tnerd,  hamdrd,  etc. ,  in  Lucknow 

andDelhi,H.S.S.,l,y,andn.2; 
for  other  poss.  pron. ,  vide  Apnd : 
demons,  and  pers. ,  pi.  of,  3,  g ; 
aisd  and  waisd,  contracs.,  13,/; 
true  genitives  of  pers.  prons. , 
13,  g ;  pron.  and  prop,  name, 
17,  e ;  omitted,  19,  b  •  rel.  pron. 
as  subj.  and  obj.  in  same 
sentence  ;  place  supplied  by 
rel.  adv. ,  27,  j  (1),  (3)  ;  vide  also 
Kaun  and  Ki,  26,  d,  and  n.  1, 27, 

j  (2) ;  interrogatives,  vide  Inter- rogatives,  and  26,  d,  n.  1,  27,  j. 
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Prosta.sis  or  if-cluuse,  introdurt  d 
•  >,  ayar,  or  jab,  p.  95  ;    tint 

far  Arid  in,  p.  mi  ;  suppressed, 
p.  102. 

Pnchhiui,   with  ko  and  at,  p.  .'{4  ; 
i/'t   it'i/iiu  or  iti  omitted 

P.  108. 
Pitkdritil,    with  and   without    ne, 

p.  3. 

fi'iiiii,  \\  itli  ami  without  ne, 

p.  3. Questions,  indirect,  p.  108  ;  net  at 
end  indicating  surprise,  H.  S.  S.  , 
•_ii,  /-. 

{>iy<iiii(i/,  idiom,  vide  Terrible. 

R,  letter  r,  p.  1. 
Ji'iiliini,   p.    34  ;    ra/i/d  Aa»   =hotd 

hai,    p.     34  ;     expresses    con- 
tinuous   action,    p.    37  ;     pro- 

gressive action,  p.  52  ;  suffixed 
to  a  pres.  part.,  H.S.S.,  14,  />  ; 
in  compounds,  vide  Jdiui,  II,  h. 

Jiakhmi,    htnni,    and   hind,    idio- 
matic differences,    pp.    34-5  ; 

rakhe-rahiia,    p.   84  ;    in   com- 
pounds, 11,  j. 

Rather     than,     H.S.S.,     23,     L; 

•Ji'i.   e.  (14)  ;    rather,  but,   nay, 
26,  e  (7). 

Ratitd  or  rat  Imjinn'i,  p.  102,  n.  1. 
Relative,  yih  or  in/A  =  Eng.  rel. 

pron.,p.  10;rel.  pron.,  pp.  11-14; 
as  subj.  and  obj.  in  same  sen- 

tence, H.S.S.,  27,  j  ;  constr.  of 
rel.  and  corr.,  10,  '• 
Pronoun. 

Repetition  of  a  word,  p.  1  10  and 
H.S.S.,   24;    of  obj.   or  subj. 
with  several  verbs,  pp.  110-12  ; 
of  numeral  only  with  fraction, 

as  tarhe,  H.S.S.,  24,  e  (p.    l-'T 
and  n.  ~2)  ;  jnh  jnh  =   /'<i/<  kul>lu, 
p.  !•_'*  and   n.   I  i>ar  = 
'direct',  p.  131  and  n.  3. 

Ro-dena,  no  ne,  p.  3  ;   ro-ltm'i,  no 
ne,  p.  3. 

Roz-marra,     subst.     and      adv., 
H.S.S.,  15,  i  and  n.  1. 

JXitftiit't.  usi-d  >p.  of  equals  an<l  «if 
children,  H.S.S.,  p.  157aml  n.--'. 

-    .    II   -  -  .     13,    /-    /•.   mill    •_•«.    . 
(p.  l'2'l,  n.  4). 

is     Miniiliui  V      i)l      MlhjeCtH, 

p.  II--'. 
Sahl  and   /••»/,„  ,,(/,,,.   H.S.S.,  29, 

'•  and  /'. 
N»///i7»   and    tniyiin,  witli   .sing,    or 

pi.  vi-rb.  E.S.&,   I,/,  ..iid8,  c. 
S'lfii/i  fn/iinutt,  p.   I. 

S-ilmi,  usc<l  only   in  <-<>ni|M>iind-, 
p.  .'{."i ;    Inipi-i-f.  of,  takes  place 
of  Condit.,   pp.  .v;.   i;i  ; 

/'//'//-,    p.    7<>    and    n.     ~>  •     \\  ilh inflec.  infin. ,  vulg. ,  H.  S.  S. ,  9,  e  ; 
position  of  nahiu  with.  S,  c. 

Xnli'tinat,  subst.  and  adj.,  p.  1. 
Utamajhiid,  none,  p. 2 ;  \ideJiiinni  : 

pro|).    intr.,   H.S.S.,    p.  3«i  and 

n.  2;  samajhnd,  etc., and  *~ikhm~i, 
1 1.   Ill  and  n.  '_'. Sniililinlii'i,   old   form   ttambhiifmi, 

H.S.S.,  p.  7S  and  n.  2. 
Sdth  (lend,  no  nr,  p.  3. 

Say,   to  say  nothing  of,  idiom, 
vide  Less. 

Saying    that,   expressed    by    ki, 
H.S.S.,  26,  e  (0). 

Scarcely,  p.  I  *v 
Se,   pp.  2,   6-7  ;    »e    and    nun. 

peculiar  use  of  H.S.S.,  19,  d ; 
*»   with  adv.,  31,  C. 

Servile  verb-.,  H.S.S.,  11,  a-m. 

Sfiarmd)ida.ndii  \>i< •-.  put.,  p.  7">. 
Shdyatl,    con-i-.|M)inls   to  u    prin. 

clause,  p.  90  and  n.  4  ;   tenses 
after,  p.  91. 

tihukr  or  ta»lim,  vide  Thanks. 
Shurfi*  k.,  vide  Laymi. 
Sikfuid,    ne    optional,    p.  3 ;     or 

parhnti,  vide  l*arhnd. 
Since,    temp.,    with    neg.    verb, 

H.S.S.,  31.  </  ;  jab  *e  and  knl> 

se,  c  (4).     I '«/''  As  and  Because. 
Singular  or  plural  after  nun. 

,,.  S. 
So,  corr.   no  rare,  H.S.S.,   16,  a 

<:  and  n.  1)  ;  = '  therefore ', 'so ',  16,  A. 

So,  so  that,  ki  and  In  ki,  ll 
26,  e  (9) ;  expressed  by«o,  K>.  /«. 

Sochna.  no  n..  p.  •-'. So-lena,  no  nr,  p.  3. 
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Son,  idioms  for,  H.S.S.,  p.  179 
(138). 

Sona,  past  part,  of  pp.  55,  56  ; 
pres.  tense  of,  p.  56. 

Soon,  as  soon  as,  no  sooner  than, 
etc.,  pp.  19,  70;  and  H.S.S., 
25,  h,  27,  h. 

Stories  of  professional  story- 
tellers, vide  Narration. 

Study,  to,  vide  Parhnd. 
Subject  and  object,  repetition 

or  summary  of,  in  a  long  sen- 
tence, p.  109  ;  subj.  and  obj. 

stated  but  once,  vide  Ellipsis, 
pp.  110-12;  sab  as  summary, 
p.  112;  subj.  and  obj.  when 
not  repeated,  H.S.S.,  19,  c; 
subj .  of  pass,  verb  in  ace. ,  23,  c ; 
gram.  subj.  omitted  in  affirm, 
sentences,  d  and  Remark  ;  rel. 
and  interr.  pron.,  etc.,  as  subj. 
and  obj.  in  same  sentence,  27,  j ; 
logical  subj.  of  Inf.  /,  p.  147 
and  n.  3  ;  sing.  subj.  with  a  pi. 
predicating  noun,  28,  g. 

Subjunctive  Mood,  vide  Aorist, 
p.  39  ;  Pres.  Dub.,  p.  88  ;  1st 
Past  Condit.,  p.  91  ;  2nd  Past 
Cond.,  p.  95. 

Substantive,  vide  Noun. 
Substantive  verb,  vide  Verb. 
Suddenly  =  chTMe  hi,  p.  71. 
Sund,l  dend,  no  ne,  p.  2. 
Stiniye,  or  suno,  interj.,  p.  28. 

Sun-pdnd,  p.  33. 
Suppose  and  admit,  vide  particle 

sahl. 

Ta'ajjiib  nahin,  tense  after,  p.  91. 
Tab  and  tabhi,  vide  Jab. 
Td  ham,  p.  103  and  n.  1. 
Tahdn,  old  corr.  of  jahdn,  H.  S.  S. , 

16,  a  (p.  83,  n.  2),  i  (p.  87,  n.  1). 
Tain  ne  and  tain  hi  ne,  vulg., 

H.S.S.,  25,  I  (p.  137  and  n.  1). 
Taisd,  taise  taise,  p.  17  ;  taisd,  obs. , 

H.S.S.,  16,  a  (p.  83  and  n.  1). 

Tak,  p.  8  =  'even  ' ;  not  a  post- 
position, H.S.S.,  30,  d. 

Tanga,  '  defile,'  '  pass,'  used  on 
N.W.  Frontier,  H.S.S.,  28,  d 
(p.  149  and  n.  1). 

Taqat,  unders.,  H.S.S.,  11,  m 
(p.  61  and  n.  1). 

Taslirn  or  shiikr,  vide  Thanks. 
Tan  bhl,  p.  103  and  n.  3. 
Teach,  to,  vide  Samajhnu. 
Tenses,  sequence  of,  with  sup- 

pressed prostasis,  pp.  102-3. 
Terrible,  idiom  for,  H.S.S.,  7,  h 

(p.  34  and  n.  2),  9, /(p.  46  and 
n.  3),  14,/(2exs.). 

Tim  for  hotd,  p.  101. 
Thaharnd,  idiomatic  meanings, 

pp.  35-6. 
Than,  rather  than  and  ki,  H.S.S. , 

26,  e  (14). 
Thanks,  idiom  of  shukr  and 

tasllm,  H.S.S.,  15,  e. 

That,  vide  ki  ;  '  in  that,'  H.S.S., 26,  e  (12). 

Though,  even  though,  vide 
Although  and  Even  though. 

Time,  idioms  for,  p.  114;  H.S.S. , 
31,  (/  (p.  165  and  n.  3)  ;  day  of 
Hindus  and  Muslims,  how 
computed,  App.  A,  a  (p.  168). 

Tin  and  terah,  idiom,  H.S.S., 
20,  d  (p.  108,  n.  4). 

To,  particle,  p.  21  ;  to  nahln, 
p.  22  ;  as  correlative,  p.  95  ; 
unders.,  p.  96;  H.S.S.,  29,  b, 

g  (p.  155,  n.  2). 
Too  much,  p.  8,  and  H.S.S.,  2,  a. 

Topic,  unpleasant,  how  intro- 
duced, H.S.S.,  App.  A,  b  (4). 

Torrid,  vide  Tidnd. 
Turn,  in  address,  p.  9. 
Tutnd  and  tornd,  change  of  t, 
'  H.S.S.,  9,  a  (p.  43). 

Until,  vide  Jab  tak. 
Upar  upar  =  direct,  H.S.S.,  24, 

/  (p.  131  and  n.  3). 
Uthd-rakhnd,  vide  Uthnd. 

Uthnd,  signification  in  com- 
pounds, H.S.S.,  11,  e;  uthd- 

rakhnd,  11,  e,  I  (p.  61  and  n.  2). 

Verb,  general,  pp.  24-5  ;  special 
verbs,  pp.  25-36 ;  tenses  of, 
pp.  36-95  ;  verbs  compounded 
with  parts. ,  pp.  82-8 ;  dend, 
lend,  ddlnd,  jdnd,  rahnd,  rakhnd 
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(i-iikhi  -iiihin'i).  with  pa>t  part., 
|»|>.  s.'i  ">  :  |>uM  |)iirt.,  pi 
to    s||!i-!  .    vcrli.     1 1.     St   ;    ;ilnl  e\ 

ainples  of,  pp.  s.">  li;  p.i-t  part, 
ami  intrans.  servile  vi-rl>, 
p.  Sli;  compounded  with  jxiniu. 

jililntii.  etc.,  pp.  '•ill  7:  omission 
of  vt-rli  suhst.  in  Imperf., 

.  1'lup..  pp.  :>:!  (.-,),  ill (3);  onii^Moii  ami  insertion  of 
ti  of  pi.,  p.  112:  1st  pers.  Aor. 
of  Ao«<7 ami  sulist.  verliidentieal, 
p.  si),  Remark  ;  ttui  for  /<•</-/, 

li»l  i  |."n  ;  compound  vcrh-. 
II.s.s..  11,  a-k  ;  simple  verb 
in  lie*,',  ami  proh.  sentences,  I; 
vcil>s  uf  N.-i-in^.  asking,  etc., 
direct  or  indirect  narration, 
17,  /'  '/  :  trans,  verbs  signifying 
on  pur|M>se,  intrans.  l>y  acci- 

dent. /;  causal,  trans.,  and 
intrans.  verbs;  parhnml  with 

nd  ko,  21,  d-e  ;  vei  lis 
compoundetl  with  a  subst. ,  a<  1  j. , 
etc.,  22,  a-b  ;  constr.  in  act. 
and  pass.  ina\  he  dilFerent,  C. 

Vocative,  two  forms,  p.  'J :  in 
repetition  of  grief,  p.  2 ;  voc. 
sing,  followed  by  either  sing, 
or  pi.  veil i.  II.S.S.,  7,  g. 

Wnhiin,  incorrect  use  of,  p.  106. 

l\'n  Hi'-,  p.  16. "••'<'•• .  1 1.  17. 
U'ti/it,  suttix.  pp.  t.2-3;  added 
to  preps,  and  ad  vs.,  not  to 
adjs. ;  substitute  for  genitive, 

p.    li'J  ;   indicate^   haliit    or  eon 
tinuam.-e,  ami  an  w  ' 
imniefliati:     fiitim-  ;      i~    ainlii- 

gUOIls,     |  , 
late,    p.    7-'.    and     H.S.S.,    •_".». 

/: \Vill-n'!,    p.     16. 

Whatever.  ,•;•/.  However. 

When    ami    j'ltnin.     p.     !.">;     Aor. 
or    Fut.     after    jn>.,     II 
16,    g  ;   jab    and  jab  (ok  not 
followed  by  a  i«Lst  tens*.-,  31,  /'. d-o  ./<»/,;  for/ti  of  sudden- 

ness vide  A'/. 
Where  and  '  the  world  ',  p.  1">. Whereas,  p.  104  ;  yd  =  whereas, 

H.S.S.,  16,  c;  htll-an-ki.  . 
Whether,  p.   1  ">  ;  whether  or  not, 

p.  IDS  ;  whether     or,  vi.i 
whether  =  if,  H.S.S.,  26,  e  (4) 

and  n.  'J. 
While,  whilst,  p.  14 ;  ki  -  while, 

H.S.S.,  26,  t  (13);  tmU  also 
Jat>  t'tk. 

l\'tih,  he,  p.  10;  equiv.  to  Eng. 
rel.  pron.,  p.  10. 

Yd  al),  vide  l<nl-<~iii-ki  ;  i/<i  nnhln 
or  /.•/  inihin,  omitted  or  not, 
p.  108;  H.S.S.,  16,  e,f. 

YnlniH,  w  jagah  ke  pa*  or  ynftiin 
se  nazdik,  but  not  yahdn  ke  pds, 
H.S.S.  (p.  13  and  n.  2). 

Yih,  he,  p.  10 ;  =  Eng.  rel.  pron. , 

p.  10. Ytin  to  =  while,  p.  1  J. 
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People   4882 

Photo  Bits         ..          ..     3  12  6  12 
Police  Budget    . .         . .     3  10  68 
Public  Opinion  ..          ..58  912 
Punch  &  Xmas  No       . .     7     8  13    8 
Queen     (  thin  )     and     Xmas 

Number           ..         ..    15    8  28    2 
Railways           ..         ..     3  10  68 

Referee"   3  10  68 Regiment       3  10  68 

Reynolds'  News            ...      4    8  82 
St.  James's  Budget     ...    13    6  24-    6 
Saturday  Revieiv        ...    12     8  12  22 
Scraps  &  Double 
Number   3  12  6  12 
Sketch  &  Xmas  Number  17    4  32    9 
Sketchy  Bits             3  12  6  12 

6  Months.  1  Year. 
WEEKLY.  Rs.  a.    Rs.  a. 

South  Africa   14  12    2710 
Spare  Moments  . .     2  12      50 
Spectator            13    6    24    6 
SPHERE  (thin)  . .    14    8    26    8 
Sporting  Times  . .      5     8      912 
TATLER    16     8    30    0 
Times  (Weekly  Edition)     58      912 
Tit-Bits       3  10      6  10 

T.P.'s  Weekly       312      612 Truth  and  Xinas 

No.  (thin)  ..  ..  13  2  2312 
Vanity  Fair  aas  Number  Xmnd 

(thin)   12    8    22  14 
Vie  Parisienne   15    6    28  14 
Weekly  Budget        310      610 
Weekly  Despatch  . .  3  10  68 
Weekly  Scotsman  . .  3  10  68 
Weekly  Telegraph  ..  312  612 
Woman  and  Xmns  No  3  14  72 

Woman's  Life   3  12      61 
World  (thin)  and 
Xmas  No   3  3    6    24    6 

Winning  Post   58       9  14 

MONTHLY. 

Annals     and     Magazine    of 
Natural    History     ..15    8    28    2 

Army  List           lu    0    18    0 
Art  Journal  and 

Xmas  No.    ~.LO    6    2010 
Atlantic  Monthly  ...  6  4  11  4 
BADMINTON 
MAGAZINE          7    0  12  12 

Baily's  Sporting 
Magazine               6    4     1.1     4 

Bankers'  Magazine  ...  10  0  18  12 
Blackwood's  Magazine.  13  6  24  6 
Boy's  Own  Paper  with 
Summer  &  Xmas  Nos  3  14  6  14 

C.  B.  Fry's  Magazine...  4278 
Cassell's  Family 

Magazine.              4075 
Century  Magazine  ...  8  0  14  10 
Chambers  Journal  ...  4  2  7  8 
Chatterbox                1  12    3    0 
Contemporary  Review  13  12  25  2 
Cornhill  Magazine  ...  6  4  11  4 

English  Illustrated 
Magazine  &  Xmas  No    3  14    7    2 

Family  Herald       3  12    6  12 
Fortnightly  Review      . .   13    8  25    2 

THACKER    &   Co..    Lid.,    BOMBAY, 



SUBSCRIPTIONS  TO  NEWSPAPERS.-Ontinued. 

MONTHLY. 

(•  Months.  1  Year. 

Rs.  a.     Rs.  a. 

Ocm  I  .la^azine 

nual         .'.         ...     f,    r,   11    G 
Oirl's  Own  Taper  with Summer  X  Xmas 
Nun  .....      3  l-t     (]   1  I 

C.iiTs  Realm         .  .          .  .      8  10     08 

no  .  .     3     '2    5  1<> 
rth's  London 

M:i-a,:ine         ..  ..      3866 
Magazine    X 

Xinas   X  .         .  .     f>    4  11     4 
Idler          ......     3  12     t.   12 
Knowledge         ..          ..      f>     6     11     4 

aim    ..          ..4-4      7  14 
ire  1  1  cur     .  .          ..312      612 

Little   Folks  Magazine 
X-  I-  xtra  Number        ..3660 

London  Magazine        ..    3    866 
London  Journal  ..     2     848 

Manser's  Magssine     ..    4    680 
A'rra's    Journal    X 

"Xmas  No  ......  2  12    4  14 Novel  Ma-azine              ..  2  14    5    4 

Nautical  Magazine       ..  5  10  lo     L' 
Na\  v    List   (  S  times  a 

year)     ......  5  14  10  12 
National  Review           ..  ..     22    8 

eenth   Century  & 

After      ..         ..  '      ..  13    8  25    2 North   American 
Review  ......  12  14  23    4 

Pall  Mall  Magazine     ..42. 

MHI'S  Magazine     ..  427-- 
Pl.-iy  Pictorial    ..        ..     3  12    r,  rj 

•titioner        ......    18  12 
Quiver  &  Xmas  Number    310     • 
Review  of  Reviews         ..     3866 
Revue  des  deux 
M"  ..         ..  27  14  50  12 

Royal    ilagazine  '.     2     5  10 
noer'l  Magazine    .  .      •'•     111      4 

Smart  Set  ..          ..     6     8  11  10 

(list  Review  .  .      :<     2     ">  10 
Strand    Magazine 

XmasN".        ..  4075 

Sunday  at  Home         ..      3  12     0  1  -' 
Sunday    Strand 

Magazine         ..          .  .     3  12    6  12 
failed  Service 

Magazine       ..         ..         ..     1."  12 

MONTHLY.        RS.  a.   i 

UYIdon's    Bazaar   X- 
Xmas  No   1220 

Wi-ldon's     Illustrated 
-maker  X- 

Xmas  No.        .  .          ..1220 

Wclclon's  Journal   ol 
Coxtiniios        ..          ..     4     4     7  14 

Wcldon's     Ladies' 
Journal  ..      2  12     4  1  I 

Westminster  Review  ..  i.".    s  21-  12 
Wide  World  Magazine.  312     ' 
Windsor    Ma^aziiu 

Xinas  No.  '    . .         . .  4075 Woman  at  Home         .  .  3     r,     6 
World  X  His  Wile         ..  4  10     8     4 

YOUIIK    Ladics's   Jour- 
nal X  Xmas  No.  .">   10  10     2 

(JCARTI-RLY. 

Asiatic  Qnarterly 

Review 
Dublin    Quarterly 

Review 

IMinbtirxh  Review 
Hart's   Quarterly 
Armv  List. 

Official     Armv     List 
(  Tost  Extra) 

Quarterly  Review 

NHW  SERIALS 

8  10  15  12 

9  14  18    0 
10     6  1U    O 

18  12  34    8 

24   12  45 
10    8  19 

The  Kind's  Umpire.  With  25 Coloured  Plates  of  670 

and  1'pwards  Reproduc- tions from  Photographs  24 

Fortnightly  I'  15  0 
Trees  and  their  Life  Histories, 

13  Fortnightly  Parts  13  0 
The  New  Book  of  the  Horse. 
By  Charles  Richardson, 
with  many  Illustrations, 
including  20  Coloured 
Plates.  20  Fortnightly 
Parts  . .  . .  . .  20  0 

The  World's  ('.rent  Pictures 12  Fortnightly  Parts  ..  78 

THACKER  &  Co.,  Ltd    BOMBAY. 



THACKER'S    POPULAR   LIBRARY. 
One  Rupee  Each  Volume. 

A  Scries    of  Popular  Standard    Works,   Well  Printed, 
Uniform  Cloth  Binding. 

Each  with  a  Frontispiece. 

:n 

Adam  Bede 

Anderson's  Fairy  Tales 
Arabian  Nights 
Ben  Hur 
Bleak  House 
Cranford 

Charles  O'Malley 
David  Copperfield 
The  Days  of  Bruce 
Dombey  and  Son 
Frank  Fairlegh 

Grimm's  Faiiy  Tales 
Handv  Andy 
Harold 
Harry  Lorrequer 
House  of  Seven  Gables 
Hunchback  of  Notre  Dame 
Infelice 
Ingoldsby  Legends 
Ivanhoe 

Jane  E}rre 
John  Halifax,  Gentleman 
Kenihvorth 
Last  Days  of  Pompeii 
Last  of  the  Mohicans 
Lavengro 
Martin  Chuzzlewit 

SOME  NEW 

Alice's       Adventures       in 
\Yonderland 

Barnaby  Rudge 
Jacob  Faithful 
Little  Dorrit 
Man  in  the  Iron  Mask 
Midshipman  Easy 

Mill  on  the  Floss 
Never  too  Late  to  Mend 
Oliver  Twist 
Pendennis 
Pickwick  Papers 
Rienzi 
Robinson  Crusoe 
Romany  Rye 
Scarlet  Letter Shirley 

Swiss  Family  Robinson 
A  Tale  of  Two  Cities 
Tales  and  Sketches 
Talisman 
Toilers  of  the  Sea 

Tom  Brown's  Schooldays Tower  of  London 
Twenty  Years  After 
Two  Years  Ago 
Two  Years  Before  the  Mast 

Uncle  Tom's  Cabin 
Valentine  Vox 
Vanity  Fair 
Vicar    of   Wakefield    ( No 

frontispiece ) 
Waverley 
Westward   Ho ! 
VOLUMES. 
Monte    Cristo 

D  antes 
Monte  Cristo : 

D  antes 
Nicholas  Nickleby 
Old  Curiosity  Shop 
Peter  Simple 

Revenge  of 

THACKER   &  Co.,   Ld.  PUBLISHERS,   BOMBAY. 



A   NEW   AND   REVISED   LIST 

OF 

TEXT  BOOKS  AND  MANUALS 
FOR   STUDKNTS   IN 

ORIENTAL  LANGUAGES 

Many  of  which  are  used  as  Text  Books  for  the 

Examinations  for 

THE    INDIAN    CIVIL    SERVICE    AND 

THE    INDIAN    STAFF    CORPS 

Also  as  Class  Books  in 

COLLEGES    AND    SCHOOLS    IN    INDIA 

LONDON 

CROSBY   LOCKWOOD   &   SON 

7,  STATIONERS'  HALL  COURT,  LUDGATE   HILL,  E.G. 
AND 

12 1 A,  VICTORIA  STREET,  WESTMINSTER,  S.W. 



CROSBY  LOCKWOOD  &  SON'S 
Catalogue  of  Books  in  the  Eastern  Languages,  &c. 

ARABIC. 
BIRDWOOD,  ALAN  R. 

AN  ARABIC  READING  BOOK,  in  the  Arabic  Character,  with  transliteration. 
Fcap.  8vo.     53. 

FORBES,  DUNCAN,  LL.D. 
ARABIC  GRAMMAR,  intended  more  especially  for  the  use  of  young  men 

preparing  for  the  India  Civil  Service,  and  also  for  the  use  of  self- 
instructing  students  in  general.  Royal  8vo,  cloth.  i8s. 

ARABIC  READING  LESSONS,  in  the  Arabic  Character,  consisting  of  easy 
Extracts    from    the   best   Authors,   with   Vocabulary.      Royal   8vo, 
cloth.     155. 

PALMER,  PROF.  E.  H.,  M.A.,   &c. 
ARABIC  GRAMMAR.  On  the  principles  of  the  best  Native  Grammarians. 
Demy  8vo.  i8s. 

THE  ARABIC  MANUAL.     Comprising  a   condensed  Grammar  of  both 
Classical  and  Modern  Arabic  ;  Reading  Lessons  and  Exercises,  with 
Analyses  and  a  Vocabulary  of  useful  Words.     Fcap.  8vo.     75.  6d. 

ROBERTSON,  F.  E. 
AN  ARABIC  VOCABULARY  FOR  EGYPT.    The  Arabic  by  Lufti  Yiissef 

Ayrut.     In  the  Roman  Character.     Fcap.  8vo.     35.  (15  piastres). 
STEINOASS,  DR.  F. 

STUDENT'S  ARABIC-ENGLISH  DICTIONARY.     Demy  8vo.     505. 
ENGLISH-ARABIC  DICTIONARY,  in  Arabic  Character  and  transliterated. 
Demy  8vo.  285. 

THE  ASSEMBLIES  OF  HARfRf.      The  Text  (in  the  Arabic  Character) 
with  English  Notes,  Grammatical,  Critical  and  Historical.    Demy  8vo. 
2is.  net. 

TIEN,  REV.  ANTON,  Ph.D.,  M.R.A.S. 
MANUAL  OF  COLLOQUIAL  ARABIC.  Comprising  Practical  Rules  for 

learning  the  Language,Vocabulary,  Dialogues,  Letters  and  Idioms,&c., 
in  English  and  Arabic,  the  latter  in  Arabic  and  Roman  characters. 
Fcap.  8vo.  75.  6d. 

BENGALI. 
FORBES,  DUNCAN,  LL.D. 

BENGALI    GRAMMAR,   with   Phrases    and    Dialogues,   in   the   Bengali 
Character.     Royal  8vo.     12s.  6d. 

BENGALI  READER,   in  the  Bengali  Character,  with  a  Translation  and 
Vocabulary.     Royal  8vo.     1 2s.  6d. 

HAUGKHTON,  GK  C. 

BENGALI,  SANSCRIT,  AND  ENGLISH  DICTIONARY,  adapted  for  Students 
in  either  language  ;  to  which  is  added  an  Index,  serving  as  a  Reverse 
Dictionary.     410.     303. 

NABO    NARI.     Anecdotes   of   the    Nine   Famous    Women    of  India. 
[Text-book  for  Examinations  in  Bengali.]     In  the  Bengali  Character. 
I2mo.     75. 



CROSBY  LOCKWOOD  &  SON 

NIOHOLL,   PROF.  Q.   F. 
Fcap.  Svo.     75.  6<1. 

TOTA  ITIHAS:  The  Talc,  of  a  Parrot.      Demy  Svo.     5«. 

BURMESE. 
DAVIDSON,  LIEUT.  P.  A.  L. 

:  i.noiMAi.  HIIKMKSK;  or,  How  to  Speak  the  Language 
in  Three  Months.     Fcap.  Svo,     43.  6d. 

CHINESE. 
BULLOCK,  T.  L.,  Professor  of  Chinese  in  the  University  of  Oxford. 

.KKSSIVK     KXKKCISKS      IN     TMK     ClIINKSK     \Vkll. 

Royal  Svo,  cloth.     los.  6<1.  net. 

DOUGLAS,  SIB  ROBERT  K.,  1'rofensor  of  Chinese  at  King's  College, London,  &c. 
A  <  IIIM.>K  MANUAL,  comprising  Grammar,  with  Idiomatic  Phrases  and 

Dialogues.     New  Edition.      Ecap.  Svo.      IDS.  6d, 

HINDUSTANI,  HINDI,  &c. 

Dr.  Forbes1  s  Works  are  used  as  Class  Books  in  the  Colleges  and  Schools  in 
ABDOOLAH,  SYED. 

Sixc.iiASAN  BATTISI.  Translated  into  Hindi  from  the  Sanscrit.  In 
the  Nagari  Character.  A  New  Edition.  Revised,  Corrected,  and 
Accompanied  with  Copious  Notes.  Royal  Svo.  1 2s.  6d. 

AKHI.AKI  HINDI,  translated  into  Urdu,  with  an  Introduction  and  Notes. 
In  the  Persian  Character.      Royal  Svo.      12s.  6d. 

CHAPMAN.  MAJOR  F.  R.  H.,  Instructor  in  Hindustani  at  the  Royal 
Military  College. 

ENGi.isii-IIiNiM'STAM  PocKKT  VOCABULARY:  containing  2,200  useful 
words  in  classified  lists.  (Urdu  in -Roman  Character.)  Second 
Kdition,  Revised  and  Enlarged.  32010,  cloth.  2s.  net. 

How  TO  LEARN  HINDUSTANI.  A  Manual  for  all  Students  and  a 
Guide  to  the  Lower  and  Higher  Standard  Examinations.  Crown 
Svo,  cloth.  75.  6d.  net. 

UKDI-  KKADKR  (GRADUATED)  FOR  MILITARY  STUDKNTS,  containing  a 
complete  vocabulary  of  all   the   Urdu  words  occurring  in  the  text. 

Royal  Svo.     ~js.  6d.  net.     In  the  Press. 
EASTWICK,  EDWARD  B. 

THE   BAGH-O-BAHAR — literally  translated    into   English,  with  copious 
explanatory  notes.     Demy  Svo.     los.  6d. 

FORBES,  DUNCAN,  LL.D. 
HINDUSTANI-ENGLISH  DICTIONARY,  in  the  Persian  Character,  with  the 

Hindi  words  in  Nagari  also  ;  and  an  English-Hindustani  Dictionary  in 
the  Roman  Character  ;  both  in  one  volume.  Royal  Svo.  42,. 

HINDUSTANI-ENGLISH  AND  ENGLISH-HINDUSTANI  DICTIONARY,  in 
the  Roman  Character.  Royal  Svo.  365. 

SMALLER  DICTIONARY,  Hindustani  and  English,  in  the  Roman  Cha- 
racter. I2S. 

HINDUSTANI  GRAMMAR,  with  Specimens  of  Writing  in  the  Persian  and 
Nagari  Characters,  Reading  Lessons,  and  Vocabulary.  Demy  Svo. los.  6d. 



CROSBY  LOCKWOOD  &  SON 

HINDUSTANI  MANUAL,  containing  a  Compendious  Grammar,  Exercises 
for  Translation,  Dialogues,  and  Vocabulary,  in  the  Roman  Character. 
New  Edition,  entirely  revised.     By  J.  T.  Platts.     i8mo.     35.  6d. 

BAGH-O-BAHAR,  in  the  Persian  Character,  with  a  complete  Vocabulary, 
in  Persian  and  Roman  Characters.     Royal  8vo.     I2s.  6d. 

BAGH-O-BAHAR,   in    English,  with  Explanatory  Notes,   illustrative  of 
Eastern  Character.     Demy  8vo.     8s. 

BAGH-O-BAHAR,  with  Vocabulary.    Roman  Character.    Crown  8vo.     55. 
TOTA  KAHANI  ;  or,  "  Tales  of  a  Parrot,"  in  the  Persian  Character,  with  a 

complete  Vocabulary.     Royal  8vo.     8s. 
BAITAL  PACHISI  ;  or,  "  Twenty-five  Tales  of  a  Demon,"  in  the  Nagari 

Character,    with  a  complete  Vocabulary  in  the  Nagari  and  Roman 
Characters.     Royal  Svo.     qs. 

IKHWANU-S-SAFA  ;  or,  "  Brothers  of  Purity,"  in  the  Persian  Character. 
Royal  Svo.     12s.  6d. 

HOLROYD,  COL.  "W.  K.  M.,  formerly  Director  of  Public  Instruction, 
Punjab. 

HINDUSTANI  FOR  EVERY  DAY.     Royal  Svo.     324  pages.     8s.  net. 
KEMPSON,    BL,  Director  of    Public  Instruction   in    N.W.    Provinces, 

1862-78. 
FIRST   FIVE   CHAPTERS  OF  THE  TAUBATU-N-NUSUH,  in  the  Persian 

Character,  with  Marginal  Analysis,  additional  Annotations,  and  Index 
Vocabulary.     Royal  Svo.     7s.  6d. 

THE  SYNTAX  AND  IDIOMS  OF  HINDUSTANI.  A  Manual  of  the  Language; 

consisting  of  Progressive  Exercises  in  Grammar,  Reading,  and  Trans- 
lation, with  Notes,  Directions,  and  Vocabularies.     Second  Edition, 

Revised  and  Enlarged.     Crown  Svo,  cloth.     6s.  net. 
KEY  TO  THE  TRANSLATION  EXERCISES  OF  SYNTAX  AND  IDIOMS  OF 

HINDUSTANI,  in  the  Roman  Character.     Crown  Svo.     35.  6d. 
MULVIHILL,  P. 

A  VOCABULARY  FOR  THE  LOWEK  STANDARD  IN  HINDUSTANI,  in  the 
Roman   Character.      Containing   the   meanings  of    every   word   and 

idiomatic  expression  in  "  Jarrett's  Hindu  Period,"  and  in  "  Selections 
from  the  Ba»h-o-Bahar."     Fcap.     33.  6d. 

PHII/LOTT,  LIEUT.-COLONEL  D.  C.,  Secretary,  Board  of  Examiners, 
Calcutta. 

HINDUSTANI  STUMBLING-BLOCKS.     Being  difficult  Points  in  the  Syntax 
and  Idiom  of  Hindustani  Explained  and  Exemplified.     Crown  Svo, 
cloth.     45.  6d.  net.  Just  Published. 

PINCOTT,  FREDERIC,  M.R.A.S. 
SAKUNTALA  IN  HINDI,  in  the  Nagari  Character.     Translated  from  the 

Bengali  recension  of  the  Sanskrit.     Critically  edited,  with  Grammatical, 
Idiomatical,  and  Exegetical  Notes.     410.     I2s.  6d. 

HINDI  MANUAL.     Comprising  a  grammar  of  the  Hindi  Language  both 
Literary  and  Provincial  ;  a  complete  Syntax  ;  Exercises  in  various  styles 
of  Hindi  Composition  ;  Dialogues  on  several  subjects  ;  and  a  complete 
Vocabulary,   in  the  Nagari  and  Roman  Characters.      Fifth  edition, 
thoroughly  revised.     Fcap.  Svo.     6s. 

PLATTS,  J.  T.,  Persian  Teacher  at  the  University  of  Oxford. 
HINDUSTANI  DICTIONARY.     Dictionary  of  Urdu  and  Classical  Hindi 

and  English,  in  the  Persian,  Nagari,  and  Roman  Characters.     Super 
Royal  Svo.     ̂ 3  33. 



CROSBY  LOCK  WOOD  &  SON 

GRAMMAR  OF  THE  URDU  OR  HINDUSTANI  LANGUAGE.    Hindustani 
words  in  the  Persian  Character.     Demy  Svo.     izs. 

I'.UIAI    I'A>  ii isi,  translated  into  F.nglish.      Demy  8vo.     8s. 
IKHWANU-S-SAKA,  translated  into  English.     Demy  8vo.     to 

ROGERS,   E.  H. 

How  TO  SPEAK  HINDUSTANI;  in  the  Roman  Character.    Roy.  1211. 
SMALL,  BEY.  O. 

DICTIONARY  OK  NAVAI.  TERMS,  English  ami  Hindustani.     For  the  use 
of  Nautical   Men   trading  to  India,  &c.     In  the  Roman  Character. 
Fcap.  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

TOLBORT,  F.  W.  H. 

ALIF  LAII.A  BA-ZABAN-I-URDU.    (The  Arabian  Nights  in  Hindu 
In  the  Roman  Character.     Crown  8vo.     los.  6d. 

JAPANESE. 

CHAMBERLAIN,  BASIL   H.,    Emeritus    I'n.fcsM.r   of  Japanese  and 
Philology  in  the  Imperial  University  of  Tokyo. 

A   HANDBOOK  OF  COLLOQUIAL  JAPANESE,  in  the  Roman  Character. 
Fourth  Edition,  revised-     Crown  8vo.     i 

PRACTICAL  INTRODUCTION  TO  TIIK  Sn;i>v  OK  JAPANESE  WRITING. 

It  teaches   the  writing   of  the    "Kana"    and    most    useful    C'l. characters,  and  is  a  Reader  at  the  same  time,  with  full  translation. 
Folio.     315.  6d.  net. 

MacCAULEY,  CLAY,  A.M.  (President  of  the   School  for  Advanced 
Learning,  Tokyo). 

AN  INTRODUCTORY  COURSE  IN  JAPANESE.    Crown  8vo.     IDS.  6d. 

KOREAN. 
GALE,  J.    S. 

KOREAN-ENGLISH  DICTIONARY.     Super  Royal  Svo,  cloth.     305.  net. 

MALAY. 
BIKKERS,   DR.  A.   J.  W. 

MA».AY,  ACIIINESE,  FKENCH.  AND    ENGI  ISM  VOCABUI.ARV.    Alpha- 
betically arranged  under  each  of  the  four  languages.     With  c- 

Malay  Grammar.     Post  Svo.     75.  6d. 

MARSDEN'S  MALAY  GRAMMAR.     4to.     £\    Is. 
WILKINSON,   R.  J. 

A  MALAY-ENGLISH  DICTIONARY.     In  three  parts.     Royal  410 
750  pages.  505.  net,  or  bound  in  one  volume,  half-leather,  Gjx.  n.-t. 
The  third  part  will  be  supplied  at  7s.  6d.  to  those  who  have  already 
purchased  parts  i  and  2. 

PERSIAN. 

CLARKE,  LIETJT.-OOLONEL    H.  WILBERFOBCE,  (late)  B.B. 
THE  PERSIAN  MANUAL.      A  Pocket  Companion. 

A  Concise  Grammar  of  the  Language,  with  Exercises,  a  Selection 
of  Useful  Phrases,  Dialogues,  and  Subjects  for  Translation  into 
Persian,  and  a  Vocabulary  of  Useful  Words,  English  and  Persian, 
&c.  i8mo.  75.  6d. 



CROSBY  LOCKWOOD  &  SON 

FORBES,  DUNCAN,  I/L.D. 
PERSIAN  GRAMMAR,  READING  LESSONS  IN  THE  PERSIAN  CHARACTER, 
AND  VOCABULARY.  Royal  8vo.  125.  6d. 

IBRAHEEM,  MIRZA. 
PERSIAN  GRAMMAR,  DIALOGUES,  &c.,  in  the  Persian  Character. 

Royal  8vo.  125.  6d. 

KEENE,  REV.  H.  Q. 
FIRST  BOOK  OF  THE  ANWARI   SOHEILI  ;  the  Text  in  the  Persian 

Character.     Demy  8vo.     53. 
AKHLAKI  MUHSINI.     Translated  into  English.     8vo.     35.  6d. 

ORIENTAL  PENMANSHIP  :  comprising  specimens  of  Persian  Hand- 
writing, illustrated  with  Facsimiles  from  Originals  in  the  South 

Kensington  Museum,  to  which  are  added  Illustrations  of  the  Nagari 
Character.  By  the  late  Prof.  Palmer  and  F.  Pincott.  410.  125.  6d. 

OTTSELEY,    I/TETTT.-COI.. 
AKHLAKI  MUHSINI  ;  the  Text  in  the  Persian  Character.    Demy  8vo.   55. 

PLATTS,  J.  T.,  Persian  Teacher  at  the  University  of  Oxford. 
GULISTAN  ;    in   the   Persian  Character.      Carefully  collated   with   the 

original  MS.,  with  a  full  Vocabulary.     Royal  8vo.      I2s.  6d. 
GULISTAN.     Translated  from   a   Revised   Text,    with   copious  Notes. 

Royal  8vo.     I2s.  6d. 

PLATTS,  J.    T.  (Persian   Teacher  at  the  University  of  Oxford),  and 
ROGERS,  A.  (late  Bombay  Civil  Service). 

THE  BUSTAN  OF  SA'ADf.  Photographed  from  a  Persian  MS.,  Collated 
and  Annotated.  Impl.  8vo.  i8s. 

ROGERS,  A.  (late  Bombay  Civil  Service). 
PERSIAN  PLAYS,  in  the  Persian  Character  ;  with  Literal  English 

Translation  and  Vocabulary.  Crown  8vo.  Js.  6d. 

STEINQASS,  F.,  Ph.D. 
A  COMPREHENSIVE  PERSIAN-ENGLISH  DICTIONARY;  including  the 

Arabic  Words  and  Phrases  to  be  met  with  in  Persian  Literature, 

being  JOHNSON  and  RICHARDSON'S  PERSIAN,  ARABIC,  and  ENGLISH 
DICTIONARY,  revised,  enlarged,  and  entirely  reconstructed.  Impl. 
Svo.  1600  pages.  £3  35.  net. 

TOI/BORT,  T.  "W.  H.,  Bengal  Civil  Service. A  TRANSLATION  OF  ROBINSON  CRUSOE  INTO  THE  PERSIAN  LANGUAGE. 
Roman  Character.  Crown  Svo.  7s. 

PUSHTO. 

RAVERTY,   MAJOR   H.  G-.,  Author  of  the    Pus'hto   Grammar  and 
,     Dictionary. 
'THE  PUS'HTO  MANUAL.    Comprising  a  Concise  Grammar ;  Exercise  and 

Dialogues  ;  Familiar  Phrases,  Proverbs,  and  Vocabulary.   Fcap.Svo.  55. 
ROOS-KEPPEL,   MAJOR    G.    (President   of    Central    Committee   of 

Examiners  in  Pushtu  Language). 
A  MANUAL  OF  PUSHTU.  Demy  Svo,  cloth.  (Third  Impression.) 

I2s.  6d.  net. 



CROSBY  IXKKWOOD  &  SON 

SANSCRIT. 
OOUQH.  A.  E. 

KKV  n>  i  m.  I:\KRCISES  IN  WILLIAMS' SANSCRIT  MANUAL.   i8mo.  48. 
HAUQHTON,  O.  O. 

SANSCRIT  AND  BENGALI  DICTIONARY,  in  the  Bengali  Character,  with 
Index,  serving  as  a  reversed  Dictionary.  410.  305. 

JOHNSON,  PBOF.  F. 

HITOPADESA;  the  Text  in  Sanscrit,  with  Grammatical  Analysis  and 
Vocabulary  in  Nagari  and  Roman  Characters.  410.  1 5$. 

PINOOTT,  FREDERIC,   M.R.A.S.,  &c. 
HITOPADESA.     A  new  literal   Translation   from  the  Sanskrit  Text  of 

.  F.  Johnson.     For  the  use  of  Students.    6s. 

WILLIAMS,   MONIER. 

SANSCRIT  MANUAL,  in  the  Roman  Character;  with  a  Vocabulary 

l-'.n^lish  and  Sanscrit,  in  the  Nagari  Character,  by  A.  K.  Gough. i8mo.  75. 6d. 
TURKISH. 

TIEN,  REV.   ANTON,  Ph.D.,  X.R.A.S. 
A  TURKISH  GRAMMAR,  containing  also  Dialogues  and  Terms  con- 

nected with  the  Army,  Navy,  Military  Drill,  Diplomatic  and  Social 
Life.  8v<>.  420  pages.  1 6s. 

ORIENTAL   MANUALS. 
BIKKERS,  DR.  A.  J.  W. 

MALAY,  ACHINESE,  FRENCH,  AND  ENGLISH  VOCABULARY,  &c.  With 
concise  Malay  Grammar.  Fcap.  75.  6d. 

BIRDWOOD,  ALAN  R. 

AN  ARABIC  READING  BOOK.    Fcap.  8vo.    53. 

CHAMBERLAIN,  B.  H. 
A  HANDBOOK  OF  COLLOQUIAL  JAPANESE.  Fourth  Edition,  revised. 

Crown  8vo.  155. 

CLARKE,  LIETJT.-COL.  H.  W.,  (late)  R.E. 
THE  PERSIAN  MANUAL.  Containing  a  Concise  Grammar,  with  Exer- 

cises,  Useful  Phrases,  Dialogues,  and  Subjects  for  Translation  into 
Persian  ;  also  a  Vocabulary  ot  Useful  Words,  English  and  Persian. 
Roman  Character.  i8mo.  75.  6d. 

DAVIDSON,  LIEUT.  F.  A.  L. 

ANGLICISED  COLLOQUIAL  BURMESE  ;  or,  How  to  Speak  the  Language 
in  Three  Months.  Fcap.  8vo.  45.  6d. 

DOUGLAS,  SIR  ROBERT  X.,  Professor  of  Chinese  at  King's  College, London,  &c. 
A  CHINESE  MANUAL,  comprising  Grammar,  with  Idiomatic  Phrases 

and  Dialogues.  Fcap.  8vo.  IDS.  6d.  (New  Edition.) 



CROSBY  LOCKWOOD  &  SON 

FORBES'S  HINDUSTANI  MANUAL.  Containing  a  Compendious 
Grammar,  Exercises  for  Translation,  Dialogues,  and  Vocabulary,  in 
the  Roman  Character.  New  Edition,  entirely  revised.  By  J.  T. 
Platts.  i8mo.  35.  6d. 

aouan,  A.  E. 
KEY  TO  THE  EXERCISES  IN  WILLIAMS'S  SANSCRIT  MANUAL.    i8mo.  45. MACKENZIE,  CAPTAIN  C.  F, 
A  TURKISH  MANUAL.     Comprising  a  Condensed  Grammar,  with  Idio- 

matic Phrases,   Exercises  and  Dialogues,  and  Vocabulary.     Roman 
Character.     Fcap.  8vo.     6s. 

NICHOLL,  PROF.  GK  F. 
BENGALI  MANUAL  ;  with  Grammar,  and  course  of  Exercises,  illustrating 

every  variety  of  Idiomatic  Construction,  Specimens  of  current  Hand- 
writing, &c.,  and  a  short  Asamese  Grammar.      Fcap.  8vo.     Js.  6d. 

PALMER,  PROF.   E.  H.,  M.A. 
THE  ARABIC  MANUAL.     Comprising  a  Condensed  Grammar  of  both 

Classical  and  Modern  Arabic;     Reading  Lessons  and  Exercises,  with 
Analyses  and  a  Vocabulary  of  Useful  Words.     Fcap.  8vo.     75.  6d. 

PINCOTT,  FREDERIC,  M.R.A.S. 
THE  HINDI  MANUAL.     Comprising  a  Grammar  of  the  Hindi  Language 

both   Literary  and   Provincial  ;    a  Complete   Syntax ;    Exercises   in 
various  styles  of  Hindi  Composition  ;    Dialogues  on  several  subjects  ; 
and  a  Complete  Vocabulary.     Fcap.  8vo.     6s. 

PORTMAN,  M.  V.,  M.R.A.S. 
A    MANUAL    OF    THE    ANDAMANESE    LANGUAGES,  in    the    Roman 

Character.     i8mo.     IDS.  6d. 
RAVERTY,  MAJOR  H.  GK 

THE  PUS'HTO  MANUAL.     Comprising  a  Concise  Grammar  ;  Exercises 
and  Dialogues ;  Phrases,  Proverbs,  and  Vocabulary.     Fcap.  8vo.     5s- 

ROBERTSON,  F.   E. 
AN   ARABIC   VOCABULARY    FOR   EGYPT,   in  the   Roman  Character. 

The  Arabic  by  Lufti  Yussef  Ayrut.     Fcap.  8vo.     35.  (15  piastres). 
ROOS-KEPPEL,    MAJOR    GK    (President   of    Central   Committee   of 

Examiners  in  Pushtu  Language). 
A  MANUAL   OF   PUSHTU.     Demy  8vo,   cloth.      (Third    Impression.) 

I2s.  6d.  net. 
SCHNURMANN,  J.  NESTOR. 
THE  RUSSIAN  MANUAL.  Comprising  a  Condensed  Grammar,  Exercises 

with  Analyses,  Useful  Dialogues,  Reading  Lessons,  Tables  of  Coins, 
Weights  and  Measures,  and  a  Collection  of  Idioms  and  Proverbs 
alphabetically  arranged.  Fcap.  8vo.  73.  6d. 

AID  TO  RUSSIAN  COMPOSITION.     Containing  Exercises,  Vocabularies, 
Syntactical  Rules,  and  Specimens  of  Manuscript.     Fcap.  8vo.     73.  6d. 

TIEN,  REV.  ANTON,  Ph.D.,  M.R.A.S. 
MANUAL  OF  COLLOQUIAL  ARABIC.  Comprising  Practical  Rules  for 

Learning  the  Language,  Vocabulary,  Dialogues,  Letters  and  Idioms, 
&c.,  in  English  and  Arabic.  Fcap.  7s.  6d. 

NEO-HELLENIC  MANUAL.     Comprising  Practical  Rules  for  Learning 
the  Language,  Vocabulary,  Dialogues,  Letters,  Idioms,  &c.  Fcap.  55. 

WILLIAMS,  MONIER. 
SANSCRIT  MANUAL.  To  which  is  added  a  Vocabulary  by  A.  E.  Gough. 
i8mo.  7s.  6d.  8> 
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